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ABSTRACT
TOWARD REALISTIC MODELING OF CATALYTIC SURFACES: FROM
FIRST PRINCIPLES TO MACHINE LEARNING
Robert B. Wexler
Dr. Andrew M. Rappe
Computational catalyst design has the potential to revolutionize the energy and
chemical industries by alleviating their reliance on fossil fuels, precious metals, and
toxic elements. Despite recent advances in understanding catalytic trends, e.g. the
chemisorption scaling relations and the d-band model, the description of catalytic
surfaces has, for the most part, been far from realistic. It is well known that sur-
faces can undergo reconstruction where the structure and composition of the surface
differs from that of the bulk and the nature of this reconstruction depends on the
temperature, pressure, and chemical potentials of the elements in the system. Since
catalytic transformations, i.e. bond breaking and formation, occur at the surface, an
accurate picture of surface structure and composition is vital. In this thesis, we apply
and develop state-of-the-art computational methods for studying the reconstruction
of catalytic surfaces and investigate the effect of surface reconstruction on catalysis.
First, we show using ab initio thermodynamics that the surfaces of nickel phosphide
catalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) are P-enriched, which was not
previously considered in computational studies. Building on this discovery, we reeval-
uate the HER mechanism on Ni2P and Ni5P4 and find that P sites are the key to
their catalytic activities. While the P sites on Ni2P are highly active toward the
HER, they are not stable at conditions suitable for commercial electrolyzers. Under
v
these conditions, the stable surface of Ni2P binds hydrogen too strongly at Ni sites.
We demonstrate that these Ni sites can be activated by doping the surface of Ni2P
with S, Se, and Te. Additionally, using tree-based machine learning methods, we
reveal that nonmetal dopants induce a chemical pressure-like effect on the Ni sites,
changing their reactivity through compression and expansion. Finally, we develop a
software package for ab initio grand canonical Monte Carlo that automatically pre-
dicts surface phase diagrams. The results presented herein provide strong motivation
and a methodological foundation for moving toward more realistic modeling of het-
erogeneous catalysts.
vi
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CHAPTER 1 : Introduction
Heterogeneous catalysis is of tremendous importance to a number of industries, in-
cluding the chemical and energy industries, and, more broadly, our global econ-
omy. (6–9) It has implications in the synthesis of fertilizers that sustain our food
supply, (10–12) materials that make up our clothing, (13–15) and the processing of
chemicals that fuel our vehicles. (16–18) In the last few decades, it has also been
applied to the pursuit of sustainable, eco-friendly energy solutions such as the re-
mediation of atmospheric CO2 (19–21) and the renewable production of H2, (22–24)
which finds application in many industrial processes, via the electrolysis of water.
Regarding the latter, there has been a great deal of effort to replace Pt, the pro-
totypical water splitting electrocatalyst, with elements or compounds that are more
abundant and inexpensive. (23; 25) Of the many proposed alternatives, one of the
most popular in recent years has been the transition metal phosphides, specifically
those based on Fe, (26–28) Co, (29–31) and Ni. (32–34) Nickel phosphides specifically
have been the subject of numerous investigations, both experimental (32; 34; 35) and
theoretical, (27; 33; 36–40) that aim to provide a deep mechanistic understanding
of their activity toward the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and subsequently to
identify materials design principles for engineering their catalytic properties. Many
of the computational studies of the HER on nickel phosphides (27; 33; 36) and, more
generally, of heterogeneous catalysis on complex materials, however, make unrealistic
assumptions about the catalyst surface, namely that is does not undergo any sort of
stabilizing reconstruction.
Surface reconstruction is a process in which the structure and composition of the
surface, and sometimes layers near the surface, differ from that of the bulk. Early
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studies on Si show that, despite its crystallographic simplicity in the bulk, it can ac-
quire a variety of surface reconstructions with different periodicities (41–43) including
one with a remarkable dimer-adatom-stacking-fault geometry (see Fig. 1.1a). (44–46)
Another classic example of surface reconstruction is that of Au(110), which has miss-
ing rows of Au atoms along [100] (see Fig. 1.1b). (47; 48) For materials with two
or more elements and complicated crystal structures, surface reconstruction behav-
ior becomes even more exotic, e.g. the formation of TiOx double layers on ATiO3
perovskites (A being Ba, Sr, or Pb). (49–51) The primary driving forces of surface
reconstruction on semiconductors, metals, and ionic solids differ substantially where
semiconductors aim to saturate surface atom coordination, metals seek to increase
the surface packing efficiency, and ionic crystals prefer to minimize the electrostatic
energy by passivating surface dipoles. Notwithstanding this evidence, the computa-
tional catalysis community still has yet to fully embrace the prevalence of surface
reconstruction and its potentially dramatic impact on chemical reactivity.
One of the reasons for this is that, until recently, the computational methods for
predicting surface phase diagrams lacked the requisite combination of first principles
accuracy, computational efficiency, and completeness in terms of sampling the phase
space of surface reconstructions. Today, the standard technique for computing surface
phase diagrams is ab initio thermodynamics, which unites first principles density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations, the statistical mechanics of vibrations, experimental
thermochemistry data, and the relationship between thermodynamic quantities such
as the Gibbs free energy, temperature, pressure, and chemical potential. (52; 53) This
method can be further extended to deal with aqueous electrochemical environments
and used to construct surface phase Pourbaix diagrams, which are plotted as a func-
tion of pH, activity, and the applied electrode potential. (54) While ab initio thermo-
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dynamics has found great success in reproducing the experimentally observed surface
structures for a diverse set of materials such as Ag(111), (55; 56) RuO2(110), (57)
LiNbO3(001), (58) and LaMnO3(001) (54) to name a few, it is limited by the fact
that the catalog of surfaces used to construct the surface phase diagram is prepared
manually based on chemical intuition. It therefore lacks a systematic way to control
the completeness with which phase space is sampled and may lead to incomplete or,
worse yet, incorrect prediction of surface phase diagrams due to human bias. Recently,
there have been a number of developments in surface crystal structure prediction in-
volving metaheuristic optimization algorithms, e.g. genetic/evolutionary (59–62) and
particle swarm techniques, (63–65) as well as machine learning models, like Gaussian
processes, (66) that can be used to more efficiently traverse phase space. These more
advanced methods have proven quite successful in identifying new surface phases with
exciting properties, however, they are somewhat black box and do not offer chemical
and physical insight into the natural stochastic evolution of a surface, which ideally
one might desire.
In this thesis, we apply ab initio thermodynamics to the study of nickel phos-
phide electrocatalysts for the HER (38; 39; 67) and develop a new methodology for
the automatic prediction of surface phase diagrams based on ab initio grand canonical
Monte Carlo. (68) In Chapter 2, we lay the theoretical groundwork for DFT, ab ini-
tio thermodynamics, grand canonical Monte Carlo, and tree-based machine learning
methods. In Chapter 3, we explore the reconstructions of the (0001) surface of Ni2P
and Ni5P4 in equilibrium with bulk Ni and P. (67) In Chapter 4, we recalculate these
phase diagrams using ab initio aqueous thermodynamics and use them to model the
HER under acidic conditions. (38) In Chapter 5, we devise nonmetal surface doping
schemes for improving the activity of Ni2P(0001) and identify catalytic descriptors
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using random forest regression. (39) Finally, in Chapter 6, we develop a new soft-
ware for surface crystal structure prediction using ab initio grand canonical Monte
Carlo and reproduce the experimental surface reconstructions of Ag(111) as a proof of
concept. (68) More detailed summaries of Chapters 3 through 6 are presented below.
In Chapter 3, we explore the reconstructions of both Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(000±1)
surfaces with first principles DFT. Most of the stable terminations under realistic
synthesis conditions are determined to be P-rich on both materials. A P-covered
reconstruction of the Ni3P2 termination of Ni2P(0001) is found to be most stable,
consistent with the current literature. By contrast, the most energetically favorable
surfaces of Ni5P4 are found to be the Ni3P3 and Ni4P3 bulk-derived terminations with
P-adatoms. The preferred excess P binding sites and their energies are identified on
each surface. We find that the P3 site which is present on Ni5P4, and the Ni3 site,
which is present on both Ni2P and Ni5P4, strongly bind excess P. Additionally, we
predict the presence of stable Pn (n = 2, 4) agglomerates on Ni5P4 at the P3-hollow
and Ni-Ni bridge sites. This chapter highlights the importance of considering the ag-
gregation behavior of non-metal components in predicting the surface reconstruction
of transition metal compounds. (67)
In Chapter 4, we explore, through DFT with thermodynamics, the aqueous re-
constructions of Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001)/(000±1) and find that the surface P
content on Ni2P(0001) depends on the applied potential, which has not been con-
sidered previously. At -0.21 V ≥ U ≥ -0.36 V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode
and pH = 0, a PHx-enriched Ni3P2 termination of Ni2P(0001) is found to be most
stable, consistent with its P-rich ultra-high-vacuum reconstructions. Above and be-
low this potential range, the stoichiometric Ni3P2 surface is instead passivated by H
at the Ni3-hollow sites. On the other hand, Ni5P4(0001̄) does not favor additional
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P. Instead, the Ni4P3 bulk termination of Ni5P4(0001̄) is passivated by H at both
the Ni3 and P3-hollow sites. We also found that the most HER-active surfaces are
Ni3P2+P+(7/3)H of Ni2P(0001) and Ni4P3+4H of Ni5P4(0001̄) due to weak H ad-
sorption at P catalytic sites, in contrast with other computational investigations that
propose Ni as or part of the active site. By looking at viable catalytic cycles for HER
on the stable reconstructed surfaces, and calculating the reaction free energies of the
associated elementary steps, we calculate that the overpotential on the Ni4P3+4H
surface of Ni5P4(0001̄) (-0.16 V) is lower than that of the Ni3P2+P+(7/3)H surface
of Ni2P(0001) (-0.21 V). This is due to the abundance of P3-hollow sites on Ni5P4 and
the limited surface stability of the P-enriched Ni2P(0001) surface phase. The trend in
the calculated overpotentials explains why the nickel phosphides studied here perform
almost as well as Pt, and why Ni5P4 is superior to Ni2P toward HER, as is found in
the experimental literature. This chapter emphasizes the importance of considering
aqueous surface stability in predicting the HER-active sites, mechanism, and over-
potential, and highlights the primary role of P in HER catalysis on transition metal
phosphides. (38)
In Chapter 5, we investigate the effect of surface nonmetal doping on the HER
activity of the Ni3P2 termination of Ni2P(0001), which is stable at modest electro-
chemical conditions. Using DFT calculations, we find that both 2p nonmetals and
heavier chalcogens provide nearly thermoneutral H adsorption at moderate surface
doping concentrations. We also find, however, that only chalcogen substitution for
surface P is exergonic. For intermediate surface concentrations of S, the free en-
ergy of H adsorption at the Ni3-hollow site is -0.11 eV, which is significantly more
thermoneutral than the undoped surface (-0.45 eV). We use the regularized random
forest machine learning algorithm to discover the relative importance of structure and
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charge descriptors, extracted from the DFT calculations, in determining the HER ac-
tivity of Ni2P(0001) under different doping concentrations. We discover that the
Ni-Ni bond length is the most important descriptor of HER activity, which suggests
that the nonmetal dopants induce a chemical pressure-like effect on the Ni3-hollow
site, changing its reactivity through compression and expansion. (39)
To overcome the limitations of ab initio thermodynamics and automate the dis-
covery of realistic surfaces, we combine density functional theory and grand canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) into “ab initio GCMC.” Chapter 6 presents the successful ap-
plication of ab initio GCMC to the study of oxide overlayers on Ag(111), which, for
many years, mystified experts in surface science and catalysis. Specifically, we report
that ab initio GCMC is able to reproduce the surface phase diagram of Ag(111) with
no preconceived notions about the system. Using nonlinear, random forest regres-
sion, we discover that Ag coordination number with O and the surface O-Ag-O bond
angles are good descriptors of the surface energy. Additionally, using the composition-
structure evolution histories produced by ab initio GCMC, we deduce a mechanism for
the formation of oxide overlayers based on the Ag3O4 pyramid motif that is common
to many reconstructions of Ag(111). In conclusion, ab initio GCMC is a promising
tool for the discovery of realistic surfaces that can then be used to study phenomena
on complex surfaces such as heterogeneous catalysis and materials growth, enabling
reliable and insightful interpretations of experiments. (68)
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(a) Si(111)-7×7
(b) Au(110)-1×2
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Figure 1.1: Classic examples of surface reconstruction, (a) Si(111)-7×7 and (b)
Au(110)-1×2. Blue and yellow spheres correspond to silicon and gold atoms, respec-
tively. Si(111)-7×7 has angle cavities (red), rest atoms (green), dimers (magenta),
and adatoms (black). The side view is obtained by cutting the top view along the
dashed line and then rotating about it by 90◦. Half of the surface unit cell of Si(111)-
7×7 has a stacking fault arrangement whereas the other half does not. Au(110)-1×2
has missing rows along [100] that repeat every two surface unit cells.
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CHAPTER 2 : Methodology
This thesis primarily consists of thermodynamic analyses of surface chemical reac-
tions, namely surface reconstruction and heterogeneous catalysis. The thermody-
namic properties of these processes, such as surface and adsorption free energies,
can be readily computed given the total energies of the reactants and products and
the forces acting on the atoms. The most accurate approaches for calculating total
energies and forces are based on quantum mechanics. The quantum mechanical op-
erator for the total energy is the Hamiltonian, which takes the following form for a
polyatomic system
Ĥ =
N∑
I=1
− ~
2
2MI
∇2I +
∑
I>J
ZIZJe
2
|RI −RJ |
+
n∑
i=1
− ~
2
2mi
∇2i +
∑
i>j
e2
|ri − rj|
−
n∑
i=1
N∑
I=1
ZIe
2
|ri −RI |
(2.1)
where I/J and i/j are the nucleus and electron indices, N and n are the number
of nuclei and electrons, ~ = h/2π is the reduced Planck constant, M and m are the
nucleus and electron mass, ∇2 is the Laplace operator, Z is the nucleus charge in units
of the electron charge e, and R and r are the positions of the nuclei and electrons. The
first and second terms correspond to the kinetic energy and electrostatic repulsion
of the nuclei, the third and fourth terms correspond to the kinetic energy (T̂ee) and
electrostatic repulsion (V̂ee) of the electrons (where F̂ = T̂ee + V̂ee), and the fifth term
corresponds to the electrostatic attraction between the nuclei and electrons (V̂ ). As a
first step to simplify Eq. 2.1, we make the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which
allows us to neglect the kinetic energy of the nuclei because they are practically
stationary relative to the time scale of the electron motions. (69) By doing so, the
Hamiltonian now depends only parametrically on the positions of the nuclei. What
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remains is to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation (70)
ĤΨ (r; R) =
(
F̂ + V̂
)
Ψ (r; R) = E (R) Ψ (r; R) (2.2)
where Ψ is the electronic wave function and E is the total energy.
2.1. Density functional theory
One of the most powerful approaches to solve Eq. 2.2 is density functional theory
(DFT). (71; 72) The key intuition of DFT is that the potential of the nuclei acts
on only one electron at a time and therefore all one needs is the electron density to
determine the potential energy. Based on this insight, we can write the potential as
a sum over the potentials acting on each electron, i.e.
V̂ =
∑
i
V (ri) (2.3)
The expectation value of the potential is
〈Ψ
∣∣∣V̂ ∣∣∣Ψ〉 = ∫ dr1 · · · drnΨ∗ (r1, · · · , rn) V̂Ψ (r1, · · · , rn)
=
∑
j
∫
dr1 · · · drj · · · drnΨ∗ (r1, ..., rj, ..., rn)V (rj) Ψ (r1, ..., rj, ..., rn)
=
∑
j
∫
drjρj (rj)V (rj) =
∫
drρ (r)V (r)
(2.4)
where ρ (r) is the electron density.
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2.1.1. Hohenberg-Kohn theorem
Using Eqs. 2.2 and 2.4, we can now prove the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK) theorem, which
states that the potential is uniquely determined by the electron density. (71) Given two
nondegenerate potentials V̂1 and V̂2, whose corresponding Ψ1 and Ψ2 are normalized,
we know from Eq. 2.2 that
E1 =
∫
Ψ∗1
(
F̂ + V̂1
)
Ψ1
E2 =
∫
Ψ∗2
(
F̂ + V̂2
)
Ψ2
(2.5)
where we have omitted differentials and position dependence for clarity. Additionally,
we know from the variational principle that
∫
Ψ∗1
(
F̂ + V̂2
)
Ψ1 > E2∫
Ψ∗2
(
F̂ + V̂1
)
Ψ2 > E1
(2.6)
Inserting Eq. 2.5 into 2.6 and summing the two inequalities, we arrive at
∫
Ψ∗1F̂Ψ1 +
∫
ρ1V̂2 +
∫
Ψ∗2F̂Ψ2 +
∫
ρ2V̂1 >
∫
Ψ∗1F̂Ψ1 +
∫
ρ1V̂1 +
∫
Ψ∗2F̂Ψ2 +
∫
ρ2V̂2
(2.7)
If we assume that the potential is not uniquely determined by the electron density,
in other words if ρ1 = ρ2, then Eq. 2.7 reduces to 0 > 0, which is clearly false,
thus proving the HK theorem by reductio ad absurdum. This theorem makes the
remarkable statement that the total energy can, in principle, be written as a functional
of the electron density, a real and experimentally measurable function of 3 dimensions,
instead of the electronic wave function, a complex function of 3N dimensions.
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2.1.2. Kohn-Sham equations
Having proven the HK theorem, we can write a total energy functional with the
following general form
E [ρ (r)] =
∫
drV (r) ρ (r) + F [ρ (r)] (2.8)
where F contains the electrostatic repulsion of the electrons, their kinetic energy, and
exchange and correlation effects. In practice, electron-electron repulsion is included
via classical electrostatics in the so-called “Hartree” energy
EH [ρ (r)] =
1
2
∫ ∫
drdr′
ρ (r) ρ (r′)
|r− r′|
(2.9)
For the kinetic energy of the electrons, we introduce a set of noninteracting, single-
electron “Kohn-Sham” wave functions {φi (r)} such that
TKS [ρ (r)] =
n∑
i=1
− ~
2
2m
∫
drφ∗i (r)∇2φi (r) (2.10)
where
ρ (r) =
n∑
i
φ∗i (r)φi (r) (2.11)
While the introduction of KS orbitals runs counter to the spirit of the HK theorem,
state-of-the-art kinetic energy density functions tend to fail for materials with highly
localized electron densities. (71; 73–75) Inserting Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10 into 2.8 yields
E [ρ (r)] =
∫
drV (r) ρ (r) +
1
2
∫ ∫
drdr′
ρ (r) ρ (r′)
|r− r′|
+
n∑
i=1
− ~
2
2m
∫
drφ∗i (r)∇2φi (r) + Exc [ρ (r)] (2.12)
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where Exc is the exchange-correlation energy, which contains electron exchange and
correlation effects as well as corrections for the self-interaction error (76) and the
kinetic energy of interacting electrons. It is customary to rewrite the exchange-
correlation functional as
Exc [ρ (r)] =
∫
drεxc [ρ (r)] ρ (r) (2.13)
In order to find the ground state total energy, we apply the variational principle by
taking the functional derivative of Eq. 2.12 with respect to the KS orbitals
∂E [ρ (r)]
∂φ∗i (r
′′)
= 0 (2.14)
The first step in evaluating Eq. 2.14 is taking the derivative of the electron density
∂ρ (r)
∂φ∗i (r
′′)
=
∂
∂φ∗i (r
′′)
n∑
j=1
φ∗j (r)φj (r) = δ (r− r′′)φi (r) (2.15)
Upon inserting Eqs. 2.12, 2.13, and 2.15 into 2.14 and integrating, we obtain
∂E [ρ (r)]
∂φ∗i (r
′′)
= − ~
2
2m
∇2φi (r′′) + V (r′′)φi (r′′) +
∫
dr′
ρ (r′)
|r′′ − r′|
φ (r′′)
+
(
∂εxc (r
′′)
∂ρ (r′′)
ρ (r′′) + εxc (r
′′)
)
φ (r′′)− λiφ (r′′) = 0 (2.16)
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier that subjects the KS orbitals to an orthonormality
constraint. Eq. 2.16 can be recast as
[
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + V (r) + VH (r) + Vxc (r)
]
φi (r) = λiφi (r) (2.17)
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where
VH (r) =
∫
dr′
ρ (r′)
|r− r′|
(2.18)
is the Hartree potential and
Vxc (r) =
∂εxc (r)
∂ρ (r)
ρ (r) + εxc (r) (2.19)
is the exchange-correlation potential. Eq. 2.17 is the familiar form of the KS equa-
tions, which are traditionally solved using the following self-consistent procedure:
1. Specify positions of the nuclei {Ri} and calculate V (r)
2. Construct an initial guess for ρ (r), e.g. a superposition of atomic densities
3. Calculate VH (r) and Vxc (r)
4. Solve the KS equations numerically for {λi} and {φi (r)}
5. Construct the new ρ (r) from {φi (r)}
Steps 3-5 are repeated until the new and old electron densities are equal.
2.1.3. Local density approximation
In principle, solving the KS equations gives the exact ground state total energy pro-
vided that we know the exact form of the exchange-correlation functional for a poly-
atomic system, which we do not. We do, however, know its exact form for a simpler
system, the homogeneous electron gas (HEG). (76–78) While the electron density
in a polyatomic system rarely resembles a HEG, making this approximation for the
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exchange-correlation functional in Eq. 2.13, i.e.
ELDAxc [ρ (r)] =
∫
drεHEGxc [ρ (r)] ρ (r) (2.20)
has proven quite successful. (79) Eq. 2.20 is known as the local density approximation
(LDA). An intuitive reason for the success of the LDA is as follows. If you partition the
electron density of a polyatomic system into infinitesimal volume elements, then, for
each element, the density is nearly homogeneous. However, for systems with strongly
spatially-varying electron densities, such as molecules, semiconductors, insulators,
and crystals with defects, the LDA breaks down and more sophisticated exchange-
correlation functionals are required.
2.1.4. Generalized gradient approximation
A natural extension of the LDA that favors density inhomogeneity is to include the
gradient of the electron density in the exchange-correlation functional
EGGAxc [ρ (r)] =
∫
drf [ρ (r) ,∇ρ (r)] (2.21)
This is called the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and it has been shown to
improve total energies, enthalpies of atomization, and activation energies for chemical
reactions. (80–86) The most widely used GGA is that of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE). (87) They proposed a correlation energy of the form
EGGAc [ρ↑, ρ↓] =
∫
drρ
[
εHEGc (rs, ζ) +H (rs, ζ, t)
]
(2.22)
where we have omitted the position dependence of the electron density for clarity,
ρ↑ and ρ↓ are the up and down spin densities (ρ = ρ↑ + ρ↓), ε
HEG
c is the correlation
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energy per electron of a homogeneous electron gas, rs = (3/4πρ)
1/3 is the Wigner-
Seitz radius, that is, the radius of a sphere whose volume is equal to the volume per
electron, ζ = (ρ↑ − ρ↓) /ρ is the relative spin polarization, t is a dimensionless density
gradient, and H is a gradient contribution that satisfies three conditions:
1. If ρ is slowly varying, i.e. as t→ 0, then H ∝ t2. (88)
2. If ρ is fast varying, i.e. as t → ∞, then H ∝ −εHEGc . In other words, electron
correlation vanishes.
3. If ρ increases, i.e. as ρ (r)→ λ3ρ (λr) and λ→∞, then H ∝ ln t2. (89)
For more details on the construction of H, the reader is referred to the original
paper. (87)
On the other hand, they define the exchange energy as
EGGAx =
∫
drρεHEGx (ρ)Fx (s) (2.23)
where εHEGx = −3e2kF/4π is the exchange energy per electron of a homogeneous
electron gas, kF is the radius of the Fermi surface, s is another dimensionless density
gradient, and Fx is a gradient contribution that satisfies four additional conditions:
1. Ex [ρ↑, ρ↓] = (Ex [2ρ↑] + Ex [2ρ↓]) /2. (90)
2. If ρ = ρHEG, i.e. if s = 0, then Fx = 1.
3. If ρ is slowly varying, then the LDA is a better approximation for the exchange-
correlation energy than the GGA. (91–93) Therefore, as s → 0, Fx ∝ 1 +
µs2 where µ is a coefficient whose value is set so as to cancel the gradient
contribution to correlation.
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4. Ex [ρ↑, ρ↓] ≥ Exc [ρ↑, ρ↓]. (94)
This thesis comprises DFT calculations performed using the GGA of PBE.
2.1.5. Bloch’s theorem and the plane wave basis set
In order to solve the KS equations numerically, we must choose a computational
representation of the KS orbitals. This usually amounts to choosing a set of basis
functions in which to expand the KS orbitals. A particularly fortuitous choice is a
basis set consisting of plane waves, for reasons that will now be explained. In this
thesis, we are primarily concerned with crystals and models of their surfaces that
are periodic in three dimensions. When modeling a solid material with periodicity, it
becomes unnecessary to consider the infinite number of atoms and electrons present in
the macroscopic crystal. Instead, due to the underlying symmetry of the crystal, one
can often identify a relatively small, fundamental repeating unit known as a primitive
cell. Bloch’s theorem states that we can use this periodicity to express the electronic
wave function as
φnk (r) = e
ik·runk (r) (2.24)
where we have replaced i with n as the index of the energy band to avoid confusion
with the imaginary number i, k is a wave vector, and unk (r) is a function that has the
same periodicity as the crystal, i.e. unk (r) = unk (r + L) where L is a translational
vector of the primitive cell. (95) Plane waves are a natural choice to expand unk (r)
because they form a complete and orthonormal basis and can be made to satisfy the
periodic boundary conditions of the crystal
fG (r) = e
iG·r (2.25)
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where G is a reciprocal lattice vector and G ·L = 2π× integer. Expanding unk (r) in
plane waves,
unk (r) =
∑
G
cnk (G) e
iG·r (2.26)
where cnk are coefficients that depend on G, and inserting Eq. 2.26 into 2.24 gives
φnk (r) =
∑
G
cnk (G) e
i(k+G)·r (2.27)
Substitution of Eq. 2.27 into the KS equations (2.17) and integration over r produces
∑
G′
[
~2
2m
|k + G|2 δGG′ + V (G−G′) + VH (G−G′) + Vxc (G−G′)
]
cnk (G
′)
= λncnk (G) (2.28)
where V , VH, and Vxc are described in terms of their Fourier transforms. At this
point, we will briefly discuss some technical aspects related to the sum over G′ and
the selection of k. In principle, Eq. 2.28 contains an infinite sum over G′ because
there is an infinite number of repeats of the primitive cell in a macroscopic crystal. Of
course, one can always choose to truncate this sum to make Eq. 2.28 computationally
tractable. Typically, this is done in a systematic way by placing a cutoff on the kinetic
energy of the plane waves included in the expansion, that is to say, the kinetic energy
of a plane wave whose wave vector is k+G must be less than some energy cutoff Ecut
Ek+G =
~2
2m
|k + G|2 < Ecut (2.29)
where Ecut can be increased to achieve higher levels of total energy and force conver-
gence. Truncation according to Eq. 2.29 works because higher kinetic energy plane
waves generally correspond to unoccupied bands that do not contribute to the total
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energy of the system. As for the selection of k, the exact solution of the KS equations
involves an integral over the Brillouin zone. However, like the infinite sum over G′,
this too is impossible. It has been shown that the integral over k can be replaced by a
sum over a finite set of k-points also known as a k-point mesh. (96; 97) For practical
DFT calculations, one usually benchmarks the convergence of the total energy and
forces against the density of the k-point mesh.
2.1.6. Pseudopotentials
Once the KS equations have been written in a plane wave basis, they can be solved
by diagonalizing the matrix whose elements are given by Eq. 2.28. As the size of the
system increases, however, so does the size of this matrix thus making the solution of
the KS equations prohibitively expensive for all but the smallest systems containing
elements with the fewest electrons. This scaling can be improved by recognizing the
fact that the chemical bonding in a crystal is dominated by the valence electrons of the
constituent atoms. (98–102) Another complication is that the wave functions of the
valence electrons oscillate rapidly near the core, which increases the number of plane
waves required for their description. To overcome these limitations, we can replace
the hard ionic potential with a soft, effective potential that includes the interactions
between the nucleus and core electrons and reproduces the eigenvalues and tails of
the all-electron valence wave functions (see Fig. 2.1 for a P pseudopotential). This
replacement is known as the pseudopotential approximation and it frequently accom-
panies the use of a plane wave basis. The first step of pseudopotential construction
is to solve the radial KS equations for the all-electron (AE) eigenvalues {λAEl } and
wave functions {φAEl (r)} of a reference atomic electron configuration
(
− d
2
dr2
+
l (l + 1)
r2
− 2Z
r
+ VHxc [ρ (r)]
)
φAEl (r) = λlφ
AE
l (r) (2.30)
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where l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number and VHxc = VH + Vxc.
Next, pseudo-wave functions (PS) are designed such that the following five rules are
upheld:
1. {λAEl }ref = {λPSl }ref .
2. φAEl,ref = φ
PS
l,ref for r ≥ rc where rc is a user-defined cutoff radius.
3. NAEl,ref = N
PS
l,ref where Nl =
∫ rc
0
drr2 |φl (r)|2.
4. DAEl (λ, rc) = D
PS
l (λ, rc) where Dl (λ, rc) = r
d
dr
lnφl (λ, rc).
5. ∂
∂λ
DAEl (λ, rc) =
∂
∂λ
DPSl (λ, rc).
If a pseudo-wave function obeys rules 3 and 5, then the resulting pseudopotentials are
called “norm-conserving”. (103) Once the pseudo-wave functions have been designed,
screened (scr) semi-local pseudopotentials are calculated by inverting Eq. 2.30, which
yields
V scrl (r) = λl −
l (l + 1)
r2
+
1
φPSl (r)
d2
dr2
φPSl (r) (2.31)
The screened pseudopotentials are then descreened to give the ionic pseudopotentials
V PSl (r) = V
scr
l (r)− VHxc
[
ρval (r)
]
(2.32)
where ρval (r) is the valence electron density. The ionic pseudopotentials of P are
shown at the bottom of Fig. 2.1. Eq. 2.32 suggests that each orbital angular momen-
tum of the wave function experiences a different ionic potential.
It turns out to be more efficient to transform semi-local pseudopotentials into a
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fully separable, nonlocal (NL) form
V̂NL = Vloc (r) +
∑
l
∣∣∆Vl (r)φrefl 〉 〈φrefl ∆Vl (r)∣∣〈
φrefl
∣∣∆Vl (r)∣∣φrefl 〉 (2.33)
where Vloc (r) is an arbitrarily chosen local potential and
∆Vl (r) = V
PS
l (r)− Vloc (r) (2.34)
This is the well-known Kleinman-Bylander nonlocal form. (104) Further, it has been
shown that the transferability of a nonlocal pseudopotential, i.e. its ability to repro-
duce all-electron calculations of non-reference states, can be enhanced by adding an
augmentation function A (r) to the local potential
V̂DNL = Vloc (r) + A (r) +
∑
l
∣∣(∆Vl (r)− A (r))φrefl 〉 〈φrefl (∆Vl (r)− A (r))∣∣〈
φrefl
∣∣(∆Vl (r)− A (r))∣∣φrefl 〉 (2.35)
where DNL stands for designed nonlocal. (105) It is straightforward to show that
Eq. 2.35 does not affect the reference state and enables tunable enhancement of
transferability via the augmentation function. The calculations presented herein use
plane waves and designed nonlocal (105) optimized pseudopotentials. (106)
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Figure 2.1: Pseudopotential of P. (Top) All-electron (AE) wave functions and non-
local (NL) pseudo-wave functions of the P 3s, 3p, and 3d states. NL pseudo-wave
functions are nodeless and smoother than the AE wave functions. (Bottom) Ionic
pseudopotentials V3l, true atomic potential (shaded red), and local potential Vloc.
Ionic pseudopotentials do not diverge as r → 0 and are smoother than the true
atomic potential.
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2.1.7. van der Waals interactions
A drawback of the LDA and GGA is that the resulting exchange-correlation function-
als are unable to correctly describe the nonlocal electron correlations responsible for
van der Waals (vdW) interactions. (107; 108) For example, GGAs tend to underesti-
mate their strength. (109; 110) This is of great concern because vdW interactions can
influence the thermodynamics of chemical reactions, which is the central topic of this
thesis. (111–119) In order to rectify the GGA’s treatment of vdW interactions, many
different corrections have been proposed. (120–128) Of those, perhaps the simplest is
the semiempirical correction of the form
EvdW = −
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∑
L
C6ij
r6ij,L
fd,6 (rij,L) (2.36)
where C6ij are the vdW coefficients of the atom pair ij, rij,L is the distance between
atom i in the primitive cell and atom j in a neighboring cell translated from the origin
by L, and fd,6 is a damping function that avoids the counting of vdW interactions
between atoms at chemical bonding distances. (129) The vdW coefficients of atom
pairs can be written as the geometric mean of atomic vdW coefficients
C6ij =
√
Ci6C
j
6 (2.37)
where C6 of atom i is given by
Ci6 = 0.05×mI ipαip (2.38)
Here, m = 2, 10, 18, and 36 for rows 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the periodic table, Ip is the
atomic ionization potential, and αp is the static dipole polarizability. Eq. 2.38 has a
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quantum mechanical foundation as it is derived from the London formula. (130–132)
The form of the damping function is flexible, however, it is typically expressed as
fd,6 (rij) =
s6
1 + e−d(rij/R0ij−1)
(2.39)
where s6 is a scaling factor that depends on the exchange-correlation functional, d is
a damping parameter, and R0ij is
R0ij = R
i
0 +R
j
0 (2.40)
where Ri0 is the vdW radius of atom i. (129) To apply this vdW correction, Eq. 2.36
is simply added to the KS total energy. The forces, on the other hand, are computed
from finite differences.
2.2. Ab initio thermodynamics
The primary goal of this thesis is to determine the thermodynamic barriers associated
with surface chemical reactions, specifically those occurring in an electrochemical
environment. Such an endeavor requires knowledge of the Gibbs free energies of the
reactants, products, and intermediate species in the chemical reaction of interest.
The Gibbs free energy G is the Legendre transform of the internal energy U (S, V,N),
which results in
G = U − TS + pV (2.41)
dG = −SdT + V dp+ µdN (2.42)
where the natural variables of G are the temperature T , pressure p, and the number
of particles N , S is the entropy, V is the volume, µ is the chemical potential, and dG
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is the differential form of G for a quasistatic process. G (T, p,N) is an example of a
thermodynamic potential, which is a scalar that represents the state of a thermody-
namic system. It describes the capacity of a system to do non-mechanical work and
is minimized, in other words, dG = 0, when the system reaches chemical equilibrium
at constant T and p. It follows from this that G must decrease for a chemical reaction
to be spontaneous.
For reasons that will soon be evident, it is important to know the relationship
between µ, T , and p. µ is defined as
µ =
(
∂G
∂N
)
T,p
(2.43)
Multiplying both sides of Eq. 2.43 by dN and integrating, we find that G and dG can
be expressed as
G = µN =
I∑
i=1
µiNi (2.44)
dG =
I∑
i=1
µidNi +
I∑
i=1
Nidµi (2.45)
where the sum is over the types of particles, of which there are I. By setting Eqs.
2.42 and 2.45 equal, we obtain
I∑
i=1
Nidµi = −SdT + V dp (2.46)
which is known as the Gibbs-Duhem equation. Eq. 2.46 is useful because it allows
us to calculate the change in µ upon isothermal compression/expansion and isobaric
heating/cooling.
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First, let us consider the isothermal compression/expansion of an ideal gas. This
is relevant to our study of surface chemical reactions because the reactants/products
may be in the gas phase and, under certain circumstances, behave like ideal gases.
For constant T , Eq. 2.46 becomes
Ndµ = V dp (2.47)
for a single phase ideal gas. Replacing V in Eq. 2.47 with the ideal gas equation of
state and integrating yields
∆µ = kBT ln
pf
pi
(2.48)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and pf and pi are the final and initial pressures,
respectively.
Since we are interested in the chemical reactivity of crystals, we should also
consider the isothermal compression/expansion of solids. Unfortunately, solids do
not have a simple equation of state like ideal gases. Progress can be made in deriving
∆µ, however, by noting that the isothermal compressibility of solids is small, i.e.
βT = −
1
V
(
∂V
∂p
)
T
≈ 0 (2.49)
From Eq. 2.49, it is clear that the volume is constant with respect to quasistatic
changes in pressure. Using this result, we integrate Eq. 2.47
∆µ =
1
N
∫
V dp =
1
ρ
(pf − pi) (2.50)
where ρ is the number density of particles. For example, if the pressure on Si is
increased by 1 bar, then ∆µ = 1.3× 10−5 eV/atom at 298 K. This is small compared
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to the free energy changes of chemical reactions and therefore can be safely neglected.
Now, let us consider the isobaric heating/cooling of a system. For constant p, the
integrated form of Eq. 2.46 is
∆µ = − 1
N
∫
SdT (2.51)
We do not know, however, an equation of state that relates S and T . Another way to
approach this problem is to start with the thermodynamic potential that corresponds
to constant p, i.e. the enthalpy
H = U + pV (2.52)
dH = TdS + V dp+ µdN (2.53)
For an isobaric process,
∆H =
∫
TdS =
∫
cpdT (2.54)
where we have replaced TdS with the definition of the isobaric heat capacity
cp = T
(
∂S
∂T
)
p
(2.55)
∆H in Eq. 2.54 is called the integrated heat capacity (IHC). Combining Eqs. 2.41,
2.44, 2.52, and 2.54, one obtains
∆µ =
1
N
(∫
cpdT −∆ (TS)
)
(2.56)
Experimental values of the IHC and ∆ (TS) for different compounds and temperatures
are published in thermochemical tables. (133; 134)
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We are now ready to calculate the free energy changes of chemical reactions.
Consider the general chemical reaction
NR∑
i=1
miRi 

NP∑
j=1
njPj (2.57)
where NR and NP are the number of reactants (R) and products (P), i and j are
their indices, and m and n are their stoichiometric coefficients, respectively. The free
energy change of this reaction (rxn) is
∆Grxn =
NP∑
j=1
njGj −
NR∑
i=1
miGi
=
NP∑
j=1
njHj −
NP∑
j=1
njTSj +
NP∑
j=1
njIHCj (T )
−
NR∑
i=1
miHi +
NR∑
i=1
miTSi −
NR∑
i=1
miIHCi (T )
= ∆Hrxn − T∆Srxn + ∆IHCrxn (T )
(2.58)
where ∆Hrxn is the enthalpy change and ∆IHCrxn is the integrated heat capacity
change. Practically speaking, H is approximated by the DFT total energy, which
corresponds to 0 K. S and the IHC are taken from thermochemical tables. (133; 134)
For surface chemical reactions, the free energy changes associated with the vi-
brations of surface atoms and adsorbates must also be taken into account. To un-
derstand why this is necessary, consider the following example. In the gas phase,
H2 has a stretching frequency of 4401 cm
−1. (135) On the Pt(111) surface, however,
H has two vibrational frequencies of 550 cm−1 and 1230 cm−1, which correspond to
asymmetric and symmetric Pt-H stretching modes, respectively. (136) This reduction
in the vibrational frequencies of H leads to a 0.01 eV increase in ∆Grxn, which is
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small but nonzero and therefore important for obtaining quantitative agreement with
experiments. We start from the partition function Z of a harmonic solid
Z =
3N∏
i=1
e−~ωi/2kBT
1− e−~ωi/2kBT
(2.59)
where ωi is the vibrational frequency of oscillator i. Z is related to the vibrational
free energy via
Fvib = −kBT lnZ =
1
2
3N∑
i=1
~ωi + kBT
3N∑
i=1
ln
(
1− e−~ωi/kBT
)
(2.60)
where the first sum on the right-hand side is the zero-point energy (ZPE). At high
temperatures, the harmonic approximation breaks down because the atomic vibra-
tions can now sample regions of the potential energy surface where anharmonic effects
are important. Therefore, one must be careful, when using Eq. 2.60, to ensure that
the system is in the harmonic regime at the temperatures of interest. Here, ωi were
calculated using density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT). (137)
2.2.1. Bulk phase diagrams
Before we can study chemical reactions on a surface, we first have to determine the
conditions under which the bulk crystal is stable. This is done by constructing a
bulk phase diagram, which plots the thermodynamically preferred bulk phase as a
function of the chemical potentials of the constituent elements. Take, for example, the
hypothetical binary compound AxBy, which has three stable chemical compositions,
x1/y1 < x2/y2 < x3/y3. The chemical equilibrium of Ax2By2 is
x2A + y2B
 Ax2By2 (2.61)
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The free energy of Ax2By2 formation can be written as
∆Gf,Ax2By2 = x2∆µA + y2∆µB (2.62)
Here, ∆µ = µ − Estd where Estd is the DFT total energy of the standard state. Eq.
2.62 shows that the equilibrium in Eq. 2.61 is a line in the (∆µA, ∆µB) plane. If
one phase occurs on a line, then two phases coexist at the point where their lines
intersect. The coordinates of the intersection of Ax1By1 and Ax2By2 is calculated by
solving the following matrix equation
x1 y1
x2 y2

∆µA
∆µB
 =
∆Gf,Ax1By2
∆Gf,Ax2By2
 (2.63)
C ~∆µ = ~∆Gf (2.64)
~∆µ = C−1 ~∆Gf (2.65)
The same procedure is repeated for the equilibrium between Ax2By2 and Ax3By3 . The
resulting sets of chemical potentials, ~∆µ12 and ~∆µ23, enclose the region where Ax2By2
is the preferred phase. Fig. 2.2 shows a schematic bulk phase diagram for AxBy.
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Figure 2.2: Bulk phase diagram of a hypothetical binary compound AxBy with three
stable compositions A2B, AB, and AB2. Dotted lines enclose the region of ∆µA and
∆µB where AB is stable.
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2.2.2. Surface phase diagrams
Now that we have established the regions of chemical potential where the bulk is
stable, we want to determine the surfaces that are stable therein. To do this, we
first have to construct a computational model of a surface. In the context of DFT
calculations that are periodic in three dimensions, it is customary to employ a slab
model like the one shown in Fig. 2.3. This slab has three regions: bulk, surface, and
vacuum. The positions of the atoms in the bottom few layers of the slab are fixed to
replicate a stable, underlying bulk. Additionally, the height of the vacuum must be
large enough so that the top and bottom layers of the slab do not interact. The free
energy of the slab can then be expressed as
Gslab = Gbulk + Aγ (2.66)
where Gbulk is the free energy of the equivalent amount of bulk, A is the surface area,
and γ is the surface energy per unit area. Inserting Eq. 2.44 and solving for γ gives
γ =
1
A
[
Gslab −
I∑
i=1
Niµi
]
(2.67)
It has been shown that Gslab can be safely replaced by Eslab, which is the DFT total
energy of the slab. (57) It is also convenient to use the relative chemical potentials
introduced in Eq. 2.62. Upon making these substitutions, Eq. 2.67 becomes
γ =
1
A
[
Eslab −
I∑
i=1
Ni (∆µi + Ei,std)
]
(2.68)
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The surface energy of our hypothetical binary compound AxBy is therefore
γ =
1
A
[Eslab −NA∆µA −NAEA,std −NB∆µB −NBEB,std] (2.69)
Since the surface is in equilibrium with bulk AxBy and the bulk is in equilibrium with
A and B, we need only specify one chemical potential as the two are related by Eq.
2.62. In other words, we can replace ∆µA with
∆µA =
∆Gf,AxBy
x
− y
x
∆µB (2.70)
Approximating ∆Gf with the DFT total energy of formation (∆Ef ), we can write
Eq. 2.69 as
γ = γ0 +
ΓB
A
∆µB (2.71)
where
γ0 =
1
A
[
Eslab −
NAEAxBy
x
+ ΓBEB,std
]
(2.72)
ΓB =
NAy
x
−NB (2.73)
Using Eqs. 2.71 through 2.73, we can now calculate surface energies directly from first
principles. The remaining challenge is to generate a database of slabs that efficiently
samples surface phase space. This can be done in one of two ways. The first is to
build slabs using the chemical intuition of Pauling’s rules, (99; 138) crystal (139) and
ligand field theory, (140) Tasker’s criteria for the electrostatic energy convergence
of ionic crystal surfaces, (141) etc. The second is to use crystal structure prediction
software based on evolution algorithms, (59–61) particle swarm optimization, (63; 64)
or ab initio grand canonical Monte Carlo. (68) The latter will be discussed in section
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2.3.
Fig. 2.3 shows a schematic surface phase diagram for AxBy that consists of three
phases, each with a different composition (NA/NB) relative to that of the bulk (x/y).
The dotted lines enclose the region where bulk AxBy is stable. In this region, there
are two stable slabs (shaded orange and blue) making up what is called the surface
energy convex hull. The first (shaded orange) has the same composition as the bulk
and therefore its surface energy does not depend on ∆µB (because ΓB = 0). The
second (shaded blue) is enriched with B, which causes its surface energy to decrease
with increasing ∆µB (because ΓB < 0). This means that the B-enriched slab becomes
more stable as B becomes more available.
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Figure 2.3: Slab model (left) and surface phase diagram (right) of a hypothetical
binary compound AxBy. (Left) Silver and purple spheres correspond to A and B,
respectively. (Right) Surface energy vs. the relative chemical potential of B. Three
surface compositions are shown, two of which (orange and green) are stable in the
region of ∆µB where bulk AB is stable.
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2.2.3. Pourbaix diagrams
The last two sections deal with the case when AxBy is in equilibrium with A(s)
and B(s). This situation is relevant only if AxBy is synthesized, characterized, and
evaluated in the solid-state. If it is to be synthesized solvothermally and/or used as
an electrocatalyst, however, one must instead consider the equilibrium between AxBy,
A(aq), and B(aq). Under these circumstances, Eq. 2.61 becomes
xA (s) + yB (s)
 xA (aq) + yB (aq)
 AxBy (2.74)
where the first equilibrium corresponds to the aqueous solvation of A and B. Taking
one component at a time, the aqueous solvation of A can be written as
A (s) + nwH2O
 [HxAOy]
z + nHH
+ + nee
− (2.75)
where nw is the number of water molecules, [HxAOy]
z is the aqueous phase of A, z is
its charge, nH is the number of protons, and ne is the number of electrons. This is a
generic redox process where A goes from a neutral charge state to qA = −x+ 2y+ z.
Given the composition (x and y) and charge (z) of this aqueous phase, we can calculate
nw, nH, and ne using the following transformation
0 1 0
−1 2 0
−1 2 1


x
y
z
 =

nw
nH
ne
 (2.76)
The free energy change of Eq. 2.75 is
∆GA,solv = ∆G
◦
A,solv + kBT ln a[HxAOy ]z − 2.303nHkBTpH− neU (2.77)
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where a is the activity, U is the potential relative to that of the standard hydrogen
electrode (SHE), and
∆G◦A,solv = G
◦
[HxAOy ]
z + nHG
◦
H + neG
◦
e −G◦A − nwG◦H2O (2.78)
where G◦ is the free energy at a[HxAOy ]z = 1 M, pH = 0, and U = 0 V. In practice,
∆G◦solv is taken from experimental thermochemical tables because it is difficult to
calculate the free energy of aqueous species. (1)
There may be several possible aqueous phases, each with a different oxidation
state of A. For example, if A is Ni, then [HxAOy]
z can be Ni(s), Ni2+(aq), NiO(s),
NiOH+(aq), Ni(OH)2(s), and Ni(OH)2(aq). (1) The most stable aqueous phase of A is
plotted as a function of U and pH in Fig. 2.4. This is called a Pourbaix diagram. (142)
In general, A is oxidized as U and pH are increased. Using Eqs. 2.62 and 2.75, the
free energy of forming AxBy in aqueous solution is
∆Gf,AxBy = xmin (∆GA,solv) + ymin (∆GB,solv) (2.79)
where the chemical potentials of A and B have been replaced by the solvation free
energies of their most stable phases, i.e. those that minimize ∆Gsolv. This equilibrium
condition forms a closed region in the Pourbaix diagram wherein AxBy is stable with
respect to aqueous solvation of A and B (see dotted lines in Fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Pourbaix diagram of a hypothetical element A with three stable aqueous
phases. Dotted lines enclose the region of U and pH where AB is stable.
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2.2.4. Aqueous surface phase diagrams
In the preceding section, we showed how to calculate the region of U and pH where
bulk AxBy is stable against aqueous solvation. Before we proceed, however, it is pru-
dent to reiterate that bulk stability is a precondition for surface stability. At this
time, we will extend our treatment of aqueous equilibria to the surfaces of AxBy.
There are many surface chemical reactions that can occur in aqueous solution. These
include (1) the dissolution and deposition of A and B, (2) the adsorption and desorp-
tion of HaOb species (H, OH, O, and H2O), and (3) the combinations thereof (see Fig.
2.5). For brevity, we will focus on scenarios 1 and 2, that being said, the following
approaches are transferable to scenario 3, mutatis mutandis.
Starting with scenario 1, the equilibrium between a surface A atom and aqueous
solution is
SA + nwH2O
 S + [HxAOy]
z + nHH
+ + nee
− (2.80)
where SA is the surface plus a surface A atom. The forward and backward reactions
here are the dissolution and deposition of A, respectively. Note that it is trivial to
rewrite Eq. 2.80 in terms of B. It is convenient to regard surface A dissolution as two
consecutive half-reactions, i.e.
SA
 S + A (s) (2.81)
and the forward reaction in Eq. 2.75. The first reaction (Eq. 2.81) involves the
desorption of a surface A atom and its subsequent placement in a reservoir of A(s).
It has been shown that the free energy of surface atom desorption (des) can be replaced
by the DFT total energy (∆Edes) because the entropy changes for solid-state chemical
reactions are small. (57) Based on this simplification, the free energy change upon
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dissolution (diss) of a surface A atom is
∆GA,diss (U, pH) = ∆EA,des + ∆GA,solv (U, pH) (2.82)
where similar expressions exist for the deposition of A, and the dissolution and depo-
sition of B. For deposition, however, the first and second terms in Eq. 2.82 correspond
to the DFT total energy of adsorption and the free energy of precipitating a neutral
atom, respectively.
Moving on to scenario 2, the chemical equation for HaOb adsorption is
S + bH2O
 SObHa + (2b− a)
(
H+ + e−
)
(2.83)
where SObHa is the surface plus an adsorbed HaOb species. Clearly, the reverse
reaction is the desorption of HaOb. The free energy of HaOb adsorption is given by
∆Gads (U, pH) = ∆Eads + ∆ZPEads − T∆Sads + ∆IHCads (T )
− α (2.303kBTpH + U)− bkBT ln pH2O(g) (2.84)
where
α = 2b− a (2.85)
∆Eads = ESObHa + αEH2/2− ES − bEH2O (2.86)
∆ZPEads = ZPESObHa + αZPEH2(g)/2− ZPES − bZPEH2O(g) (2.87)
∆Sads (T ) ≈ αS◦H2(g) (T ) /2− bS
◦
H2O(g)
(T ) (2.88)
∆IHCads (T ) ≈ αIHC◦H2(g) (T ) /2− bIHC
◦
H2O(g)
(T ) (2.89)
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We have included ZPE, entropy, and IHC changes in Eq. 2.84 because the adsorption
of HaOb involves the consumption and production of molecules. EH2 and EH2O are
the DFT total energies of isolated H2 and H2O molecules, respectively. The ZPE
of surfaces with and without adsorbates were calculated using DFPT where only
the adsorbates and surface atoms near the binding site were considered. The ZPE,
standard entropy S◦, and IHC of H2 and H2O at STP were taken from thermochemical
tables and reproduced in Table 2.1. (133; 143; 144) Note that the final three terms
in Eq. 2.84 (i.e. those that depend on pH, U , and the vapor pressure) constitute a
modified ∆Gsolv, which is applicable when the dissolution or deposition of surface
atoms does not accompany the adsorption or desorption of HaOb.
Using Eqs. 2.82 and 2.84, one can calculate the free energy changes associated
with a plethora of aqueous surface chemical reactions under various conditions (of U
and pH). These free energy changes can then be used to construct aqueous surface
phase diagrams as follows:
1. Choose a reference surface.
2. Generate a catalog of surfaces that offer a wide variety of compositions and
structures. This can be achieved by systematically removing atoms from and
adding atoms to the reference surface (see Fig. 2.5).
3. Calculate the free energy differences between the surfaces and the reference as
a function of U and pH.
4. Assign a color to each surface and, for each U and pH, plot the color of the
surface with the smallest free energy difference.
Fig. 2.5 shows a schematic aqueous surface phase diagram of AxBy.
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Figure 2.5: Aqueous surface phase diagram of a hypothetical binary compound AxBy.
Five surface phases are shown, three of which (dark green, purple, and blue) are stable
in the region of U and pH where AB is stable. The composition of the surface layer
is defined relative to that of some reference (ref) Sref , e.g. Sref-B+H corresponds to a
surface that has one B removed and one H adsorbed. Dotted lines correspond to the
region of U and pH where AB is stable.
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ZPE TS◦ IHC
H2 0.27 0.40 0.09
H2O 0.56 0.58 0.10
Table 2.1: ZPE, standard entropy, and integrated heat capacity of H2 and H2O at
298 K and 1 bar in units of eV.
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2.3. Grand canonical Monte Carlo
Up to this point, we have demonstrated how DFT calculations and ab initio ther-
modynamics allow the prediction of the preferred surface phases under different ex-
perimental conditions. Accurate prediction of surface phase diagrams is crucial for
the accurate modeling of surface chemical reactions because adsorption and activa-
tion free energies depend strongly on the surface sites present. One of the greatest
determinants of the accuracy of a surface phase diagram is the completeness of the
catalog of surfaces used in its construction. As described above in section 2.2.4, the
traditional way to generate this catalog is using a systematic search of atom additions
and removals guided by chemical intuition. This set of surfaces, however, is biased
by human-selection and therefore not guaranteed to include the preferred surfaces in
nature. An alternative is to generate this catalog randomly. The problem with a
random search is that the phase space of all possible surfaces is infinite and there-
fore unguided exploration is inefficient. In order to overcome the note deficiencies
of these two approaches, we combine DFT calculations and grand canonical Monte
Carlo (GCMC) simulations where the latter enables both the thermodynamic and
stochastic guidance through surface phase space necessary to construct an accurate
surface phase diagram.
2.3.1. Grand canonical ensemble
The concept of a grand canonical ensemble comes from the statistical mechanical
treatment of a system in contact with a heat and particle reservoir. In other words,
the system can exchange both heat and particles with its surroundings. Fig. 2.6 shows
a schematic of the system plus reservoir. For the combined system, the total energy
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E(0) and number of particles N (0) are fixed
E(0) = E + E ′ (2.90)
N (0) = N +N ′ (2.91)
where E (E ′) and N (N ′) are the energy and number of particles in the system
(reservoir), respectively. If the system is in a state r, such that E = Er and N = Nr,
then the number of states accessible to the combined system Ω is equal to the number
of states accessible to the reservoir Ω′, i.e.
Ω
(
E(0), N (0)
)
= Ω′ (E ′, N ′) = Ω′
(
E(0) − Er, N (0) −Nr
)
(2.92)
where the right-hand side was obtained using Eqs. 2.90 and 2.91. From this, it follows
that the probability of the system being in state r is
Pr = cΩ
′ (E(0) − Er, N (0) −Nr) = c exp [ln Ω′ (E(0) − Er, N (0) −Nr)] (2.93)
where c is a normalization constant. Since the system is much smaller than the
combined system, Er << E
(0) and Nr << N
(0), we can expand ln Ω′ in a Taylor
series about E(0) and N (0)
ln Ω′
(
E(0) − Er, N (0) −Nr
)
= ln Ω′
(
E(0), N (0)
)
− βEr − αNr (2.94)
where
β =
1
kBT
=
∂ ln Ω′
∂E ′
∣∣∣∣
E(0)
(2.95)
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and
α = −βµ = ∂ ln Ω
′
∂N ′
∣∣∣∣
N(0)
(2.96)
Eqs. 2.95 and 2.96 stem from the fundamental thermodynamic relation, which states
that
dU = TdS − pdV + µdN (2.97)
where U is the internal energy. For constant V and N , it is simple to show that
(
∂S
∂U
)
V,N
= kB
(
∂ ln Ω
∂U
)
V,N
=
1
T
(2.98)
where we have inserted the statistical definition of entropy, S = kB ln Ω. On the other
hand, for constant U and V , we have
(
∂S
∂N
)
U,V
= kB
(
∂ ln Ω
∂N
)
U,V
= −µ
T
(2.99)
Inserting Eqs. 2.94 and 2.96 into 2.93 results in
Pr = ce
−β(Er−µNr) (2.100)
where c is obtained from the normalization condition
∑
r
Pr = c
∑
r
e−β(Er−µNr) = 1 (2.101)
c =
1
Z
=
1∑
r e
−β(Er−µNr)
(2.102)
and Z is called the partition function. The collection of states whose probabilities
are given by the distribution function Pr is called the grand canonical ensemble.
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If the state r corresponds to a particular set of particle coordinates (rN) and
momenta (pN), then we can make the following substitutions:
Er → E
(
rN ,pN
)
= V
(
rN
)
+ T
(
pN
)
= V
(
rN
)
+
N∑
i=1
p2i /2mi (2.103)
Nr → N (2.104)∑
r
→
N(0)∑
N=0
1
N !h3N
∫
drN
∫
dpN =
∞∑
N=0
1
N !h3N
∫
drN
∫
dpN (2.105)
Here, E is the Hamiltonian, V is the potential energy, and T is the kinetic energy.
The sum over N includes all possible arrangements of N (0) particles in the system
and reservoir where we take the limit as N (0) → ∞. Making these substitutions, Z
becomes
Z (µ, V, T ) =
∞∑
N=0
eβµN
N !h3N
∫
drNe−βV(r
N)
N∏
i=1
∫
dpie
− βp
2
i
2mi (2.106)
If the particles have the same mass m, then the product of the integrals over p has a
compact solution, that is,
N∏
i=1
∫
dpie
− βp
2
i
2mi =
h3N
Λ3N
(2.107)
where Λ is the thermal de Broglie wavelength,
Λ =
√
h2/2πmkBT (2.108)
As a final simplification, one can replace rN with fractional coordinates (sN), which
yields
Z (µ, V, T ) =
∞∑
N=0
∫
dsN
eβµNV N
N !Λ3N
e−βV(s
N) (2.109)
where the volume V should not be confused with the potential energy V . From Eq.
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2.109, it is clear that the probability density corresponding to N particles at sN is
ρ
(
sN ;N
)
=
eβµNV N
N !Λ3N
e−βV(s
N) (2.110)
This is the main statistical mechanical ingredient for GCMC.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the grand canonical ensemble. The system (with energy E,
number of particles N , and volume V ) is in contact with a reservoir (with energy E ′
and number of particles N ′) with which it can exchange heat ∆E and particles ∆N .
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2.3.2. Metropolis Monte Carlo
Our aim is to determine the equilibrium structure and composition of the surface
without having to preselect a catalog of surfaces. In principle, this can be achieved
by sampling the entire grand canonical ensemble and identifying the surface with the
highest probability density. Such an approach, however, is inefficient because many
of the phase points (sN ; N) sampled will have low probability densities. Therefore,
we seek a scheme that enables the system to jump between neighboring phase points
with high probability densities. The most widely used scheme in the physical sciences
is that of Metropolis. (145)
To illustrate this scheme, imagine a system that is in the state o but is considering
a jump to the state n where we denote the probability of this transition as π (o→ n).
At equilibrium, we assume that the rates of jumping from o to n and vice versa are
equal:
ρ (o)π (o→ n) = ρ (n) π (n→ o) (2.111)
where ρ (i) is the probability density of being at the phase point i. Eq. 2.111 is
called the detailed balance condition. Transitions in Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
generally involve two steps: (1) propose a trial jump and (2) decide whether to jump.
Therefore, we can rewrite π (o→ n) as
π (o→ n) = α (o→ n) acc (o→ n) (2.112)
where α (o→ n) is the probability of attempting the trial jump from o to n and acc
is the probability of accepting it. In the Metropolis scheme, α is usually chosen to be
symmetric, i.e. α (o→ n) = α (n→ o). As a result, the detailed balance condition
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becomes
acc (o→ n)
acc (n→ o)
=
ρ (n)
ρ (o)
(2.113)
where ρ is replaced by Eq. 2.110. Eq. 2.113 is small when state o is favored, large
when state n is favored, and one when neither are favored. In the first case, the trial
jump will likely be rejected whereas, in the second, it will likely be accepted. In the
third case, forward and backward jumps occur with equal probability.
There are three different types of trial jumps in GCMC simulations: particle
displacements (sN → sN ′), particle additions (sN → sN+1), and particle removals
(sN → sN−1). Inserting these phase points into Eq. 2.113 gives
acc
(
sN → sN ′
)
acc (sN ′ → sN)
= e−β[V(s
N′)−V(sN)] displacement (2.114)
acc
(
sN → sN+1
)
acc (sN+1 → sN)
=
V
(N + 1) Λ3
e−β[V(s
N+1)−V(sN)−µ] addition (2.115)
acc
(
sN → sN−1
)
acc (sN−1 → sN)
=
NΛ3
V
e−β[V(s
N−1)+µ−V(sN)] removal (2.116)
where the probabilities of accepting these trial jumps are
acc
(
sN → sN ′
)
= min
{
1, e−β[V(s
N′)−V(sN)]
}
displacement
(2.117)
acc
(
sN → sN+1
)
= min
{
1,
V
(N + 1) Λ3
e−β[V(s
N+1)−V(sN)−µ]
}
addition (2.118)
acc
(
sN → sN−1
)
= min
{
1,
NΛ3
V
e−β[V(s
N−1)+µ−V(sN)]
}
removal (2.119)
where the min function returns the smaller value. For example, if the second argument
of the min function is 0.5, then the trial jump is accepted with a probability of 0.5.
Eqs. 2.117, 2.118, and 2.119 comprise the acceptance rules for GCMC simulations.
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Fig. 2.7 shows a flow chart of a GCMC program. First, one defines the V of the
system, the µ and T of the reservoir, an initial slab model, and configurational biases
(if any). Then, the algorithm decides randomly whether to add, remove, or displace
a particle. If it decides to add a particle, then it chooses a site. For combined
systems containing two or more elements, choosing an element precedes choosing
a site. The latter can be done randomly, however, the new particle may end up
too close or too far from the other particles in the system. As such, configurational
biases are often employed to prepare trial jumps to more realistic states, e.g. imposing
minimum and maximum distances between the new and old particles. After preparing
a trial jump, the total energy of the system is calculate, which, in the case of our
ab initio GCMC, is done using DFT. Additionally, since DFT calculations of slabs
can be computationally expensive, we remove displacements as a trial jump and
replace the total energy calculation with a structural optimization. This enables us
to focus on surface reconstruction processes, which generally involve atom additions
and removals, while still accounting for the local relaxation that would normally occur
during displacement steps. Once the total energies of the old and new structures have
been calculated, they are inserted into Eqs. 2.117, 2.118, and 2.119, which determine
whether the trial jump should be accepted. If it is rejected, then the previous structure
is restored and the loop continues.
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Figure 2.7: Flow chart of a GCMC simulation.
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2.4. Tree-based methods for machine learning
Up to this point, we have explained how to accurately predict surface chemical reac-
tivity using DFT, ab initio thermodynamics, and GCMC. We have not yet, however,
explained how one might identify the structural and electronic origin of this reactivity
and subsequently control it. Generally speaking, we wish to map the structural and
electronic degrees of freedom (DOF) to properties of interest. The DOF in surface
chemical reactions are the nuclear coordinates of the surface and adsorbates and the
electronic wave function. These DOF provide a complete but unintuitive description
of the surface. Fortunately, it is often possible to find a small set of intuitive DOF
that, despite their simplicity, can still be mapped to surface chemical reactivity. For
example, the nuclear coordinates can be replaced by local structural DOF like sur-
face bond lengths, angles, and coordination numbers. Similarly, the electronic wave
function can be substituted with local electronic DOF such as Bader charges. (146–
149) These four DOF are but a small subset of those that are possible (for more
examples, see Refs. 150, 151, and 152). Having identified a few intuitive DOF, we
can now map them to quantities that determine surface chemical reaction rates, e.g.
adsorption and activation free energies, using statistical learning methods. Of the
many methods available, (153; 154) we use random forests (RFs) because they can
capture complex nonlinearities in the data and yet they are easy to train, tune, and
interpret.
2.4.1. Decision trees
Before growing RFs, one must first learn how to grow decision trees (DTs). DTs
ask the series of yes/no questions based on the inputs x that best separate the data
based on the response y. To see how this works, consider the data shown in Fig. 2.8.
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Here, there are two inputs (x1 and x2), one response (see color bar for its magnitude),
and 1,000 observations. In order to separate the data based on y, we might start by
asking the question “is x1 ≤ s1?”. This question can be thought of as a vertical line
at x1 = s1 that splits the data into two groups, one where ȳ ≈ 1.5 (group A) and
another where ȳ ≈ 4 (group B). While this question is effective at coarsely separating
the data based on y, we can achieve higher resolution by asking follow-up questions.
For example, by asking “is x2 ≤ s3?” on group A, we find two subgroups (purple and
blue) with nearly constant y (ȳ ≈ 1 and ȳ ≈ 2, respectively). The process of asking
follow-up questions on groups and subgroups continues until some stopping criteria
are met. Typical stopping criteria include the maximum depth of the DT and the
minimum number of observations in a group. A DT for this data is shown in Fig. 2.9.
Using this DT, let us now explain how to calculate the predicted response ŷ for
a new observation located at the center of Fig. 2.8, i.e. at x1 = (s1 + s2) /2 and
x2 = (s3 + s4) /2. First, the DT asks the observation if its x1 ≤ s1. Since the answer
is “no”, the observation moves down and to the right whereupon the DT asks if its
x1 ≤ s2. Since the answer is “yes”, the DT returns ŷ ≈ 3, which agrees with the color
distribution in Fig. 2.8.
The algorithm for growing DTs can be generalized as follows. Consider a data set
with p inputs, one response, and N observations. The observation i of this data set
can be written as (xi, yi) where xi = (xi1, . . . , xij, . . . , xip). First, we ask a question
on the data. More precisely, we specify a splitting variable j and split point s and
then ask “is xj ≤ s?” This question splits the data into two groups, G1 and G2. If we
model the response as a constant ck in each group Gk, then the predicted response
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for observation i is
ŷi =
2∑
k=1
ckI (xi ∈ Gk)
= c1I (xi ∈ G1) + c2I (xi ∈ G2)
(2.120)
where I is a function that returns 1 if xi ∈ Gk and 0 otherwise. Now, we need to
determine the best ck, which can be done using the method of least squares. In this
method, the best ck are those that minimize the sum of squared residuals (SSR), i.e.
those that solve
∂
∂ck
N∑
i=1
(yi − ŷi)2 =
∂
∂ck
N∑
i=1
[
yi −
2∑
k=1
ckI (xi ∈ Gk)
]2
= 0 (2.121)
where yi − ŷi is the residual for observation i. It is straightforward to show that the
best ck are
ĉk =
∑N
i=1 yiI (xi ∈ Gk)∑N
i=1 I (xi ∈ Gk)
= ave (yi|xi ∈ Gk) (2.122)
where ave stands for average. Inserting Eq. 2.122 into 2.120 gives the least squares
predicted response ŷLSi for observation i,
ŷLSi =
2∑
k=1
ĉkI (xi ∈ Gk) =
2∑
k=1
ave (yi|xi ∈ Gk) I (xi ∈ Gk)
= ave (yi|xi ∈ G1) I (xi ∈ G1) + ave (yi|xi ∈ G2) I (xi ∈ G2)
(2.123)
There are pN possible questions that we can ask, each corresponding to a unique
(j, s) pair. We seek the question that minimizes the SSR. Once this question has
been identified, we split the data and ask follow-up questions on the resulting groups
until the DT is sufficiently deep.
If the DT is too deep, however, it risks overfitting the data. In other words, it
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learns spurious relationships between the inputs and residuals. To combat this, we use
cost-complexity pruning, which decreases model complexity by removing questions
from the DT. For instance, imagine ȳ ≈ 4.1 for x2 > s4 in Fig. 2.9. If the stopping
criteria are not met, then the DT will ask if x2 ≤ s4. Since the average responses
of the resulting groups are similar (4 vs. 4.1), this question does not improve model
performance and therefore can be removed.
Suppose that we grow a DT T0 and then prune it to T where T ⊂ T0. The cost
of this action is
Cα (T ) =
|T |∑
k=1
NkMSEk (T ) + α|T | (2.124)
where |T | is the number of groups in T , Nk is the number of observations in Gk,
MSEk (T ) is the mean squared error of y in Gk of T , and α is a parameter that
controls model complexity. Our goal is to find the subtree Tα that minimizes Cα for
each α. In general, Tα is small when α is large, Tα is large when α is small, and
Tα = T0 when α = 0. The best Tα can be found using weakest link pruning, which
consecutively removes the question that incurs the smallest per-question increase in
the SSR until only one question remains. It has been shown that the sequence of DTs
generated by weakest link pruning must contain Tα. (155; 156) The final step is to
determine the α that minimizes the cross-validated SSR.
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y
Figure 2.8: Data used to grow the DT in Fig. 2.9. The data consists of two inputs
x1 and x2, one response y, and 1000 observations. The color of the observations
corresponds to y.
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x1≤s1
x2≤s3 x1≤s2
x2≤s4ȳ≈1 ȳ≈2 ȳ≈3
ȳ≈4 ȳ≈5
ye
s no
Figure 2.9: DT for the data shown in Fig. 2.8. Questions (inequalities) split the data
into groups, which are further split into subgroups by follow-up questions. Predic-
tions are made by passing new observations from question to question until they are
assigned a ȳ.
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2.4.2. Random forests
One major drawback of DTs is their tendency to overfit data due to model complexity.
Overfitting can be remedied to some extent by growing shallower trees and pruning
them. This, however, comes at the expense of model performance. A relatively
simple way to rectify overfitting whilst preserving model performance is to generate
an ensemble of trees trained on different parts of the data. Such models are called
RFs, an example of which is shown in Fig. 2.10. The procedure of growing this RF
can be summarized as follows. First, we prepare a data set (xij, yi) where i and j
index the observations and inputs, respectively. Then, we randomly select a subset
of the observations and inputs, and use them to grow a DT. This step is repeated
n times and has the effect of lowering model variance (i.e. improving its ability to
make accurate predictions on new observations) without significantly reducing model
complexity. Since each DT is trained on a different parts of the data, they acquire
different shapes, e.g. different depths, numbers of question (represented as circles),
and branching patterns. This results in a RF containing a diverse set of DTs. Using
this RF, we can then make predictions on a new observation by passing it through
each of the n DTs (see blue circles connected by arrows). Each DT predicts a slightly
different value for the response {ŷi1, . . . , ŷik, . . . , ŷin}, which are then averaged to give
the final prediction ŷ. This averaging serves to decrease model variance by weakening
the impact of an overfitted DT on ŷ.
Another way to rectify overfitting is regularization, which rewards the growth
of models with fewer inputs. It therefore has the added benefit of increasing model
interpretability. In the RF algorithm, regularization can be used to modify the se-
lection of inputs from which DTs are grown. The details of its implementation will
now be discussed. (157–159) First, however, we need to introduce the concept of gain.
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Recall that, when growing DTs, we ask many questions and choose the one that min-
imizes the SSR. Gain is simply defined as the magnitude of the reduction in the SSR
upon asking a question. Therefore, another way to think of minimizing the SSR is
maximizing the gain. Now, we return to the growth of the regularized RFs (RRFs).
The first step is to grow a DT in the usual way. We denote the set of inputs used as
splitting variables by F . Then, we proceed to grow a second DT. This time, however,
we penalize the use of inputs not in F by reducing their gain as follows:
gainR (xj) =

λ · gain (xj) xj /∈ F
gain (xj) xj ∈ F
(2.125)
Here, the subscript R stands for regularized and λ ∈ [0, 1] is the regularization co-
efficient. If λ = 1, then a RF is grown from all the inputs. On the other hand, if
λ is smaller, then a RRF is grown from a subset of the inputs, i.e. those in F . For
the remaining n − 2 DTs in the RRF, F is updated to include new inputs xnew for
which gainR (xnew) > max [gainR ({x|x ∈ F})]. For more details on DTs and RFs, the
reader is referred to the Hastie’s classic text on statistical learning. (160)
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tree 1 tree k tree n
data = xij, yi
ŷi1
ŷik
ŷin
ŷ = ave(ŷi1,..., ŷik,..., ŷin)
... ...
Figure 2.10: Schematic of a RF, which consists of n DTs trained on different subsets
of the observations i and inputs j. Circles correspond to questions. The predicted
response ŷ of a new observation is calculated by passing it through each DT, shown
as blue circles connected by arrows, and averaging their responses.
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CHAPTER 3 : Phosphorus-decorated reconstructions of the
(0001) surface of Ni2P and Ni5P4
3.1. Introduction
Elemental enrichment of the surfaces of transition metal oxides, sulfides, and phos-
phides is a desirable route to modify their physical and/or chemical properties. The
ability to manipulate the amount of the transition metal component of a transition
metal compound is believed to be the key to modifying the chemistry of its surface.
Perhaps for oxides this is naively rooted in the fact that oxygen cannot stably form
extended compounds or chains exceeding three atoms (e.g. ozone), and thus surfaces
of oxides are most directly manipulated through their metallic components. Phos-
phorus and sulfur, however, can form extended chains or crystals on their own; thus P
and S present possible sources of solid secondary phases when they form compounds
with metals. (161–163) This behavior may have deeper implications for the types of
stable surfaces metal phosphides or sulfides form.
Surface composition and structure govern the key catalytic properties of nickel
phosphides for a number of industrially important chemical reactions. (32; 34; 164–
166) The material properties of transition metal phosphides, including binary, ternary,
and mixed-metal compounds, have been well characterized since the 1960s. (167;
168) They form binary phosphides MxPy (where M denotes a transition metal) with
compositions usually ranging from M3P to MP3 including Ni2P, Ni5P4, Ni3P, Ni5P2,
Ni12P5, NiP, and NiP2.
The metal-rich phosphides (MxPy where x > y) tend to exhibit better thermal
stability, chemical inertness, electrical conductivity (169–171), and hardness than P-
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rich phases; therefore we focus on Ni2P and Ni5P4 in this study. Both solids have
hexagonal crystal structures, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Their low index (0001) facets
are found to be the most stable terminations for both compounds. Ni2P has two
unique terminations on the (0001) plane, the Ni3P and Ni3P2 layers, and they have
distinct structure and stoichiometry. DFT calculations reveal that the latter is more
stable under conditions where bulk Ni2P is stable. (172) Calculated scanning tun-
neling microscope (STM) images for this termination (172) do not, however, match
experimental data. (171; 173; 174) This apparent inconsistency was resolved by dy-
namic low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) experiments, which revealed a surface
reconstruction where non-stoichiometric additional P covers the Ni3P2 surface at the
Ni3-hollow sites (see Fig. 5 in Ref. 175). They showed that this P-covered Ni3P2
termination (hereafter denoted as Ni2P-Ni3P2+P) comprises ≈ 80% of the surface,
whereas the Ni3P2 (hereafter denoted as Ni2P-Ni3P2) makes up the remaining 20%.
Other reconstructions have been reported but only after annealing at higher tempera-
tures, e.g. above 790 K. (173; 176) By contrast, Ni5P4 has a larger unit cell composed
of Ni3P2, Ni3P3 and Ni4P3 layers (Fig. 3.1b). Additionally, Ni5P4 lacks reflection
symmetry with respect to the [0001] plane. The surface structures of Ni5P4 have not
been studied previously. Although both are demonstrated to be efficient catalysts
for H2 evolution, Ni5P4 is much more active than Ni2P, thereby igniting interest in
the differences and similarities of these surfaces with the hope of elucidating their
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) catalytic activity. (34)
In this chapter we conduct a comprehensive, systematic theoretical investigation
of surface reconstruction on the (0001) and (0001̄) facets of Ni2P and Ni5P4. First, we
calculate the standard energy of formation for different bulk nickel phosphides (NixPy)
with first principles calculations so as to determine the region of P chemical potential
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(∆µP) where bulk Ni2P and Ni5P4 are stable. Then, we compute the free energy for
a large number of distinct surface terminations. We show that both Ni2P(0001) and
Ni5P4(0001) prefer chemical and structural reconstructions of their bulk terminations,
thereby providing a framework for the re-examination of the HER mechanism on these
nickel phosphides.
3.2. Computational Methods
DFT (72; 177) calculations with periodic boundary conditions are performed using the
Quantum ESPRESSO code. (178) The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is
employed to calculate the exchange-correlation energy using the method of Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE). (87) Optimized (106), norm-conserving, designed non-
local (105) pseudopotentials were generated using OPIUM (179) to represent the core
electrons and soften the potential for the valence electron wavefunctions. Semicore
3p states are treated along with the 4s, 4p, and 3d for Ni, while 3s, 3p, and 3d
valence states are included for P. The 3d orbitals of P are deemed necessary to model
anionic electron configurations and complex coordination environments. The valence
states are expanded in a plane-wave basis with a 50 Ry kinetic energy cutoff. For
bulk calculations, 5×5×6 and 5×5×4 k-point grids, shifted along kz, are used to
sample the Brillouin zones of Ni2P and Ni5P4 respectively, and a small (0.005 Ry)
Gaussian electronic smearing is applied to improve electronic convergence. All cells
are allowed to fully relax, with stress convergence threshold of 0.01 kbar. We perform
spin-polarized calculations for bulk Ni2P and Ni5P4. The spin configuration is initially
ferromagnetic, but both systems relax to a non-ferromagnetic state. Orbital-projected
density of states (DOS) calculations and Löwdin population analysis are performed
on the stable surface reconstructions of Ni2P and Ni5P4 using a finer k-point grid
(12×12×1).
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Surfaces are modeled using slabs with 1×1 (for high surface defect concentra-
tions) and
√
3×
√
3 R30◦ (for fractional defect concentrations) surface cells separated
by ≈ 15 Å of vacuum. For slabs, the k-point grid sampling is reduced to 5×5×1
and 3×3×1 respectively. A dipole correction (180) is applied to further remove the
artificial electric field interactions between periodic images; its contribution to the
total energy, however, is very minor. We consider the (0001) surface of both Ni2P
and Ni5P4. Seven-layer, up-down symmetric slabs are used to model Ni2P(0001) ter-
minations. For Ni5P4, asymmetric slabs of thickness ranging from six to eight layers
are constructed. In studying the reconstructions of the (0001) surface of Ni5P4, the
composition of the (0001̄) is kept to be Ni4P3. Likewise, in studying (0001̄), the same
type of termination is kept for (0001). All atoms are allowed to fully relax with force
convergence threshold of 10−3 Ry/Bohr.
The surface free energy (Ω) is calculated under various environmental conditions
using the following expression:
Ω =
1
2A
(φ+ ΓP∆µP) (3.1)
where A is the area of the surface unit cell, ∆µP is the chemical potential of phos-
phorus relative to bulk phase white phosphorus, and φ and ΓP are
φ = Eslab −
NNiE
bulk
NixPy
x
+ ΓPE
bulk
P (3.2)
ΓP = NNi(y/x)−NP (3.3)
Here, Eslab is the DFT total energy of the slab, NNi/P is the number of Ni/P atoms
in the slab, x/y is the number of Ni/P atoms per formula unit of the bulk, and Ebulk
is the formation energy of the bulk compound in the subscript. Eq. 3.1 is governed
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by the equilibrium conditions defined by the dominant bulk phase and a secondary
P chemical reservoir.
3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Bulk Stability of Ni2P and Ni5P4
A prerequisite of the existence of a surface is the presence of a stable bulk phase
that supports it. Thus, to be able to determine the chemical potential ranges where
certain surfaces become relevant, we generate a bulk phase diagram from first princi-
ples thermodynamic calculations (Fig. 3.1c). Another P-rich phase, NiP, is expected
to dominate in the same P chemical potential range as NiP2. However, NiP was
demonstrated to only to appear at high temperatures (> 850 K) (181) and thus not
included in the phase diagram (Fig. 3.1c) which represent only low temperature con-
ditions since we neglect entropy contributions. It shows the values of ∆µP and ∆µNi
where bulk Ni2P and Ni5P4 are stable compared to other nickel phosphide composi-
tions. We find that Ni2P is stable at -0.78 eV ≤ ∆µP ≤ -0.50 eV. At ∆µP = -0.50
eV, bulk Ni5P4 becomes thermodynamically favored up to ∆µP = -0.28 eV, at which
point bulk NiP2 becomes favored. The regions where these two phases are stable
define the chemical potentials where their respective surfaces and their corresponding
reconstructions are bound to exist. These surface reconstructions are discussed in the
following sections.
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Figure 3.1: Crystal structure of (a) Ni2P and (b) Ni5P4, highlighting the layer stacking
along the [0001] direction. (c) Bulk phase diagram as a function of the relative
chemical potentials (eV) of Ni and P for nickel phosphide phases that are stable under
850 K as has been found in the literature. Each solid line satisfies the equilibrium
equation: ∆GNixPy = x∆µNi +y∆µP at 0 K. Each dotted vertical line denotes a phase
coexistence point.
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3.3.2. Surface Structure and Stability of Ni2P(0001)
First, we describe the bulk-derived terminations of Ni2P(0001). As shown in Fig.
3.1a, bulk Ni2P has two distinct layer compositions along the c-axis, Ni3P and Ni3P2,
where two layers constitute a unit cell. The surface crystal structure of Ni2P-Ni3P is
shown in Fig. 3.2a for a
√
3×
√
3 R30◦ surface unit cell. The outermost layer consists
of repeating Ni3P subunits (green shaded triangle) with the central P sticking slightly
out of the surface plane (shown in the inset). This surface also possesses six unique
Ni3 hollow sites (red shaded circles), which are formed by the Ni corners of the
Ni3P subunits. Ni3P subunits are also found on Ni2P-Ni3P2 but adopt a geometry
where the central P is nearly coplanar with the Ni corners (see Fig. 3.2b). Owing
to the increased surface P concentration on this termination, the number of unique
Ni3 hollow sites reduces to three. The center of the Ni3P subunits in the Ni2P-Ni3P
layer are above (and below) the Ni3 hollows of the Ni2P-Ni3P2, and vice versa. This
stacking arrangement reveals a Ni3P-Ni3 pattern along the [0001] direction. The
surface energy of Ni2P-Ni3P and Ni2P-Ni3P2 is plotted in Fig. 3.2c as a function of
∆µP. In bulk Ni2P stability region, Ni2P-Ni3P2 is the preferred bulk-like termination,
which is consistent with previous DFT calculations in the literature. (172)
Given that there is experimental evidence for P-enrichment of Ni2P surfaces (171;
173–175; 182), we investigate the possibility of stabilizing bulk terminations by sys-
tematically adding extra P to the surface and then identify the most stable recon-
struction. We find that the adsorption of P at Ni3 hollow sites in a trigonal pyramidal
geometry decreases the surface free energy of both Ni2P-Ni3P and Ni2P-Ni3P2 (see
Fig. 3.2c). This particular binding site and geometry is expected because it is anal-
ogous to creating a new, partial layer with P at bulk lattice positions. It is also
different than the Ni3P subunit, which has a nearly planar geometry. The Ni-rich (P-
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poor) Ni2P-Ni3P termination is maximally stabilized by the addition of P at five out
of the six Ni3 hollow sites to generate a surface composition of Ni3P+(5/3)P (defect
concentration denoted per 1×1 surface unit cell). Higher coverages through further
adsorption of P at the sixth Ni3 hollow site (Ni2P-Ni3P+2P) causes the surface free
energy to slightly increase, signaling P saturation. For Ni2P-Ni3P2, the surface en-
ergy is minimized by the addition of P at all three Ni3 hollow sites (Ni3P2+P in Fig.
3.2d). If a fourth P is added to make Ni2P-Ni3P2+(4/3)P, it binds to a Ni-P bridge
site, forms a surface adsorbed P2 complex with P from the nearest Ni3 hollow site
(see Fig. A.1 in Appendix A), and increases the surface energy. Comparing the sur-
face energies of both bulk-like terminations and their reconstructions, Ni2P-Ni3P2+P
is the most stable surface phase whenever bulk Ni2P is stable, i.e. under relatively
P-rich conditions. Thus, for a thermodynamically controlled synthesis of Ni2P, this
surface should be the most prevalent phase and, in fact, it is the same structure that
Ref. 175 predicts, which they found to be the most consistent with the experimental
STM among the surfaces they investigated.
The presence of P adatoms in Ni3-hollow sites on Ni2P-Ni3P2+P has important
implications for the catalytic activity of Ni2P(0001) toward HER. It was proposed
that H can adsorb at both Ni3-hollow and Ni-P bridge sites, where the latter of-
fers more moderate binding. (33) H atoms at these two sites can diffuse to one an-
other and subsequently desorb, forming H2(g). Adlayer P offers a new site for H
adsorption while also blocking the conventional bulk-like Ni3 sites, thereby prompt-
ing a reconsideration of the HER mechanism on Ni2P(0001). (183) Ni3-hollow sites
play a key role in the predicted mechanisms of other important chemical reactions
such as hydrodesulfurization (HDS) (184; 185), water-gas shift (WGS) (165), and
hydrodeoxygenation (HDO). (186) Their catalytic mechanisms should be revisited
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on reconstructed Ni2P(0001) surfaces since the above analysis shows that Ni3-hollow
sites may not in fact be readily available.
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Figure 3.2: Surface crystal structure of Ni2P(0001) with either a (a) Ni3P or (b) Ni3P2
termination. Only the atoms of the outermost layers are clearly shown. Structural
insets highlight the basic subunits of each surface. Red lines outline the
√
3 ×
√
3
R30◦ supercells. (c) Surface phase diagram for Ni2P(0001) as a function of ∆µP
(eV). Surface energies are reported in J/m2. Dashed gray vertical lines border the
bulk stability region for Ni2P.
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3.3.3. Surface Structure and Stability of Ni5P4(0001) and (0001̄ )
As mentioned above, Ni5P4 lacks mirror symmetry along [0001], giving rise to struc-
turally distinct (0001) and (0001̄) surfaces. Additionally, the structural layers of
Ni5P4 are less clearly delineated. We choose to decompose the structure into three
layers, and refer to them according to their formula unit: Ni3P2, Ni3P3, and Ni4P3
(Fig. 3.3a). A set of three layers forms half a unit cell, where the addition of a second
set of three layers that are translated by half the in-plane lattice vectors completes
the full unit cell. Note that due to the absence of a reflection symmetry about the
[0001], the layer that comes before a given layer along the [0001] becomes the layer
that comes after along the [0001̄]. For example the layer below the Ni5P4-Ni3P2(0001)
surface is the Ni5P4-Ni3P3 layer, whereas the layer below the Ni5P4-Ni3P2(0001̄) is
the Ni5P4-Ni4P3 layer. Therefore, the absence of reflection symmetry means different
subsurface layers, which will affect the chemistry of the (0001) vs. (0001̄) surface
layer, despite having the same composition.
For brevity, we only discuss here in detail the structural and chemical features
of the (0001) surfaces and their reconstructions, while the (0001̄) layer that produces
the most stable reconstruction is discussed. We discuss each bulk-derived layer and
the different structural and compositional perturbations giving rise to their recon-
structions. The compositional variations introduced include Ni vacancies (VNi), P
vacancies (VP), P adatoms (+xP, as in the Ni2P surface reconstructions), and Ni
adatoms (+xNi). We also discuss the energetics involved in these reconstructions,
revealing the most likely (thermodynamically stable) surfaces of Ni5P4(0001).
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Ni3P2-derived Surfaces of Ni5P4
The upper panel of Fig. 3.3b shows the (
√
3 ×
√
3)R30◦ (3 unit cells) of the bulk-
derived Ni5P4-Ni3P2 layer. This layer is composed of repeated Ni3P (green shaded
triangle) and P subunits. Each isolated P subunit is coordinated to three P atoms
found in the layer below. The removal of this lattice P, creating vacancies (VP), is
unfavorable and destabilizes the surface (Fig. 3.4a, compare solid line, Ni5P4-Ni3P2,
and dash-dotted line, Ni5P4-Ni3P2+VP). The corners of three adjacent Ni3P units
surround a common point, which creates a Ni3 hollow site (red shaded circle). Re-
moval of one of these Ni atoms somewhat stabilizes the surface by about 0.25 J/m2
(Ni5P4-Ni3P2+VNi, dotted line), while saturating all the Ni3 hollow sites with one and
up to three P per site (Ni5P4-Ni3P2+(1,3)P, double dotted and dash-double dotted
lines) stabilizes the surface significantly more (≈0.5-0.75 J/m2).
Ni3P3-derived Surfaces of Ni5P4
The middle panel of Fig. 3.3b shows the (
√
3×
√
3)R30◦ Ni5P4-Ni3P3 layer. Closed-
chain Ni3P3 subunits compose this surface. The Ni3P3 subunit is characterized by a
triangular P3 overlaid on a Ni3 that are rotated 60
◦ relative to each other. The Ni
corners of three Ni3P3 subunits also converge on a common point which also creates a
trinuclear Ni hollow site (red shaded circles). The same is true for the three P corners
which correspondingly create a trinuclear P hollow site (purple shaded circles). As
in the Ni5P4-Ni3P2 surface, saturation of these Ni3 and P3 sites with one P per site
stabilizes this surface. Fig. 3.4b shows the stabilizing effect of saturating both the
Ni3 and P3 sites (solid, Ni5P4-Ni3P3 vs. dash-double dotted line, Ni5P4-Ni3P3+2P).
However, saturating the Ni3 sites alone and removing one of the lattice P (Ni5P4-
Ni3P3+VP+P) better stabilizes the surface, with one of the remaining P displaced
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toward the center of the Ni3P2 subunit (see Fig. A.2 in Appendix A). The removal of
another P from the Ni3P3 subunit further lowers the surface energy in the low ∆µP
regime (dotted line, Ni5P4-Ni3P3+2VP+P) and exhibits the same displacement of
the remaining P to the center of the Ni3 base, creating a big Ni3P subunit (Fig. 3.3c,
left panel). The nVP+P where (n=1-2) stabilizes the surface by ≈0.25 J/m2 making
these the most stable reconstructions of the Ni5P4-Ni3P3 layer. The dominance of
these surfaces is made possible by a combination of low P chemical potential and the
tendency of the system to maximize the number of Ni-P bonds.
Ni4P3-derived Surfaces of Ni5P4
The bottom panel of Fig. 3.3b shows the (
√
3 ×
√
3)R30◦ Ni5P4-Ni4P3 layer. This
layer is composed of Ni4P3 subunits with the same motif as the Ni3P3 subunits found
in the Ni5P4-Ni3P3 layer, but with an additional Ni at the center. Also, similar to
the Ni5P4-Ni3P3 layer, the subunits create Ni3 (red shaded circles) and P3 hollow
(purple shaded circles) sites (one of each per 1×1 surface). However the extra Ni,
which makes this layer distinct from the Ni5P4-Ni3P3, gives rise to Ni-Ni bridge sites
(blue shaded circle). Both Ni vacancies (VNi) and Ni adatoms (+Ni), marginally
stabilize the surface. Saturation with P adatoms of all the Ni3 and P3 sites and
one Ni-Ni bridge site per Ni4P3 subunit (Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P) proved to be the most
thermodynamically favorable. Partial occupation of the Ni-Ni bridge site may also
be achieved, e.g. in the case of Ni5P4-Ni4P3+(8/3)P. The structure of P-saturated
Ni5P4-Ni4P3 (Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P) is shown in the right panel of 3.3c. A distinctive
trigonal-pyramidal P4 subunit forms from the adsorption of P at the P3 site, while a
P2 moiety is stabilized from the bonding of the two P adatoms on a Ni-Ni bridge and
a Ni3 sites.
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Global stability of the (0001) Reconstructions of Ni5P4
Bulk Ni5P4 was calculated to be stable between ∆µP -0.5 to -0.28 eV, so we examine
the surfaces with the lowest surface energy within this range. The Ni5P4-Ni3P3-
derived surface with either the 2VP+P and VP+P reconstruction is found to be the
most stable (0001) termination from ∆µP -0.5 to -0.41 eV (blue shaded region in
Fig. 3.4b). At a higher ∆µP, -0.41 to -0.28 eV, the P-covered Ni5P4-Ni4P3-derived
surfaces, Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P and Ni5P4-Ni4P3+(8/3)P, dominate (green shaded region
in Fig. 3.4c).
Ni5P4(0001̄) Reconstructions
Despite the change in the sublayer composition supporting each termination (due
to the change of the layer sequence when going the opposite direction) the (0001̄)
surface is found to be also thermodynamically dominated by the P-covered Ni5P4-
Ni4P3-derived surfaces. The Ni5P4-Ni4P3(0001̄) exhibits the same sites as the Ni5P4-
Ni4P3(0001); i.e. Ni3 and P3 hollow, and Ni-Ni bridge sites; and similarly composed
of the Ni4P3 subunit (Fig. 3.3d, left panel). The difference between the (0001) and
(0001̄) surfaces is the direction of the corrugation of central Ni of the subunits. The
central Ni points into the slab in the case of the (0001), while it points outward to the
vacuum in the case of the (0001̄). Full saturation of the hollow sites and one Ni-Ni
bridge site per Ni4P3 subunit (Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P) also ultimately stabilizes this surface,
in fact dominating the whole stability region of Ni5P4 (Fig. 3.4d). The compositional
and structural similarity of the most stable reconstructions of these (0001) and (0001̄)
surface isomers may render the two surfaces indistinguishable without the knowledge
of the stacking direction within the bulk. However, at slightly lower P concentrations
(∆µP < -0.41 eV), the (0001) undergoes a phase change into Ni5P4-Ni3P3+2VP+P,
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while the (0001̄) robustly remains as Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P. See Appendix A for a complete
survey of the (0001̄) layers and reconstructions.
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Figure 3.3: Surface crystal structure for bulk-derived terminations and reconstruc-
tions of Ni5P4(0001) and (0001̄). (a) Bulk layering in Ni5P4. (b) Bulk-like (0001)
terminations Ni3P2 (top), Ni3P3 (middle), and Ni4P3 (bottom) with shaded regions
corresponding to the insets highlighting important structural features. (c) Stable
(0001) reconstructions Ni5P4-Ni3P3+2VP+P (left) and Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P (right). (d)
Bulk-like (left) and reconstructed (right) Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P(0001̄).
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Figure 3.4: Surface phase diagram for Ni5P4(0001) and (0001̄) surfaces as a function of
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∆µP where certain reconstructions (as labeled) are favored.
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3.3.4. Comparison of the Stable Ni2P and Ni5P4 (0001) Reconstructions
We have shown that the enrichment of Ni2P and Ni5P4 (0001) and (0001̄) surfaces with
P has a significant stabilizing effect. The most stable reconstruction for Ni2P(0001)
is the Ni3P2+P surface, which has an overall composition of Ni3P3 and a 1:1 ra-
tio of Ni to P. The preferred reconstructions for Ni5P4 (0001) and (0001̄), namely
Ni3P3+[1-2]VP+P and Ni4P3+[(8/3)-3]P, where Ni/P varies from 0.66 to 1.5. The
reconstructions of Ni2P and Ni5P4 similarly exhibit P adsorption at Ni3 hollows to
generate a Ni3P trigonal pyramid, the only difference being the number of Ni3 hollow
sites per unit area and the Ni-P bond distance (see Figs. 3.2 and 3.3). Unlike Ni2P
reconstructions, however, Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P (0001) and (0001̄) promote the formation
of stable, aggregates of P on their surfaces, such as P4 subunits and P2 moieties. The
former closely resembles the tetrahedral P structures in P (s, white), has a very simi-
lar P-P bond distance (dPWhite = 2.21 Å (187) vs. dSurf = 2.29 Å) and carries a nearly
neutral charge (0.07e, Table 3.1), suggesting the possible nucleation of a secondary
pure P phase. The P2 moiety (dSurf = 2.03 Å) has a similar bond length to gaseous
P2 (dP2(g) = 1.89 Å) (188) and also posses nearly neutral charge (-0.05e, Table 3.1).
From the dominant structures, we see that the major driving force for the P-rich
reconstruction is to saturate Ni coordination where it either achieve a tetrahedral
or square pyramidal coordination as in the bulk. The complexity of the Ni5P4 re-
constructions, especially the Ni4P3+3P surface composition, presents other avenues
for surface stabilization which include the expansion of surface P valency through
bonding with additional P, e.g. at P3 hollow sites. P-P bonds may act as possible
nucleation centers for white P, P2(g), and other P phases depending on the environ-
mental conditions.
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Unlike transition metal oxides which are more strongly ionic and whose surface
reconstructions are governed by surface charge passivation (50; 58; 189), the metal-
lic nickel phosphides are demonstrated to be primarily driven by saturation of the
coordination chemistry of the surface atoms. Due to the much greater electroneg-
ativity of O compared to P, transition metal oxides also tend to have larger bond
dipoles than Ni2P and Ni5P4. Thus, at oxide surfaces, dangling bonds lead to the
buildup of a large surface dipole, which can be screened by reconstruction with the
constituent elements of the material or by cations or anions readily available in the
environment. (49; 190; 191) The geometry of oxide and phosphide reconstructions is
also affected by their electron configurations. Since O has a lower valence than P,
oxide reconstructions tend to involve O adatoms bridging between two metal atoms or
forming coordinatively unsaturated sites (57)), whereas P may easily form three bonds
using its 3p orbitals while also expand its valence shell using its energy-accessible 3d
orbitals. On this basis, P can introduce modes of coordination beyond sp bonding.
This is clearly demonstrated by the partial population of the P 3d orbitals (see Table
3.1 for the 3d charge population) and their hybridization with the P 3p states (see
Fig. A.5 in Appendix A for the projected density of states of some of the surfaces).
Such flexibility in valence enables the formation of exotic surface structures including
small covalent P clusters.
Because bulk-like terminations of Ni2P and Ni5P4 tend to reconstruct, the pre-
viously proposed mechanism of HER (33; 183) on Ni2P and Ni5P4, as well as other
chemical reactions (165; 184–186) for which it is catalytically active, must be reevalu-
ated. Depending on the chemical reaction catalyzed, the catalyst may be subsequently
exposed to different solvents, ions, molecules, and even applied potentials during op-
eration which would then facilitate further evolution of the surfaces. Here, we provide
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a set of chemically sound structures that lay the foundation for studying the effects
of these additional variables on catalysis. A few of the most notable routes for ad-
ditional reconstructions to consider are perhaps through hydration, protonation, and
hydroxylation of surface Ni and P species once exposed to water. We show however
that the non-stoichiometric P ad-species prevalent on these reconstructions already
constitute strong Ni-bond-passivating components of the surface. This suggests that
P redox and acid-base chemistries (instead of nickels) are more relevant in determin-
ing the eventual transformation and activity of the surfaces during catalysis. Thus,
for example phosphine and phosphorous/phosphoric acid chemistries may very well
hold the key in understanding Ni-P catalysis in an aqueous environment.
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Table 3.1: Calculated Löwdin charges for the surface P atoms for some of the stable
reconstructions of Ni2P and Ni5P4.
Composition Location No. Electrons Net Charge
Bulk Surface 3s 3p 3d [e]
Ni2P Ni3P2+P
Ni3P subunit 1.60 3.19 0.88 -0.68
Ni3-hollow 1.75 3.09 0.48 -0.30
Ni5P4
(0001)
Ni4P3+3P
Ni4P3 subunit 1.46 3.06 1.09 -0.61
Ni3-hollow 1.55 3.05 0.72 -0.32
P3-hollow 1.55 2.77 0.61 0.07
Ni-Ni bridge 1.63 2.93 0.49 -0.05
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3.4. Conclusions
Both Ni2P and Ni5P4 favor P-rich reconstructions on the (0001) facet, arising from
the extended coordination of P and the tendency of Ni to remain saturated. For
Ni2P, the most stable surface termination is Ni3P2+P, where P adatoms rest on
the Ni3-hollow sites. On Ni5P4(0001), reconstructions of both the Ni3P3 and Ni4P3
surface layer compositions may form. For its (0001̄), Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P is most stable.
Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P(0001) and (0001̄) are furnished by stable P clusters, P4 and P2,
which resemble phases of P, namely white P and P2(g) respectively. The ability of
P to agglomerate on Ni5P4(0001) sets this phase apart from Ni2P(0001) and, more
generally, from transition metal oxides, which are much more limited in their modes
of reconstruction and more adherent to surface charge passivation requirements.
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CHAPTER 4 : Mechanism of H2 evolution on aqueous
reconstructions of the (0001) surface of Ni2P
and Ni5P4: the crucial role of phosphorus
4.1. Introduction
Electrical energy produced from renewable sources, e.g. solar cells, can be used to
split water to produce fuel (H2). The cathode half-reaction of water splitting is the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), which can be performed in both acidic (shown
below) and to some extent in basic aqueous media:
2H+ + 2e− 
 H2(g). (4.1)
Pt is currently considered as the benchmark catalyst for the HER; however, it is both
scarce and expensive. (192) This has motivated many scientists in the last decade
to search for earth-abundant, cheap alternatives to Pt as electrocatalysts for the
HER. (193; 194)
There are two well-known mechanisms for the HER: Volmer-Tafel (VT) and
Volmer-Heyrovsky (VH). (195–201) Their chemical representations are as follows:
H+ + S + e− 
 S− H (Volmer step) (4.2)
S− H + S′ − H
 S/S′ + S′/S− H2 (Tafel step) (4.3)
S− H + H+ + e− 
 S− H2 (Heyrovsky step) (4.4)
S− H2 
 S + H2(g) (4.5)
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Both mechanisms start with the Volmer step, where one H binds to a site (S) on the
electrocatalyst surface. From here, the reaction can proceed in two different ways.
Either another H will bind at a separate site (Tafel step), where S and S′ may or may
not be of the same type, or directly on top of an adsorbed H forming an H2 complex
(Heyrovsky step). Both the Tafel and Heyrovsky steps are followed by the desorption
of H2(g) or alternatively, lead to direct desorption of the molecule.
A few potential substitutes for Pt HER electrocatalysts are molybdenum sul-
fides (193; 202–215), molybdenum and tungsten carbides, (216–226) nitrides, (227–
233) and nickel phosphides. (32–34; 36; 183; 184; 234) The hydrogen evolution activity
of Ni2P(0001) was originally predicted computationally (33) and then subsequently
demonstrated experimentally. (32) It was proposed that the presence of P deactivates
Ni and decreases the number of metal-hollow sites (the so-called “ensemble effect”)
while also providing weak binding for H at Ni-P bridge sites. (184) The electrostatic
attraction between adsorbed Hδ+ (at Ni-P bridge sites) and Hδ− (at trinuclear Ni3-
hollow sites) was proposed to facilitate HER on Ni2P. (32)
Surface phase stability is of the utmost importance in predicting the performance
of heterogeneous catalysts. (49–51; 58; 67; 189–191; 235–237) Different surface struc-
tures give rise to different sites for H adsorption, which may lead to different HER
mechanisms and overpotentials. Therefore, it is essential to determine the structure
and composition of the catalyst surface(s) under fabrication and operating conditions.
Ni2P has two bulk layers, Ni3P and Ni3P2, along the crystal’s (0001) direction; accord-
ingly there are two bulk-like terminations: Ni3P and Ni3P2. DFT calculations predict
that the latter is more stable under Ni2P bulk formation conditions (172). Scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) and dynamic low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)
experiments reveal that nonstoichiometric additional P covers ≈ 80% of this surface;
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hereafter, the surface found experimentally is denoted as Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+P
(note that the naming scheme we adopt here is bulk/surface+adlayer where each
term is the empirical formula). (171; 173–175; 182) Calculated adsorption energies for
H at low coverage on different sites of Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+P show that H prefers
to bind on these P adatoms. (183) We recently studied the reconstructions of both
Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001)/(0001̄) surfaces with DFT and discovered that the most
stable terminations, subject to an inert environment, are P-enriched. (67) We pre-
dict (67) that Ni2P(0001) prefers a P-covered reconstruction of the Ni3P2 termination
that is consistent with STM and LEED experiments in the literature. (171; 173–
175; 182) Ni5P4 has three bulk layers along the (0001) and (0001̄) directions: Ni4P3,
Ni3P3, and Ni3P2. Ni5P4(0001)/(0001̄) favors P-enrichment of the Ni4P3 and Ni3P3
terminations. Ni3- and P3-hollow sites, the latter of which are only present on
Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001)/(0001̄), bind additional P.
Recently, Ni5P4 was synthesized and was shown to exhibit exceptional, Pt-level
performance for HER at pH≈ 0 and applied potentials ranging from U = 0 V to -0.1 V
vs. the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). (34) The superior performance of Ni5P4
was attributed to a higher positive charge on Ni atoms and to the ensemble effect of
P, where the number of Ni3-hollow sites that bind H very strongly is decreased due
to the abundance of P, which therefore leads to more thermoneutral adsorption. (33;
184; 234) Additionally, it was shown that monodisperse Ni5P4 nanocrystals have
higher surface area and greater stability in acidic media than Ni2P. In this chapter,
we only consider Ni2P and Ni5P4 because they are experimentally demonstrated to
be the most HER-active nickel phosphide polymorphs. (234; 238; 239) Additionally,
these two compounds do not have strong differences between their crystal structures
and structural motifs in the bulk, both compounds also have comparable electronic
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conductivities. (167–171) Therefore, conclusions on their relative HER activities based
on the compositional and structural properties of their surfaces, as well as the relative
stabilities of their bulk and surfaces, can be made. A better understanding of the
atomistic mechanism of the HER for various Ni phosphide systems will accelerate the
design and fabrication of robust HER electrocatalysts.
To address this need, we apply DFT calculations and thermodynamics to predict
the most stable surface phases under normal synthetic conditions and in an electro-
chemical environment, i.e. aqueous solution at specified pH and applied potential U
(hereafter U is implicitly relative to SHE). Each of the phosphides we model has
been electrochemically investigated in aqueous solution (32; 34) and is found to be
stable. Thus, we model the catalytic properties of each bulk phase and evaluate
which surfaces are responsible for their respective activities. We calculate the free
energy of reaction of the elementary steps involved in the electrochemical HER via
first principles, and consequently reveal the lowest-energy pathways on Ni2P(0001)
and Ni5P4(0001)/(0001̄).
4.2. Methods
4.2.1. First Principles Calculations
DFT (72; 177) calculations were carried out using the Quantum ESPRESSO (version
5.1) software. (240) Geometric relaxation of the bulk and surface structures was per-
formed until changes in the total energy and force were less than 1.4×10−3 eV/cell
and 2.6×10−2 eV/Å respectively. Optimized, (106) norm-conserving, designed non-
local (105) pseudopotentials were constructed using the OPIUM (version 3.7) soft-
ware (179) to replace the core electrons and nucleus with a smoother, effective po-
tential. We used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) as formulated by
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Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) to calculate electron exchange and correlation
energies. (87) The valence orbital wavefunctions were expanded in a plane-wave basis
with a cutoff energy of 680 eV. Gaussian electronic smearing of 0.07 eV was applied
to the band occupations near the Fermi energy to improve electronic k-point conver-
gence. We used the semiempirical DFT-D2 method (129) to include van der Waals
(vdW) interactions, which are vital for modeling catalytic transformations. (241; 242)
Bulk lattice constants were also relaxed with a pressure convergence threshold
of 6.3×10−6 eV/Å3. The total energies of bulk Ni2P and Ni5P4 were found to be
converged with 5×5×6 and 5×5×4 grids respectively, offset along kz. Calculated
lattice constants and formation energies of Ni(s), P(s,white), Ni2P(s), and Ni5P4(s)
are found to be in good agreement with experimental values. (67) Slab models for
Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001)/(0001̄) were generated with
√
3×
√
3 R30◦ surface unit
cells and ≈ 25 Å of vacuum space separating layers. Accordingly, the k-point grid was
reduced to 3×3×1. A dipole correction was added to the center of the vacuum region
to cancel any artificial electric fields between the slabs. (180) Vibrational frequencies
of adsorbates and surface atoms directly coupled to them were calculated (from trun-
cated Hessian matrices) using density functional perturbation theory (DFPT). The
charge densities used for these calculations were obtained by lowering the total en-
ergy convergence threshold for SCF calculations from 1.4×10−5 eV/cell for geometry
relaxations to 1.4×10−9 eV/cell.
4.2.2. Theory
In order to accurately model catalysis, it is necessary to construct a realistic model
of the surface under experimental conditions, i.e. in aqueous solution with electro-
chemical driving forces, pH and U . (54) This can be achieved by considering the
equilibrium between surface atoms and adsorbates, and their aqueous counterparts.
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When a surface is in contact with an aqueous solution, the surface can lose atoms
to or gain atoms from the solution. The chemical equation defining the equilibrium
between a surface and aqueous solution where atom A is being exchanged is as follows
S− A + nwH2O
 S + [HxAOy]z + nHH+ + nee− (4.6)
where S is the surface, nw is the number of water molecules needed to oxidize (reduce)
and/or solvate A in the solution, [HxAOy]
z is the most stable aqueous phase of A, z
is the charge of the A-complex which can either be positive, negative, or zero, nH is
the number of protons formed, and ne is the number of electrons released. Note that
the latter two can be negative in which case proton(s) and electron(s) are gained to
form [HxAOy]
z. The free energy change for this dissolution reaction of one A ion is
∆GA,diss = (GS −GSA) + (GHxAOzy + nHGH + neGe − nwGH2O) (4.7)
We can rewrite ∆GA,diss with respect to the standard state of A, A(std), as
∆GA,diss = (GS+GA(std)−GSA)+(G[HxAOy ]z+nHGH+neGe−GA(std)−nwGH2O) (4.8)
Note here we simply add GA(std) to the first term and subtract it from the second
term. We define the first term as the differential desorption (dsrp) free energy ∆Gdsrp
for A to leave the surface and form A(std). We re-express the second term with
respect to the standard oxidation/reduction free energy ∆G◦A(std)/HxAOzy of A(std) to
form [HxAOy]
z (see additional theoretical details and Table B.1 in Appendix B). Our
final expression is
∆GA,diss = ∆Gdsrp + ∆G
◦
A(std)/HxAOzy
+kBT ln aHxAOzy −2.303nHkBTpH−neqeU (4.9)
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The last three terms represent the deviation of the chemical potentials due to con-
centrations of the aqueous species: HxAO
z
y, and H
+ from the standard condition, and
of the electronic energy relative to SHE:
∆GA,diss = ∆Gdsrp + ∆G
◦
A(std)/HxAOzy
+ ∆µHxAOzy + nH∆µH + ne∆µe (4.10)
where ∆µHxAOzy = kBT ln aHxAOzy , ∆µH = −2.303kBTpH, and ∆µe = −qeU . These
terms can be thought of as knobs that control the chemical potentials of HxAO
z
y,
protons, and electrons respectively. We calculated ∆Gdsrp using DFT and evaluated
the relative stability of different surface phases of Ni2P and Ni5P4(0001) by modeling
reactions represented in Eq. 4.6. We investigated various H coverages on each surface
reconstruction, up to 7 H atoms per 3 surface unit cells (θ = 7/3 or 1.32 nmol H/cm2,
where the surface area, A = 2.93×10−15 cm2/(1×1) surface) for Ni2P and θ = 14/3
H atoms (2.00 nmol H/cm2, where A = 3.87×10−15 cm2/(1×1) surface) for Ni5P4, in
increments of ∆θ = 1/3 (0.19 nmol H/cm2 for Ni2P and 0.14 nmol H/cm
2 for Ni5P4).
The aforementioned maximum coverages are the highest possible coverages for which
H adsorption is preferred to physisorbed H2. We found that the thermodynamically
optimal coverages in the relevant range of pH and applied potential are within the
maximum coverages explored. We computed their free energies using Eq. 4.10 relative
to the Ni3P2+P and bulk Ni4P3 terminations for Ni2P and Ni5P4 surfaces, respectively
(see Tables B.2-B.4 in Appendix B).
We generate Pourbaix diagrams, which map the equilibrium phases of an aqueous
electrochemical system, for Ni and P, by calculating ∆G◦A(std)/HxAOzy and identifying
the most stable species for given pH and U (see Fig. B.1 in Appendix B). An expres-
sion for the complete dissolution of the bulk NiaPb phase can be derived following
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Eqs. 4.6-4.10:
∆GNiaPb,diss = −∆G
f
NiaPb
+ a∆GNi(s)/HxNiOzy + b∆GP(s,white)/HxPOzx (4.11)
where ∆GfNiaPb is the free energy of formation of NiaPb. The stability criterion is
∆GNiaPb,diss ≥ 0, thus we define the bulk stability boundary as
∆GfNiaPb ≤ a∆GNi(s)/HxNiOzy + b∆GP(s,white)/HxPOzy (4.12)
The bulk phase diagrams of Ni2P and Ni5P4 are shown in Fig. B.2 in Appendix B.
Finally, we calculated free energies of hydrogen adsorption (see reaction in Eq. 4.2)
∆Gads = G(nH + 1)−G(nH)−G(H+ + e−) (4.13)
at 298.15 K, pH = 0, and U = 0 V.
4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Structure and Aqueous Stability of Ni2P(0001) Surfaces
For this study, we consider an acidic aqueous environment (pH = -0.1–1, which cor-
responds to typical experimental conditions for HER in acid, i.e. [H2SO4] = 1–0.1
M) (32; 34) and calculate the free energy of Ni2P(0001) surfaces in equilibrium with 1
M Ni2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M H3PO4 at 298.15 K (see Table B.2 in Appendix
B). For the purpose of our discussion, we choose the standard concentration of 1 M
for the aqueous species as a suitable reference to define the bulk and surface phase
stability boundaries. The results for 0.01 and 0.001 M concentrations are plotted
in Fig. B.6 in Appendix B, where we show that qualitatively the observed trends in
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stability and reactivity are unaffected, while quantitatively, the upper bound for the
applied potential where the phases are stable varies by 0.02–0.05 V. In the regions of
U and pH where solubility is greater than 1M, it is reasonable to conclude that the
catalyst would no longer be practical, as it would experience significant material loss
during catalysis and after prolonged use (see Fig. B.2 for the calculated solubility of
the bulk as a function of U and pH). Also, we note that the overpotential calculated
for an HER elementary step for a given surface is independent of these concentra-
tions. Fig. 4.1A shows the phase diagram for the (0001) surface of Ni2P. At U >
-0.21 V, Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001) with one H per surface unit cell, hereafter denoted as
Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+H, is the dominant surface phase. The
√
3×
√
3 R30◦ surface
has one H bonded to each Ni3-hollow site (labeled 1-3 in Fig. 4.1B). Ni3-hollow sites
strongly bind H, with an adsorption free energy (see Eq. 4.13) of -0.47 eV/H. We
summarize ∆Gads for different sites on Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001̄) in Table 4.1.
For -0.21 V ≥ U ≥ -0.36 V, a P-enriched phase, Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+P+(7/3)H
is most stable. Aqueous P reacts with the surface, replacing the H atom at each Ni3-
hollow site with P. This surface is similar to the UHV reconstruction
Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+P, (67) but here P-adatoms are also hydrogenated. More
specifically, one adatom P forms a surface PH3 moiety, whereas the other two form
PH2 for a total of seven H atoms (labeled 1-7 in 4.1C) per
√
3 ×
√
3 R30◦ surface
unit cell. These units, with an average P-H bond length of 1.43 Å, form the pre-
cursor for phosphine molecule (d̄PH = 1.42 Å in Ref. 243) desorption, which occurs
at U < -0.36 V. The side view in Fig. 4.1B reveals that P is exposed and able to
react with more H than the Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001) surface. The bond length between
in-plane Ni and P is 2.19 Å, whereas the bond length between Ni and adatom P is
elongated (2.35 Å), signaling a weaker bond. As such, adatom P is able to form a
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stronger bond with H (∆Gads = 0.05 eV/H) than the lattice P (∆Gads = 0.27 eV/H).
H-binding is much weaker on adatom P sites than Ni3-hollow sites, in agreement with
the literature. (183)
Below U = -0.36 V, PH3 desorbs and re-exposes the Ni3-hollow sites again for
H to bind, one H per Ni3. Two additional H adsorb on the surface (labeled 4 and
5 in Fig. 4.1D) forming Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+(5/3)H, where Ni forms a complex
with H2, pushing the central H to a Ni-bridge site. The average Ni-H bond length
involving atomic H decreases from 1.79 Å on Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+H to 1.67 Å on
Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+(5/3)H because of the reduced coordination of number of H.
The H-H bond length (0.82 Å) is only slightly larger than that of H2(g) (0.74 Å in
Ref. 244), highlighting the weak adsorption of this species.
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Figure 4.1: (A) Surface phase diagram of Ni2P(0001) in equilibrium with 1 M Ni
2+
or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M H3PO4 at 298.15 K. (B)-(D) show the evolution of the
surface through adsorption-desorption equilibrium of P. P dissolves off the surface as
phosphates (B). As the potential is lowered it redeposits as phosphines (C), up to a
point where PH3 becomes very soluble and re-exposes the Ni sites for H to bind (D).
Average bond lengths are indicated.
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Table 4.1: Free energy of H adsorption on selected surface sites of Ni2P(0001) and
Ni5P4(0001̄) in equilibrium with 1 M Ni
2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M H3PO4 at
298.15 K, U = 0 V, and pH = 0.
Bulk Surface Orientation Active Site ∆Gads (eV)
Ni2P Ni3P2+H (0001) Ni3-hollow -0.47
Ni2P Ni3P2+P+(7/3)H (0001) Adatom P 0.01 to 0.14
Ni5P4 Ni4P3+4H (0001̄) Ni3-hollow -0.57
Ni5P4 Ni4P3+4H (0001̄) P3-hollow -0.27 to -0.06
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4.3.2. Structure and Aqueous Stability of Ni5P4(0001̄ ) Surfaces
For Ni5P4(0001̄), only two different surface phases are observed under acidic (pH =
-0.1–1), reducing (U = 0.0 to -0.8 V) conditions (see Fig. 4.2A). For U ≥ -0.37 V, the
predominant surface phase is Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001̄)+4H. The structure of this surface
is shown in Fig. 4.2B, and it consists of repeating Ni3- and P3-hollows connected by
central Ni atoms. The P3-hollow sites are unique to Ni5P4 and specifically the Ni4P3
termination. There are two different types of Ni-P bonds, one with a bond length
of 2.09 Å between P and the central Ni and another with a bond length of 2.26 Å
between P and a Ni from a Ni3-hollow. The average of these two Ni-P bond lengths
is near the bond length between in-plane Ni and P on Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001) surfaces.
Three H atoms adsorb, per
√
3 ×
√
3 supercell, one at each Ni3-hollow with equal
bonding contributions from all three Ni atoms and an average bond length of 1.74 Å.
H binding is stronger at the Ni3-hollow site on Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001̄)+4H, with an
average adsorption free energy of -0.57 eV/H. Nine additional H atoms per supercell
adsorb, three per P3-hollow site (circled and shaded in light purple in in Fig. 4.2B).
Each H makes a single P-H bond of length 1.42 Å, and the H atoms point toward the
center of the P3-hollow. We find a positive correlation between ∆Gads and H coverage
(nH) at the P3-hollow sites (see Fig. 4.3) and attribute this to repulsive interactions
between H adsorbates. As H coverage at P3-hollows increases, surface H species are
forced into close proximity, thereby increasing the P-P-H angle (see inset in Fig. 4.3),
destabilizing H adsorption, and shifting it toward thermoneutrality. This coverage-
dependent chemisorption energy is the key feature that makes P3-hollows superior to
other P-based active sites. At more negative potentials, U < -0.37 V, two additional
H atoms per supercell bind to one of the Ni3-hollows, generating a Ni-H2 complex
(dHH = 0.86 Å) identical to that on Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+(5/3)H, as shown in Fig.
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4.2C. Consequently, there are three domains of binding energy on Ni5P4 (colored red,
blue, and green in Fig. 4.3). The maximum coverage of Ni5P4(0001̄) is 1.5 times
larger than that of Ni2P(0001). We also consider P-enriched (0001̄) surfaces in our
stability analysis (see Table B.4 in Appendix B) but find that they are not stable in
acidic aqueous media, unlike in Ni2P(0001), where an adlayer of P forms. P3-hollows,
however, are more advantageous for the HER than adatom P because they exist at
less negative overpotentials.
We defer our discussion of Ni5P4(0001) surfaces to Appendix B (see Fig. B.3)
because the (0001̄) surfaces offer lower HER overpotentials, which now will be dis-
cussed.
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Figure 4.2: (A) Surface phase diagram of Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001̄) in equilibrium with 1
M Ni2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M H3PO4 at 298.15 K. (B)-(C) show the evolution
of the surface through adsorption-desorption equilibrium of H. H binds at the Ni3-
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two additional H adsorb at the Ni3-hollow site, forming a Ni-H2 complex.
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Figure 4.3: Free energy of H adsorption as a function of H coverage (nH) on
Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001̄) in equilibrium with 1 M Ni
2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1
M H3PO4 at 298.15 K, U = 0 V, and pH = 0. Colors differentiate H binding sites.
Solid (dashed) lines connect coverages where hydrogen adsorption is exergonic (en-
dergonic). Dotted line at ∆GH = 0 eV corresponds to thermoneutral H adsorption.
We fit ∆GH at P3-hollow sites to a simple linear model to quantify the destabilization
of P-H with increasing nH. Inset is a plot of the P-P-H angle vs. nH.
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4.3.3. HER Mechanism of Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001̄) Surfaces
In general, the most efficient catalytic mechanisms occur between nearly isoenergetic
surface phases, such that each step in the reaction is thermoneutral or low-energy.
For electrochemical reactions that do not occur spontaneously, an applied potential
can be used to drive the reaction. Here, we define the overpotential η as the potential
required to make all elementary steps in the HER spontaneous and ensure catalyst
stability, since a prerequisite for catalysis is a regenerable surface that supports it.
In the following discussion on the mechanism of the HER, the predictions we make
satisfy these criteria.
The HER mechanism on Ni2P is still debated in the literature. Computational
studies have focused on stoichiometric Ni2P surfaces, with none considering the in-
fluence of surface reconstruction driven by the aqueous phase in contact with the
catalyst. There are two main proposals for the HER active site on Ni2P: cooperative
Ni3-hollow and Ni-P bridge sites on the (0001) facet, (33) and Ni-Ni bridge sites on
the (1̄1̄20) and (112̄0) surfaces. (36). Here, we present alternative mechanisms that
exhibit the lowest overpotentials for HER on the (0001) surfaces of Ni2P and Ni5P4.
A less favorable mechanism on Ni5P4(0001) is reported in Appendix B.
For Ni2P(0001), we find that the H-covered, P-enriched Ni3P2+P+(7/3)H sur-
face offers the lowest overpotential for HER via the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism.
Fig. 4.4A shows the free energies and structures of reaction intermediates. The first
step of this reaction involves two concerted events: (a) reaction of a proton in so-
lution and electron with H at a PH3 moiety and (b) desorption of H2(g) to form
PH2. In the second step, the PH3 subunit is replenished by another proton and
electron. At U = 0 V, this reaction has a 0.14 eV barrier (black line in Fig. 4.4A),
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and consequently the application of -0.14 V (red line) makes each step spontaneous.
Ni3P2+P+(7/3)H, however, is only stable for -0.21 V ≥ U ≥ -0.36 V. Therefore, we
portray an overpotential of -0.21 V (green line) for Ni2P(0001), since the reaction
is limited by the stability of the active surface phase (the dominant surface at U =
-0.14 V has a larger overpotential requirement, U = -0.26 V, see Fig. B.4 in Appendix
B). This mechanism is different from those previously proposed in the literature for
Ni2P (33; 36), highlighting the importance of considering aqueous phase stability in
the prediction of catalytic mechanisms. It was also predicted that Ni-P bridge sites
on Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001) offer weaker binding for H. However, we find that these sites
are not stable.
Ni5P4(0001̄) offers a surface phase that provides efficient HER catalysis,
Ni4P3+4H. Like Ni2P(0001), this surface favors a Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism, as
shown in Fig. 4.4B. This mechanism involves the simultaneous addition of H and
abstraction of H2(g) from a P3-hollow site followed by H adsorption to replenish the
third H at the P3-hollow site. At U = 0 V, this HER mechanism has a smaller barrier
(0.07 eV at U = 0 V, black line in 4.4B) and consequently requires a smaller overpo-
tential (-0.07 V, red line) to make each step spontaneous. Bulk Ni5P4(s), however,
is only stable with respect to dissolution for -0.16 V ≥ U ≥ -0.48 V at pH = 0,
whereas Ni2P(s) is stable for -0.11 V ≥ U ≥ -0.66 V. This prediction agrees with
an experiment where it has been shown that applying negative potential (≈ -0.2 V
vs. RHE) suppresses degradation of Ni5P4. (245) For positive potentials, i.e. U ≈
0.3 V vs. RHE, the compound dissolves with a rate of 1 ng/s/cm2. (245) Therefore,
the performance of Ni5P4 is expected to degrade over time for potentials higher than
the stabilizing potential. Therefore, the lowest HER overpotential for Ni5P4(0001̄) is
-0.16 V, as the reaction is limited by the stability of bulk Ni5P4(s). From this, we
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see that the (0001̄) surfaces of Ni5P4 are more HER active than that of Ni2P(0001),
in agreement with experimental reports. (34) If one were only to consider thermo-
dynamic barriers associated with the catalytic cycle, Ni5P4(0001̄) would still have
a lower overpotential (-0.07 V) than Ni2P(0001) (-0.14 V). Since we find that the
adsorption energy of H on Ni5P4 is nearly thermoneutral, i.e. -0.06 eV, the intrinsic
activity of Ni5P4 should be comparable to that of Pt. However, while it is experi-
mentally found that the overall activity of nanocrystalline Ni5P4 approaches that of
Pt on an electrode-basis, the surface-area-normalized turnover frequency (TOF) of
Pt, i.e. performance on the basis of intrinsic activity (irrespective of morphology), is
two orders of magnitude higher than that of Ni5P4. (34) This apparent inconsistency
between the calculated catalytic overpotential and the experimentally measured TOF
can be explained by the limited aqueous stability of bulk Ni5P4, requiring an applied
potential U ≤ -0.16 V (higher potentials are expected to degrade the phosphides’
performance). This reconciles the “apparent” intrinsic activity of Ni5P4 being be-
low that of Pt, although we predict that purely on the basis of catalytic activity
of the active surface, Ni5P4(0001) is comparable to that of Pt. Synthetic methods,
e.g. chemical doping, that would allow for Ni5P4 to be stable near 0 V vs. SHE are
therefore expected to lead to higher performance for the phosphide.
Since our calculations indicate that the P3-hollow is the most active site for HER
catalysis, we propose high-throughput searching for materials that express this motif.
P3-hollows form on Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001̄) because of the high P content in Ni5P4
relative to other bulk nickel phosphides and the ability of bulk P(s) to form stable
clusters. (67) Clustering behavior in nonmetals is not unique to P, as S(s) also exhibits
many different allotropes with various clustering geometries. As such, we believe
that multi-nonmetal sites in general may hold promise for HER catalysis and should
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be a focal point for researchers studying the HER. Another way to improve the
efficiency of nickel phosphides for HER therefore would be to subtly modulate the
metal-P bond strength so as to indirectly shift the free energy of H adsorption toward
thermoneutrality. This opens a clear path for materials design of new materials
to improve HER activity by tuning metal-P bond strength via lattice strain (e.g.
epitaxial film growth) or low concentration doping/ion exchange with other elements.
To date, however, there has only been one study of the relationship between Fe and
Co-doping on the H adsorption free energy. (27) Since we find P to be the active
site for HER on Ni2P and Ni5P4, we recommend anionic substitutions for P as a
more straightforward path to tune the catalytic activity, (246–248) in contrast with
the transition metal substitution approach proposed recently. (27) For example, the
presence of the more electronegative S can directly (through the formation of S-
H) or indirectly (through modulation of the Ni-P bond strength) affect the binding
of H onto the surface. Given that Ni2P is a hydrodesulfurization catalyst (184),
surface substitution with S should be possible. Nickel phosphide HER catalysts are
reported to have nearly quantitative Faradaic efficiencies. (32; 249–251) Therefore, the
formation of reduction side products from the electrolyte leading to the formation of
reduced sulfur species is assumed not to occur and not included in our models. Further
studies are necessary to develop a robust theory of chemical bonding between metal,
P, and H in transition-metal phosphides, which could ultimately provide systematic
guidance for designing improved HER catalysts.
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Figure 4.4: Free energy and structures of intermediates in the HER for (A) Ni2P(0001)
and (B) Ni5P4(0001̄) in equilibrium with 1 M Ni
2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M
H3PO4 at 298.15 K and pH = 0. The blue line corresponds to minimum overpotential
to make the reaction spontaneous. The green line, however, corresponds to minimum
overpotential to make the reaction spontaneous and ensure catalyst stability.
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4.4. Conclusions
The (0001̄) surface of Ni5P4 provides lower HER overpotentials and therefore greater
HER activity than Ni2P(0001), which can be attributed to the thermodynamics and
structure of surface P. For Ni2P(0001), the most stable aqueous surface reconstruc-
tions are Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+nH (n= 1, 5/3) and Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+P+(7/3)H,
with the latter having an HER overpotential of -0.21 V. For Ni5P4, the (0001̄) facet is
more catalytically active than (0001), and the most stable aqueous reconstruction is
Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001̄)+nH (n = 4, 14/3). This surface has the lowest overpotential
for HER at -0.16 V. P, and not Ni, is the most active site, with adatom P and P3-
hollows providing low overpotential HER via the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism on
Ni2P and Ni5P4 (0001) surfaces. The P3-hollow site on Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001̄), which
is present at low overpotential and offers nearly optimal H adsorption, is the origin
of the superior catalytic activity of Ni5P4. The structural flexibility of P, i.e. its abil-
ity to form surface adlayers (adatom P) and in-plane multi-P clusters (P3-hollow),
provides a new frontier for improving the catalytic activity of transition-metal phos-
phides by embarking on high-throughput computational searches for catalysts that
express these motifs and modulating the interaction strength between the metal and
phosphorus via strain and surface doping.
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CHAPTER 5 : Tuning the H2 evolving activity of Ni2P via
surface nonmetal doping-generated chemical
pressure: a joint first principles and machine
learning study
5.1. Introduction
The discovery of highly active, noble-metal-free catalysts for the hydrogen evolu-
tion reaction (HER) is crucial for the development of economical water-splitting fuel
storage technologies. There have been many candidates proposed in the last two
decades, most notably MoS2 (193; 202) and Ni2P (32; 33). Recently, we found that
the bulk-like Ni3P2 termination of the Ni2P(0001) surface, which is stable at mod-
est electrochemical conditions, i.e. reducing potentials greater than -0.21 V vs. the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) and pH = 0, is not catalytically-active because
the Ni3-hollow site binds H too strongly (∆GH = −0.45 eV). (38) Upon the appli-
cation of -0.21 V vs. SHE, however, the surface becomes enriched with P adatoms,
which provide nearly thermoneutral H adsorption and consequently catalytic activity
toward the HER. (38)
In order to overcome the inactivity of the Ni3-hollow site, attempts have been
made to tune the HER activity of Ni2P by doping with different transition metals such
as Co (252–254), Fe (255), Mn (256), and Mo (257). There have been no attempts,
however, to dope Ni2P with nonmetals, despite the host of stable binary Ni-nonmetal
compounds that exist in nature and are catalytically active toward water splitting
such as Ni3N (258), Ni3Se2 (259), and Ni3C (260). Furthermore, there have been no
studies, experimental or theoretical, that investigate the effect of surface doping on
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the HER activity of Ni2P, as most studies have considered bulk doping. Here, we
study the influence of surface nonmetal doping on the surface structure, charge states,
and HER activity of Ni2P(0001) using density functional theory (DFT) calculations.
We find that the Ni-Ni bond length is a robust descriptor for the HER activity of
Ni2P(0001) using machine learning based on regularized random forests (159). This
chapter outlines a transferable approach for the use of machine learning to extract
descriptors from DFT structural and charge data.
5.2. Methods
5.2.1. First Principles Calculations
Spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed using the Quantum Espresso code
(version 5.1) (240). Optimized, norm-conserving, designed nonlocal pseudopoten-
tials were used to replace the nuclear Coulomb potential plus core electrons with a
smoother, effective potential (105; 106). The valence electron wavefunctions were
expanded in a plane-wave basis with an energy cutoff of 50 Ry. The generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) (87) was
used to calculate the exchange-correlation energy. Grimme’s semiempirical DFT-D2
method (129; 261) was used to include dispersion interactions, which are generally
important for accurately modeling catalytic processes. (241; 242) We choose the DFT-
D2 method because it shows excellent agreement with higher-level electron correlation
methods, i.e. Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) and coupled-cluster singles
and doubles (CCSD), for H adsorption energies. (262; 263)
We modeled the HER on an eight-layer, periodic slab of Ni2P. The dimensions
of the slab were a = b = 10.07 Å and c = 39.57 Å, and α = β = 90◦ and γ = 120.08◦.
The width of the vacuum region was 26.24 Å. A (
√
3×
√
3)R30◦ surface supercell was
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used so that we could model fractional surface concentrations of nonmetal dopants. A
Γ-centered, 3× 3× 1 grid of k-points was used to sample the Brillouin zone. During
geometry relaxations, the bottom four layers of the slab were fixed in their bulk
configurations.
5.2.2. Machine Learning
Regularized random forests (RRFs) were trained using the caret package (version
6.0.77) for R (version 3.2.5). (153) Processed data and R scripts for the machine
learning can be found in Appendix C. Three-fold cross-validation (CV) was performed
to improve our prediction of the “out-of-sample” error. At each step of the training
process, 10 descriptors were randomly selected and a regularization value of 0.1 and
an importance coefficient of 0.75 were applied. More details on the DFT calculations
and machine learning can be found in Appendix C.
5.3. Results and Discussion
5.3.1. Surface Structure and Doping Scheme
Bulk Ni2P(s) has two alternating layers along the [0001] axis with compositions of
Ni3P and Ni3P2. Fig. 5.1A shows the structure of the Ni3P2(0001) termination. The
surface has one Ni3-hollow site per unit cell (three per
√
3 ×
√
3R30◦ supercell). In
an aqueous electrochemical environment at U = 0 V vs. SHE and pH = 0, each
Ni3-hollow site binds H strongly (∆GH = −0.45 eV, nX = 0 in Fig. 5.1B). Each Ni
bonds with two P in the surface layer and one P in the subsurface layer. This makes
for a total of six symmetry-equivalent P atoms surrounding the Ni3-hollow site in the
surface layer, which are numbered from 1 through 6 in Fig. 5.1A. We replace these
surface P sites with nine different nonmetals (As, B, C, N, O, S, Se, Si, and Te) and
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varied the number of dopants (nX) from 1 to 6. We found that the S dopants prefer
being separated at nS = 2, i.e. S at positions 1 and 2 is more favorable than when they
are sharing a common Ni (at positions 1 and 5) by 0.34 eV. Thus, for other dopants,
and at higher doping concentrations, the maximum separation between dopants is
maintained. The indices on P in Fig. 5.1A correspond to the preferred sequence of
substitution of the P atoms. For example, at nX = 3, dopants are substituted at sites
1, 2, and 3. While the Ni and P sites are symmetrically-equivalent initially, doping
breaks this symmetry.
5.3.2. Effect of Doping Concentration on H Adsorption and Dopant Substitution
H Adsorption
The effect of surface dopant identity and concentration on ∆GH at the Ni3-hollow site
is shown in Fig. 5.1B. We observe three distinct trends corresponding to (1) As and Si,
(2) 2p nonmetals (B, C, N, and O), and (3) chalcogenides (S, Se, and Te). The first set
does not differ appreciably from the undoped surface (dashed, light blue line marked
“undoped”). ∆GH is relatively constant with respect to changes in the surface dopant
concentration. Conversely, 2p nonmetals (set 2) have a dramatic effect on ∆GH, which
generally increases with increasing nX. Nearly thermoneutral H adsorption is possible
for nX = 2−3 (50% substitution) and, above that, H adsorption is no longer favored.
The chalcogenides (set 3), on the other hand, have an intermediate effect on ∆GH.
From nX = 1 to 3, ∆GH increases at about the same rate for each chalcogenide. From
nX = 4 to 6, however, ∆GH decreases, with the attenuation being more pronounced
for S and Se than Te. The maximum ∆GH achieved is -0.11 eV for S at nX = 3.
Therefore, doping the Ni3P2(0001) surface of Ni2P with 2p nonmetals (B, C, and O)
or chalcogens at ≈ 50% (nX ≈ 3) can substantially improve the HER activity of the
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Ni3-hollow site.
Dopant Substitution
Next, we evaluate the stability of different doping configurations. To do this, we
calculate the free energy of substitution (∆Gsub) relative to the computationally fa-
vorable phases under reducing conditions U = 0 V vs. SHE and pH = 0 of P and
each dopant (H3PO4, As, SiO2, H3BO3, CH4, NH
+
4 , H2O, H2S, H2Se, and Te) (264)
for nX = 1 to 6. Details and an example calculation of ∆Gsub for can be found in
Appendix C (see Table C.2). Fig. 5.1C shows that ∆Gsub does not depend strongly
on nX; however, a slight increase is observed for As, the chalcogens, C, N, and O.
Substitution is exergonic for only five of the nine nonmetals: As, O, and the chalco-
gens. The others, period two nonmetals and Si, are significantly endergonic. The
only set of nonmetals that both enhances the HER activity of the Ni3-hollow site and
stabilizes the surfaces is the chalcogens. O is an exception in set 2 as it substitutes
spontaneously with P at nX = 2 and 3. This has a negative effect on catalysis be-
cause at nX = 3, where O substitution is most favorable, ∆GH = 0.22 eV, which is too
weak for facile hydrogen evolution. However, since ∆Gsub for the heavier chalcogens
are much more favorable, substitution with S, Se, and Te will be able to inhibit the
introduction of O in the surface. Such substitutions can thus suppress catalytically
degenerative oxygenation of the surface, highlighting another advantage of nonmetal
doping. As such, we propose surface doping with S, Se, and Te as a very promising
route for improving the HER activity of Ni3P2(0001).
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Figure 5.1: (A) Structure of Ni3P2(0001) surface of Ni2P showing the (
√
3×
√
3)R30◦
supercell. The Ni3-hollow sites, which bind H, are shown. The indices on P atoms
indicate the preferred sequence of substitution with dopants. Free energy of (B) H
adsorption and (C) dopant substitution as a function of the surface dopant concentra-
tion. ∆GH = 0 is referred to as “thermoneutral” H adsorption. ∆GH for the undoped
surface is labeled and denoted by a dashed, light blue line. The spontaneity of dopant
substitution is labeled and indicated by a dotted black line.
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5.3.3. Exploratory Data Analysis
Charge Descriptors
In order to better understand the trends in ∆GH and ∆Gsub with respect to nX,
we first perform a rudimentary exploratory analysis of charge descriptors. Fig. 5.2A
shows nearly linear trends between the average Ni residual charge (〈qNi〉) and number
of dopants (nX). Their slopes can be interpreted as the direction of electron transfer
between Ni and the dopant. For example, positive slopes correspond to electron
transfer from Ni to the dopant, thereby oxidizing Ni (the electron donor) and reducing
the nonmetal (the electron acceptor). The opposite is true for negative slopes. 〈qNi〉
does not correlate strongly with ∆GH. For example, S and Se have very similar trends
in ∆GH (see Fig. 5.1B). However, S and Se cause opposite shifts in 〈qNi〉. Additionally,
there are no significant changes in their 〈qNi〉 trends that coincide with the maximum
in ∆GH at nX = 3. Therefore, 〈qNi〉 is a poor descriptor of ∆GH.
Important Descriptors from Machine Learning
In order to rationalize the trends in ∆GH, we search for other structural and charge
descriptors. For each DFT-relaxed structure, we compile Ni-Ni bond lengths, Ni-Ni-
Ni bond angles, Löwdin charges, elemental data (mass number, atomic weight, and
atomic radius), summary statistics (mean and standard deviation), and other geo-
metric parameters (perimeter and area of Ni3-hollow sites). Note that the descriptors
we chose involve only the H adsorption site, i.e. the Ni3-hollow site, and the dopants.
Descriptors involving surface P atoms are deemed unnecessary because they don’t
directly participate in bonding, and changes in the Ni-P bond lengths are in fact
already included in the contraction or expansion of the Ni3-hollow sites. Removing
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such potentially redundant descriptors keeps the data simple. Our data are obtained
from surfaces without H, because we want to be able to predict HER activity based on
intrinsic surface properties. In total, the data set has 55 observations (structures) and
30 variables (29 descriptors and ∆GH). Machine learning is becoming increasingly
popular for semi-automated and quantitative discovery of data correlations in chem-
istry and materials science. (265–267) Using these data, we trained an RRF, yielding
a root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of 0.09 eV. Fig. 5.3A shows that the data very
closely straddle the perfect correlation line. Note that we performed three-fold CV
instead of randomly splitting the data into one training and one test set (see Fig.
C.1 in Appendix C). In general, k-fold CV splits the data into k sets and averages
the models generated by training on k − 1 of the sets and testing on the other. This
method gives better estimates of the “out-of-sample” error, which in our case refers
to the RMSE in the prediction of ∆GH, than randomly train/test splitting.
The architecture of RRFs allows for the calculation of feature importances. These
measure the relative importance of different descriptors in describing the HER activity
of nonmetal-doped Ni2P(0001) surfaces. Importance is defined as the normalized
ability of a descriptor to separate the data based on ∆GH. Fig. 5.3B shows the
top ten, most important descriptors from the 29 included in our data set. The top
two descriptors are a particular Ni-Ni bond length (whose constituent atoms are
distinguished by their distance from the first doping site, see Fig. 5.3C) and the
average Ni-Ni bond length (〈Ni-Ni〉). Of the top ten descriptors, seven are related to
the geometry of the Ni3-hollow site. Other important features include the charges of
dopants at nX = 2 and 3 (qX2 and qX3), and the standard deviation of the dopant
charges (σqX). While in principle, it would be straightforward to include more complex
descriptors like the electronic DOS and its moments (e.g. the d-band center (268; 269)
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of Ni), this is shown to be unnecessary, however, because the simple and intuitive Ni-
Ni bond length proves to be quite descriptive of HER activity. Further, the fact that
the atomic charges exhibit poor correlation indicates that such metrics that depend
on electronic partitioning will also likely be unimportant.
Structural Descriptors
Having identified 〈Ni-Ni〉 as a good descriptor for ∆GH, we more closely examine their
correlation. Fig. 5.2B shows the effect of surface doping on 〈Ni-Ni〉 as a function of
nX. Like ∆GH, 〈Ni-Ni〉 is relatively unaffected by doping with As and Si. The
period two nonmetals, however, induce a significant expansion in the 〈Ni-Ni〉. This
correlates quite strongly (Pearson’s r ≥ 0.41, r = −1 or 1 for perfect negative and
positive correlation, respectively) with ∆GH, which also increases dramatically with
increasing nX. The chalcogens (set 3) show two regimes of change in 〈Ni-Ni〉, much
like their trends for ∆GH and ∆Gsub. For set 3, at lower surface doping concentrations
(i.e. nX = 1 to 3), the 〈Ni-Ni〉 increases with the increase for S being largest and Te
the smallest. At higher surface doping concentrations (i.e. nX = 4 to 6), 〈Ni-Ni〉
plateaus. While there is an apparent moderate dependence of ∆GH or 〈Ni-Ni〉 on
nX seen in Figs. 5.1B and 5.2B, it only became evident that Ni-Ni bond lengths are
good descriptors for HER activity through the training of the RRF model. Since
the influence of surface nonmetal doping on both the geometry of the Ni3-hollow
site and ∆GH are similar, this implies a chemical pressure-like effect (270) that can
be summarized as follows. Nonmetal surface doping effectively acts like mechanical
pressure, expanding or compressing the Ni3-hollow site.
This effect can be rationalized as follows. As the Ni3-hollow site expands, the Ni-
H bonds that form will have to stretch if H is to remain at the center. Upon sufficient
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expansion, however, H must reduce/sever its interaction with one or two Ni atoms
to form an optimal Ni-H bond length, thereby weakening its adsorption strength (see
Fig. C.3 in Appendix C for an example of this). The HER can be broken down into
two steps, H adsorption and H2 desorption. The former is called the Volmer reaction,
and its rate is proportional to the strength of H adsorption. H2 desorption can follow
either the Tafel or Heyrovsky mechanism. The rates for both of these reactions are
inversely proportional to the strength of H adsorption. In order to maximize the rate
of the HER, a compromise, often called the Sabatier principle (271), must be made
between H adsorption and H2 desorption. This compromise is struck at ∆GH = 0,
which is referred to as thermoneutral H adsorption. As a final comment, the Brønsted-
Evans-Polanyi (BEP) principle states that there is a linear relationship between the
kinetic barrier and the free energy of a reaction. Therefore, by weakening H adsorption
at the Ni3-hollow site via dopant-induced tensile strain, the kinetic barrier for HER
is also decreased and its rate is increased.
Local charges play a minimal role because the surface is metallic (67) and therefore
can easily provide the requisite free charge to stabilize adsorption. The effect of
doping on the surface strain is nonlinear with the dopant atomic radius because the
induced strain is a complex function of the relative electronegativity of the constituent
atoms, valence, concentrations of the dopants, and coordination chemistry. Naturally,
dopants that form shorter Ni-X bonds will expand the Ni3-hollow site, while those that
form longer Ni-X bonds will cause the Ni3-hollow site to contract. This explains the
more drastic effect of 2p nonmetals on the adsorption of H due to the Ni3-hollow site’s
expansion. However, the mechanical effect of X on Ni-X bonding is also dependent
on the dopant concentration, hence the observed nonlinear dependence of 〈Ni− Ni〉
on nX (Fig. 5.2B). These explain why the dopant atomic radius appears to be a less
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important descriptor for ∆GH.
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Chemical Pressure Proof of Concept
In order to confirm this machine learning insight, we apply mechanical pressure to
the Ni3-hollow site. The 〈Ni-Ni〉 was compressed and expanded by fixing the internal
coordinates of the surface Ni atoms and allowing the other surface atoms to relax
during DFT geometry optimization. Note that the lattice constants were fixed. Fig.
5.3D shows that applied mechanical pressure (orange points and dashed line) induces
the same change in ∆GH as does chemical pressure via nonmetal doping (blue points).
Therefore, it is not the electronic character of the nonmetal dopants but rather the
structural distortion they induce on the surface that modulates the HER activity of
the Ni3P2(0001) surface. Note that our calculations indicate that 〈Ni-Ni〉 contracts by
≈ 0.1 Å upon H adsorption. This means that since the internal coordinates of Ni are
fixed even upon H adsorption, unlike in the doping case, we are likely overestimating
∆GH, and thus the orange line represents an upper limit for the mechanical pressure
effect. If we manually adjust 〈Ni-Ni〉 by 0.1 Å (Fig. 5.3D green dotted line), the
agreement between mechanical and chemical pressure improves.
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Perspectives
Based on the mechanical pressure calculations, 〈Ni-Ni〉 ≈ 2.97 − 3.07 Å should pro-
duce thermoneutral H adsorption and thus the optimal intrinsic activity for an HER
electrocatalyst expressing the Ni3 motif. The optimal bond length should be used
in high-throughput searches to screen for bulk binary Ni-nonmetal compounds. An
alternative would be to study mixed nonmetal doping, e.g. doping with both S and
Se. We anticipate that undoped and doped transition metal phosphides with bulk
crystal structures similar to Ni2P(s), such as Fe2P(s), Co2P(s), (Fe,Co)P(s), and
(Ni,Co)P(s), will also exhibit chemical pressure-driven enhancement of HER to vary-
ing degrees. Our study demonstrates that a comprehensive investigation of surface
nonmetal doping for a variety of single and mixed transition metal phosphides will
reveal promising candidate materials with nearly ideal intrinsic activity toward the
HER.
In these kinds of doping studies, we should not lose sight of the thermodynamics
and kinetics of dopant incorporation and segregation within the bulk, as this will
provide valuable information regarding the feasibility of synthesizing catalysts. We
have shown that certain dopants may stabilize the surface with respect to dissolution,
e.g. doping with chalcogens or As.
Our current data set for machine learning is specifically obtained for the Ni2P sur-
face that expresses the Ni3 motif, and thus the method will work best in predicting
perturbations within the structural framework of Ni2P. A great example of extending
this model would be the examination of doping with transition metals, as mentioned
above, in cases where this only causes minimal changes to the underlying atomic
structure of Ni2P. A model that is transferable across different bulk transition-metal
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phosphides would of course require additional structure-specific inputs during train-
ing. Although the RRF is trained using only a subset of dopant arrangements, hav-
ing verified the predictive power of Ni3-structure-based descriptors, the RRF model
should also be able to predict the ∆GH of other dopant configurations with high
precision and accuracy.
Unlike 〈Ni-Ni〉, 〈qNi〉 does not correlate strongly with ∆GH. Even though the non-
metal dopants substitute at spectator sites, it is contrary to common understanding
of dopant effects that their electronic structure does not play a large role in determin-
ing HER activity. This could be explained by the fact that Ni2P(s) is metallic and
therefore charge partitioning between the Ni and nonmetal components is less well
defined. This hypothesis is corroborated by the results in Fig. 5.2A, which show that
the average charge on Ni only changes by a small fraction of the charge of an electron
from low to high surface doping concentrations. The structural parameters of the
Ni3-hollow site are more sensitive to changes in the surface electronic structure and
therefore they are able to more accurately capture the trends between nX and ∆GH.
This lends further support to our claim that chemical pressure is the key driving
force behind the enhanced HER activity of doped Ni3P2(0001). The connection be-
tween strain and catalytic activity has been explored in the literature, especially with
regard to substrate-induced (272; 273) and electrochemically-induced (274) strain.
For example, compressive strain was demonstrated to enhance the oxygen reduction
reaction on dealloyed Pt-Cu and Pt nanoparticles via enhancement of the binding
of intermediate oxygenated adsorbates, (273; 274) while tensile strain was shown to
stabilize CO and O chemisorption and CO dissociation on Ru(0001). (272) Here, ex-
pansion of the Ni3 site (local, chemically-induced tensile strain) reduces the affinity
of H due to the reduced H coordination. The most promising catalytic system that
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we discovered was chalcogen-doped Ni3P2(0001). For S (nS = 3), the HER overpo-
tential is -0.11 V vs. SHE. This is much lower than that of the Ni3-hollow site in the
absence of dopants (-0.45 V vs. SHE). (38) This overpotential is similar to that of
the P-enriched, nonstoichiometric reconstruction (-0.07 V vs. SHE) but this surface
is only accessible upon applying -0.21 V vs. SHE. (38)
5.4. Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated that surface nonmetal doping can significantly
improve the HER activity of Ni2P. We find that the Ni-Ni bond length is an effective
descriptor for the HER activity of Ni3P2(0001) of Ni2P and hence can be used in a
computationally efficient, high-throughput search to screen for promising Ni-nonmetal
catalytic materials. We have shown how machine learning methodologies can be
implemented in the catalyst design pipeline to automatically discover and rank the
importance of structural and charge-based descriptors for HER. Machine learning
is highly customizable in that many different model types can be selected (here we
choose RRFs) and the number and types of descriptors is limited only by scientific
creativity. We validated the results from our machine learning by applying mechanical
pressure to compress and expand the Ni3-hollow sites, which showed that the effects
of chemical pressure via nonmetal doping and mechanical pressure are in excellent
agreement. Our results strongly indicate that it is the induced local geometry of the
Ni3-hollow site and not the electronic character of the dopants that improves the HER
activity of Ni3P2(0001). We believe that this insight should spur both experimental
and theoretical research in surface nonmetal doping of transition metal phosphides in
the wider effort find ideal HER catalysts.
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CHAPTER 6 : Surface crystal structure prediction using ab
initio grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations
6.1. Introduction
Theoretical modeling of surface chemical and physical properties often involves mak-
ing assumptions about the surface structure. However, the physical and chemical
properties depend sensitively on these assumptions. The simplest starting point for
constructing a surface model is to select a particular facet and then to identify bulk-
like terminations from the layering pattern normal to that surface. This approach,
however, does not take into account the fact that many bulk-terminated surfaces un-
dergo reconstruction in order to chemically passivate surface bound charges and/or
saturate surface atom coordination. (45; 49; 190; 191; 275–279) Therefore, the ideal
approach involves an exhaustive exploration of all possible surfaces and their recon-
structions.
Such an undertaking has two main drawbacks: its computational cost can be
prohibitive, and the phase space of surface structures is vast and sometimes surpris-
ing. Recently, progress has been made toward overcoming these drawbacks by using
machine learning to more efficiently traverse surface phase space. For example, ge-
netic algorithms have been developed that programmatically mate different surfaces
to explore lower-symmetry phases. (62; 280; 281) Additionally, Gaussian process re-
gression has been employed to learn intermediate surfaces, i.e. those that are a mix-
ture of phases from the training set, thereby reducing the number of first principles
calculations necessary. (66) Despite the power of these methods, their main goal is
to minimize the surface energy, and they accomplish this using effective but poten-
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tially unphysical structural transformations, thus rendering them unable to provide
mechanistic information about the natural evolution of the surface.
A simpler and more physically motivated way to explore surface phase space
is grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC). In GCMC simulations, a system is in
contact with both thermal and chemical potential reservoirs, thus allowing fluctu-
ations in the temperature and number of particles. Historically, this technique has
been used to study adsorption isotherms: molecules on metals, (282) metal-organic
frameworks, (283–285) carbon-based materials, (286; 287) zeolites, (288; 289) ionic
liquid, (290) and activated carbon. (291) GCMC has also been applied to study the
bulk phase diagrams of liquids, (292) their mixtures, (293) alloys, (294–296) and flu-
ids, (297) and solvation phenomena. (298; 299) In principle, GCMC can be used to
generate a collection of surface structures consistent with a predefined temperature
and set of chemical potentials of the constituent elements. An application of GCMC
to the prediction of surface reconstruction, despite its simplicity and elegance, has
never been attempted.
In order to evaluate the efficacy of GCMC in predicting surface phase diagrams,
tests on a well-understood yet complicated material must be performed. One such ma-
terial that fits these criteria is Ag, which plays an important role in plasmonics, (300;
301) catalysis, (302; 303) and medicine. (304; 305) Since the 1970s, many versions
of the Ag(111) surface have been proposed, supported, rejected, and accepted. (55;
56; 277–279; 306–309) Early on, low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements suggested that an Ag2O(111) over-
layer with p (4× 4) surface periodicity grows on Ag(111) due to their nearly match-
ing lattice constants. (306; 307) With the advent of scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) and the reemergence of ab initio thermodynamics, a host of new structures
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were proposed, including Ag-deficient and O-enriched variants of the Ag2O over-
layer, (55; 277; 308) an Ag1.2O cloverleaf-like overlayer, (277) and, most recently, an
overlayer consisting of Ag9 islands each connected by two O atoms. (56; 278; 309)
Additionally, surface structures with many other periodicities have been observed ex-
perimentally, such as a c (4× 8) overlayer, which possesses stripes of base-connected
Ag3O4 triangular pyramids; to date, this c (4× 8) pattern offers the lowest surface
free energy (for ∆µAg = 0 eV and -0.64 eV / ∆µO / -0.19 eV) of any Ag(111)
reconstruction, as calculated from density functional theory (DFT). (279)
Here, we report the design of an algorithm and the development of a computer pro-
gram that implements GCMC in the DFT software package Quantum
ESPRESSO. (310) Our implementation of GCMC is open-source, portable, and re-
quires a small number of user inputs. (311) We show that ab initio GCMC, with a
small set of simple configurational biases, can independently (re)discover the key fea-
tures of the oxidized Ag(111) surface phase diagram, which puzzled surface scientists
for five decades. We also show that by analyzing the ab initio GCMC results with
a machine learning model, we can understand and explain the relationships between
different structural features and the surface energy. We propose ab initio GCMC as
a flexible, general-purpose tool that not only facilitates the discovery of surfaces that
are likely to be obtained under different conditions but also generates a rich data set
that, upon interrogation, reveals the driving forces behind the formation of different
surface structures.
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6.2. Methods
6.2.1. Theory
We work in the grand canonical ensemble, where the chemical potential µ, volume
V , and temperature T of the system are fixed. The partition function of the grand
canonical ensemble is
Q (µ, V, T ) =
∞∑
N=0
e
µN
kBT V N
Λ3NN !
∫
d~sNe
−U(~s
N )
kBT (6.1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, N is the number of atoms, Λ is the thermal de
Broglie wavelength, given by Λ = h√
2πmkBT
, h is the Planck constant, m is the mass
of the atom, U is the potential energy, and ~sN are the fractional coordinates of the
atoms. The probability density corresponding to a particular configuration (~sN ;N)
is
qµV T
(
~sN ;N
)
∝ e
µN
kBT V N
Λ3NN !
e
−U(~s
N )
kBT (6.2)
There are three different types of actions in unbiased GCMC simulations: move
the existing particles in the system, add particles to the system, and remove parti-
cles from the system. To ensure that the simulation satisfies detailed balance, the
acceptance probability for each action must satisfy
qµV T (1)α (1, 2)P (1, 2) = qµV T (2)α (2, 1)P (2, 1) (6.3)
where 1 and 2 represent configurations
(
~sN11 ;N1
)
and
(
~sN22 ;N2
)
, respectively. α (1, 2)
is the probability of attempting a move from configuration 1 to 2 and P (1, 2) is
the probability of accepting that move. Since α (1, 2) = α (2, 1), the probability of
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accepting an attempted “move” step (312) is
Pmove = min
{
1, e
− ∆U
kBT
}
(6.4)
where ∆U is the change in potential energy. For an “exchange” step, if the probability
of attempting an “add” and “remove” action are equal, i.e.
α (N particles, N + 1 particles) = α (N + 1 particles, N particles) , (6.5)
the acceptance rules are
Padd = min
{
1,
V
(N + 1)Λ3
e
−∆U−µ
kBT
}
(6.6)
and
Premove = min
{
1,
NΛ3
V
e
−∆U+µ
kBT
}
(6.7)
In order to focus on the growth of the surface in contact with thermal and chemical
potential reservoirs, we replace the “move” action with a structural relaxation after
“add” and “remove” actions. The bias introduced by structural relaxation can be
countered by replacing the volume in the acceptance probability (see Eqs. 6.6 and
6.7) with an effective volume Veff , as discussed in previous works. (313; 314) For the
“add” action, we choose an element, each with an equal probability, and add it to
the system. Instead of randomly selecting the position of the new atom, we include
a configurational bias, which prevents the new atom from being too close (rmin = 1.5
Å) or too far (rmax = 3 Å) from the closest existing atom. If these criteria are not
met, then we skip this step. This bias has little effect on the detailed balance because
all of the configurations we rule out have very high energies and, practically speaking,
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could never be accepted. For the “remove” action, we randomly choose an atom and
remove it from the system. In order to further restrict the sampling to those phases
relevant for surface growth, we added a constraint that atoms can only be inserted
at or removed from positions near the top surface (see Fig. 6.1). A flowchart for our
ab initio GCMC scheme can be found in Appendix D (see Fig. D.1) .
In this chapter, we study the Ag(111) surface and its reconstructions (see Fig.
6.1). In order to sample a variety of surface structures and compositions, we set
the temperature of the simulations to 500 K and test a range of chemical potentials
around the equilibrium between bulk Ag(s) and Ag2O(s), for which µAg = µ
eq.
Ag = GAg
and µO = µ
eq.
O =
1
2
(GAg2O −GAg). The free energies of bulk Ag(s) and Ag2O(s) can
be approximately written as
GAg ≈ UDFTAg + ∆GAg (T )
GAg2O ≈ UDFTAg2O + ∆GAg2O (T )
(6.8)
where the temperature-dependent term is taken from experimental data. (315) We
tested five different µO conditions such that pO2/p
eq.
O2
= {10−10, 10−6, 10−2, 1, 102}.
Since the Ag/Ag2O bulk phase boundary corresponds to relatively O-rich conditions,
we choose three pO2 lower and only one pO2 higher than p
eq.
O2
. The change in the
volume from V to Veff in the acceptance probability can be interpreted as a change
in the chemical potential, i.e. δµ = kBT ln
V
Veff
. V/Veff ≈ 10 because the MC-inserted
atoms can access only 10% of V , that which is not occupied by the existing atoms. δµ
is approximately equal to a one order of magnitude change in partial pressure of O2.
Therefore, we can directly use V , instead of Veff , since our simulation is performed
over a range of chemical potentials, and it will not influence the result.
As is the convention in the literature, (316) we calculate the surface energy relative
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to that of Ag(111),
γ∗slab = γslab − γAg(111) (6.9)
where γslab is defined as
γslab =
1
A
(
UDFTslab − nAgµAg − nOµO
)
(6.10)
Here, A is the surface area and n is the number of atoms. A factor of two is missing
from the denominator because the bottom layer of each slab is the same, i.e. Ag(111),
and its contribution to γ∗slab cancels out.
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reservoir: T = 500 K, μAg, μO
variable
composition,
7 Å
fixed Ag
vacuum,
≈ 18 Å
step 1 step n
Figure 6.1: p (4× 4) Ag(111) slab model for GCMC simulations. We set the temper-
ature and the chemical potentials of Ag and O. The surface is three layers thick, with
the bottom layer fixed and ≈ 18 Å of vacuum. Atoms are only added to or removed
from the variable composition region, which extends from 3.5 Å below to 3.5 Å above
the top layer of Ag.
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6.2.2. Computational Details
DFT (72; 177) calculations were performed using Quantum ESPRESSO (version
6.2.1). (310) The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof (PBE) was used to treat electron exchange and correlation. (87) Designed
nonlocal, (105) optimized, (106) norm-conserving pseudopotentials (103) were gener-
ated for Ag and O using OPIUM. (179) We used 5s, 5p, and 4d as the valence states
for Ag and 2s and 2p for O. We generated a slab model of the p (4× 4) Ag(111) sur-
face with three Ag layers and ≈ 18 Å of vacuum space (see Fig. 6.1). For structural
optimizations of the slab model, we fixed the bottom layer and used total energy and
force convergence thresholds of 0.01 eV/slab and 0.1 eV/Å, respectively. We sampled
the Brillouin zone using a 3×3×1, Γ-centered k-point grid. We also applied a dipole
correction along (001) to cancel the artificial electric field across the slab. (180)
Random forests (RF) were trained using the scikit-learn package (version 0.19.1)
for Python (version 3.6.5). (154) Processed data and Python scripts for the machine
learning can be found in the SI. We removed highly correlated and near zero-variance
descriptors from our data set. We randomly split the data set into a training and
testing set with 2/3 and 1/3 of the data, respectively, so that we could estimate the
out-of-sample error in the surface energy prediction.
6.3. Results
6.3.1. Surface Phase Diagram of Ag(111)
We perform a series of GCMC simulations, starting from the clean Ag(111) surface,
under the conditions described above. Each chemical potential is simulated three
times to improve the sampling of surface (composition and structure) phase space.
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Fig. 6.2 shows the surface phase diagram generated by GCMC. There are three main
regions of this phase diagram with respect to ∆µO (see thick dotted lines). For
∆µO ≤ −0.51 eV, the clean Ag surface is stable (see red line and Fig. 6.3A). From
−0.51 eV ≤ ∆µO ≤ −0.19 eV, surface oxides form. At ∆µO = −0.19 eV, Ag
undergoes a bulk phase transition to Ag2O. Over 6000 structures were sampled by
the GCMC simulations, and lines showing their surface free energy vs. ∆µO are shown
in gray. Practically speaking, each of the gray lines corresponds to an explicit DFT
calculation of UDFTslab in Eq. 6.10. We obtained a broad distribution of surface free
energies, with values well below and above that of Ag(111) (see red line).
Four different structures make up the surface energy convex hull (see green line).
For ∆µO ≤ −0.51 eV, Ag(111) is preferred. Between −0.51 eV ≤ ∆µO ≤ −0.49
eV, one O per surface unit cell adsorbs onto an Ag3-hollow site (see Fig. 6.3B). At
∆µO above -0.49 eV and below -0.37 eV, surfaces oxides grow in the form of Ag3O4
pyramids (see Fig. 6.3C). O atoms at the corners of these pyramids bind to the surface
at Ag3-hollow sites. Under O-rich conditions, i.e. ∆µO ≥ −0.37 eV, a continuous
surface oxide layer forms with the composition Ag10O7 (see Fig. 6.3D). This surface
consists of edge-sharing, distorted Ag3O4 and symmetric Ag4O5 pyramids. There is
also an O atom at one of the two exposed, sublayer Ag3-hollow sites.
This phase diagram, generated automatically using GCMC, is in excellent agree-
ment with the experimental and theoretical literature on Ag(111). (55; 56; 277–
279; 306–309; 316–319) The Ag3O4 pyramid is common to many of the structures
that have been proposed. (55; 277; 279; 306–308; 316; 317) These pyramids can ar-
range themselves in a variety of geometries, such as Ag2O(111)-like hexagons and
shamrocks. (55; 277; 306–308; 316; 317) The Ag10O7 surface we find is very similar
to a c (4× 8) reconstruction that has been synthesized and, to date, has the lowest
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reported DFT surface energy. (279) The main difference is that this structure con-
tains unconnected chains of edge-sharing Ag3O4 pyramids whereas, in our structure,
the chains are connected, which induces 4.52 meV/Å2 increase in the surface energy.
In this study, we impose p (4× 4) surface periodicity based on historical precedent.
However, oxide adlayers with different periodicities have been reported in the litera-
ture. (279; 309; 320) If we had imposed a smaller surface unit cell, Ag3O4 pyramids
could still form but may not dimerize, thereby precluding the growth of 2D, contin-
uous surface oxides like the Ag10O7 surface. We find that four unit cells perfectly fit
pyramid dimers and that multiples of four are necessary to form chains of pyramid
dimers. Therefore, while surface periodicity can affect the ground state arrangement
of Ag3O4 pyramids, p (4× 4) is ideal for computational studies because it is the small-
est surface unit cell that can host 2D, continuous overlayers. It is noteworthy that
ab initio GCMC, given only a few inputs and without any prior knowledge of the
system, is able to reproduce the important features of the Ag(111) surface phase
diagram, which took many decades to decipher.
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Figure 6.2: Surface phase diagram of Ag(111) exposed to O2, generated by GCMC.
There is a gray line for each surface sampled. The red and green lines correspond
to Ag(111), i.e. the starting point, and the surface energy convex hull, respectively.
Thick dotted lines separate the three main regions of the phase diagram, and thin
dotted lines separate lightly shaded regions for the four surface phases (A-D, see Fig.
6.3) that constitute the hull.
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C: Ag(111)+Ag3O4 D: Ag(111)+Ag10O7
A: Ag(111) B: Ag(111)+O
p(4×4) O @
Ag3-hollow
Ag3O4
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Distorted
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Figure 6.3: Stable Ag(111) surfaces and reconstructions discovered by GCMC: (A)
clean Ag, (B) O at an Ag3-hollow site, (C) formation of an Ag3O4 pyramid, and (D)
growth of an Ag10O7 overlayer. All surfaces have p (4× 4) periodicity.
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6.3.2. Structural Descriptors for the Surface Energy
The GCMC simulations described in section 1 generate a large data set composed of
structures and energies. This enables the use of machine learning, namely random
forest (RF) regression, to determine the structural features that govern surface stabil-
ity. We choose RF regression because we have shown previously that it is a powerful
method for the discovery of structural and electronic descriptors for surface chemical
properties like catalysis. (39) A RF is an ensemble of decision trees, each trained on
a random subset of the data. The decision trees learn by splitting the data based on
values of the independent variables (e.g. bond length = 2 Å) and then finding which
of those splits best separates the data based on the dependent variable (e.g. surface
energy). This type of learning is referred to as supervised because we know the value
of the output for different sets of inputs. After supervised learning, the RF model can
rank the importance of each feature and predict the surface energy (see Figs. 6.4-A
and 6.4-B, respectively). Feature importance is a measure of how well splits based
on each independent variable separate the data based on the dependent variable. We
consider four types of structural features at the surface and calculate their averages:
(1) bond length between atoms A and B (“bondAB”), (2) number of atom B within 3
Å of atom A (“cnAB”), (3) magnitude of the sum of the bond vectors (BV) pointing
from atom A to all atom B within 3 Å (“bvAB”), and (4) z-component of the BV sum
(“bvzAB”). Note that atoms A and B correspond to different elements. In addition to
structural features, we calculate the global instability index (“gii”), which measures
deviations of each atom from its preferred atomic valence. (321)
Figs. 6.4-A and 6.4-B show the importance of all the features and the goodness of
fit of the RF model, respectively. The model has a root-mean-squared error (RMSE)
of 2.16 meV/Å2, and the data in Fig. 6.4-B lie very close to the perfect correlation
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line. This result shows that we have included features that are excellent descriptors
of the surface energy. Scatter plots of surface energy vs. the two most important
descriptors, i.e. cnAgO and bvAgO (see Figs. 6.4-C and 6.4-D, respectively), reveal
trends that help rationalize the stability of the Ag10O7 surface. Both plots have
large spread in the surface energy and concave envelopes tracing the surface energy
minima along the descriptor direction (see thin, black-dashed line). The sharpness
of these envelopes near the surface energy minimum indicates that surfaces have a
clear tendency for cnAgO = 2 and bvAgO ≈ 0.5. The former means that each surface
Ag atom tends to form two bonds with O. The preferred value of bvAgO requires a
more careful interpretation. bvAgO is zero when Ag either has no O neighbors or the
Ag-O BV sums cancel. In the context of two-fold coordination of Ag with O, bvAgO
is small when the O-Ag-O chain is slightly bent (≈ 5◦, see inset in Fig. 6.4D).
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bv ≡ norm(bond vector)
bvz ≡ (bond vector)⋅ẑ
gii ≡ instability index
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Figure 6.4: Analysis of structural descriptors for the surface energy. (A) Relative
importance of descriptors calculated from random forest (RF) model. (B) Surface
energy predicted by RF vs. DFT. Black-dashed line corresponds to perfect agreement.
(C) Effect of the Ag coordination number (CN) with O (cnAgO) and (D) effect of the
magnitude of Ag-O bond vector (BV) sum (bvAgO) on the surface energy. cnAgO
is the number of O within 3 Å of Ag including bonding to the layer below. Thin,
black-dashed lines highlight the trend of increasing free energy for deviations from
ideal CN or BV sum. Stars denote the Ag10O7 surface.
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6.3.3. Mechanistic Analysis of GCMC Composition-Structure Evolution Histories
While many oxide overlayers have been proposed, the mechanism of their formation
remains unclear. (55; 56; 277–279; 306–309; 316–319) It is known that surface oxide
formation requires facile O2 dissociation and significant mass transport of Ag and
O. (317; 318) A benefit of using GCMC is that it produces a composition-structure
evolution history, which can be analyzed to reveal the stages of surface reconstruction.
Fig. 6.5 shows the path taken by the GCMC simulation to obtain the Ag10O7 surface.
There are three main stages of the mechanism: chain growth, pyramid formation, and
pyramid dimerization. At the beginning of the first stage, pairs of O atoms adsorb
onto nearby Ag3-hollow sites (see Fig. 6.5-A). At the same time, they extract an Ag
atom from the surface, forming surface O-Ag-O chains and subsurface Ag vacancies.
Each single chain serves as a nucleation center from which longer chains can grow,
such as double and branched chains, through the addition of extra Ag and O from
their respective chemical potential reservoirs (see Figs. 6.5-B and 6.5-C, respectively).
The latter is a critical intermediate in the formation of Ag3O4 pyramids in the second
stage. Here, the branched chain reorients itself via O hopping between Ag3-hollow
and Ag2-bridge sites (see Fig. 6.5-D) . After the pyramid forms (see Fig. 6.5-D) , the
subsurface Ag vacancy is filled. Finally, in the last stage, pyramids dimerize. This
starts with chain growth from one of the corners of the pyramid (see Fig. 6.5-E) .
Once a double chain is formed (see Fig. 6.5-F) , it repositions itself (see Fig. 6.5-G)
and, upon the deposition of Ag atom, forms a dimer (see Fig. 6.5-H) , which is the
main repeating unit of the Ag10O7 surface.
Since many proposed overlayers express the pyramid motif, (55; 56; 277–279; 306–
309; 316–319) this is a plausible mechanism for their formation as well, except for the
third stage. Recall that the best descriptors of surface energy from the random forest
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model are the Ag-O CN and BV sum. Not only do the most stable surfaces exhibit
ideal values for these descriptors, but their building blocks, i.e. chains and pyramids,
do as well. This shows that, within the context of this mechanism, Ag-O CN and BV
sum are the key driving forces behind the reconstruction of Ag(111).
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Figure 6.5: Mechanism for the formation of the Ag10O7 surface (see Fig. 6.3D). Red,
white, and blue circles correspond to O atoms, their previous position, and subsurface
Ag vacancies, respectively. Ag atoms are represented by a thick gray line. The
mechanism involves three stages: (A-C) chain growth, (D) pyramid formation, and
(E-H) dimerization. In the chain growth stage, (A) an O-Ag-O chain and subsurface
Ag vacancy form followed by (B) linear and (C) branched chain growth. (D) Next,
O atoms jump to new sites and the subsurface Ag vacancy is filled, forming an
Ag3O4 pyramid. Finally, in the dimerization stage, (E-F) linear chains grow from the
pyramid, which (G) undergoes a concerted rotation. Upon the deposition of a Ag
atom, a pyramid dimer is formed.
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6.4. Discussion
Here, we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of ab initio GCMC and provide some
recommendations for its future application. Its strengths are that it requires few
inputs and has minimal bias toward a particular solution. There are two parameters
per element for the configurational bias (rmin and rmax), one parameter defining the
dimensions of the variable composition region (see Fig. 6.1), and three parameters
for the GCMC simulation (T , µAg, and µO). In ab initio thermodynamics studies of
surface reconstructions, it is common practice to generate a set of reasonable trial
structures, sometimes numbering in the hundreds. (277; 279; 316–319) It is difficult,
however, to remove bias from this procedure when structures are human-selected.
Such biases are avoided in GCMC because each structure is selected proportionally
to its weight in the grand canonical ensemble, which more closely resembles selection
in nature. The weaknesses of ab initio GCMC are that it relies on costly ab initio
calculations and only works for surfaces. The first weakness can be overcome by
replacing DFT with reactive force fields (e.g. Reaxff, (322) REBO, (323; 324) and
COMB (325)) or machine learning atomistic potentials (e.g. aenet (326; 327)). There
is a trade-off, however, because these methods require careful parameterization and
testing, and are only available for a small but growing set of systems. A current
limitation of our software is that it can only be used for the study of surfaces. We are
already in the process of generalizing the code so that it can also be used to study
bulk materials and nanoparticles.
Given its success with surfaces, we believe that ab initio GCMC will become
an important tool for research in heterogeneous catalysis. Take, for example, the
epoxidation of ethylene over Ag, where it is believed that an electrophilic surface
O species, seen in XPS measurements, is the key to selective formation of ethylene
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oxide. (316; 317; 328–336) For the reconstructions of Ag(111), however, this species is
not observed, thus leading to the conclusion that the stable surfaces are not respon-
sible for catalysis. (333) Since GCMC samples both stable and unstable structures, it
may find surfaces that do possess electrophilic O species and can therefore catalyze
selective epoxidation. In practice, this could involve three steps: (1) reach equilib-
rium with µAg and µO, (2) introduce ethylene chemical potential reservoir µC2H4 , and
(3) reach equilibrium with µAg, µO, and µC2H4 . Alternatively, we could apply a bias
toward higher free energies that would increase the sampling of surfaces that are
less stable but potentially more catalytically active. Other promising applications of
ab initio GCMC include the study of binary and ternary materials (e.g. TiO2 and
SrTiO3), reentrant transitions, solvation by including a solvent chemical potential
reservoir, and nanoparticle growth for crystal structure prediction.
6.5. Conclusions
In this chapter, we introduce our new method of ab initio GCMC for the investiga-
tion of surface reconstruction. This method requires a minimal number of selected
parameters, enables surfaces to evolve under realistic conditions, and reduces bias
associated with selection of trial structures for surface stability analyses. We show
that ab initio GCMC reproduces the salient features of the Ag(111) surface phase
diagram, which took decades to unravel, and, in particular, finds a surface (Ag10O7)
that is in excellent agreement with the most stable surface reported in the literature.
By analyzing the composition-structure evolution histories of GCMC simulations, we
propose a mechanism, based on O-Ag-O chain growth and rearrangement, that can
explain the formation of Ag3O4 pyramid building blocks, which are common to a
number of nearly-stable reconstructions of Ag(111). We also show the advantages of
using GCMC to generate data for the discovery of structural descriptors of the surface
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energy via machine learning. We find that the most relevant descriptors (coordina-
tion number of Ag with O and norm of the Ag-O BV sum) support our proposed
mechanism and therefore are key driving forces for reconstruction. Ab initio GCMC,
from structure generation to analysis, is fully transferable to the study of the surfaces
of other materials and also holds promise for the exploration of other processes, such
as heterogeneous catalysis and nanoparticle growth.
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APPENDIX A : Supplemental: Phosphorus-decorated
reconstructions of the (0001) surface of Ni2P
and Ni5P4
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Table A.1: Calculated and experimental bulk parameters in Å
Ni2P (181) Ni5P4 (337)
Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp.
a = b 5.86 5.87 6.78 6.79
c 3.35 3.39 10.97 10.99
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[110]
[110]
(3×3)
unit cell
Ni2P-Ni3P2+(4/3)P
P2
Figure A.1: Surface crystal structure of Ni2P(0001) with a Ni3P2+(4/3)P termination.
Structural inset highlights the P2 complex referenced in Chapter 3. Red lines outline
the
√
3×
√
3 R30◦ supercells.
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Ni3P2
subunit
Ni5P4-Ni3P3+VP+P (0001)
(1×1) unit cell
Figure A.2: Surface crystal structure for the Ni3P3+VP+P reconstruction of
Ni5P4(0001). Shaded region corresponds to the inset highlighting the Ni3P2 refer-
enced in Chapter 3.
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A.1. Survey of the Ni5P4(0001̄) Layers and Reconstructions
Here, the Ni3P2 and Ni3P3-derived reconstructions of Ni5P4(0001̄) surfaces (stacking
shown in Fig. A.3a) are discussed. The discussion on the Ni4P3-derived termination
and it’s reconstructions is found in Chapter 3.
A.1.1. Ni3P2-derived Surfaces of Ni5P4(0001̄)
Fig. A.3b shows the
√
3 ×
√
3 R30◦ bulk-derived Ni5P4-Ni3P2 layer. This layer is
composed of repeated, corner-sharing small and big Ni3P subunits. The small Ni3P
subunit has a trigonal pyramidal geometry with P pointing out of the surface plane.
In the big Ni3P subunit, however, P is coplanar with the three Ni atoms. The surface
structure of Ni5P4-Ni3P2(0001̄) is identical to that of Ni5P4-Ni3P3+2VP+P(0001),
which shares the same layer composition. The removal of P from the small Ni3P
subunit is unfavorable and destabilizes the surface (see surface phase diagram in Fig.
A.4a, compare solid line, Ni3P2, and dotted line, Ni3P2+VP ). The adsorption of P at
the small Ni3 subunit and the center of the hollow region is also unfavorable (structure
not shown), but less so than the formation of P vacancies, therefore leading to a less
significant destabilization of the Ni5P4-Ni3P2 surface.
A.1.2. Ni3P3-derived Surfaces of Ni5P4(0001̄)
Fig. A.3c shows the
√
3 ×
√
3 R30◦ Ni5P4-Ni3P3 layer. This layer is composed of
closed-chains Ni3P3 subunits. The Ni3P3 subunit is characterized by a triangular
Ni3 overlaid on a P3 that are rotated 60
◦ relative to one another. Ni corners of
different Ni3P3 subunits converge at single point (translucent red circle in Fig. A.3c)
thus forming a Ni3-hollow site. The same is true for the P corners, which form
a trinuclear P3 site. The formation of vacancies, both Ni and P, are unfavorable
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compared to the saturation of each Ni3-hollow site with three P. The additional P
results to staggered Ni3P3 subunits, which stabilizes the surface by ≈ 0.5-1 J/m2.
Neither the bulk-derived Ni5P4-Ni3P2 (discussed in the previous section) nor the
reconstructed Ni5P4-Ni3P3+3P surface is more stable than Ni5P4-Ni4P3+3P (shown
in Fig. 3.3d in Chapter 3).
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Figure A.3: Surface crystal structure for bulk-derived terminations and reconstruc-
tions of Ni5P4(0001̄). (a) Bulk layering in Ni5P4. Bulk-like (0001̄) terminations Ni3P2
(b) and Ni3P3 (c) with shaded regions corresponding to the insets highlighting im-
portant structural features. (d) Stable (0001̄) reconstruction Ni3P3+3P.
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Figure A.4: Surface phase diagram for Ni5P4(0001̄) surfaces as a function ∆µP (eV).
ΩT+B corresponds to the combined surface energies (J/m
2) of the top (T) and bottom
(B) surfaces of (a) Ni3P2 and (b) Ni3P3 . There are no regions of ∆µP where these
bulk-terminations or reconstructions are favored. See also Fig. 3.4d in Chapter 3 for
the corresponding phase diagram of the Ni4P3-derived surfaces.
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Table A.2: Calculated Löwdin charges for the surface atoms for the stable surface
reconstructions and some of the bulk-derived terminations of Ni2P and Ni5P4(0001)
and (0001̄).
Composition Species Location No. Electrons Net Charge
Bulk Surface s p d [e]
Ni2P
Ni3P
P Ni3P subunit 1.63 3.34 0.76 -0.72
Ni In-plane 0.64 5.98 8.74 0.65
Ni3P2
P Ni3P subunit 1.61 3.23 0.82 -0.66
Ni In-plane 0.72 5.97 8.66 0.64
Ni3P2
+P
P
Ni3P subunit 1.60 3.19 0.88 -0.68
Ni3-hollow 1.75 3.09 0.46 -0.30
Ni In-plane 0.73 5.97 8.55 0.75
Ni5P4
(0001)
Ni3P2
P
Ni3P subunit 1.61 3.35 0.73 -0.68
P subunit 1.41 2.84 0.76 -0.01
Ni In-plane 0.65 5.98 8.72 0.65
Ni3P3
+VP+P
P
P2 1.62 2.95 0.62 -0.20
Big Ni3P subunit 1.44 3.14 1.05 -0.64
Small Ni3P subunit 1.73 3.14 0.46 -0.33
Ni In-plane 0.69 5.97 8.58 0.76
Ni3P3
+2VP+P
P
Big Ni3P subunit 1.62 3.32 0.73 -0.68
Small Ni3P subunit 1.74 3.19 0.42 -0.34
Ni In-plane 0.73 5.97 8.58 0.72
Ni4P3
P Ni4P3 subunit 1.62 3.19 0.80 -0.62
Ni
Ni4P3 satellite 0.68 5.98 8.72 0.62
Ni4P3 center 0.69 5.97 8.55 0.79
Ni4P3
+(8/3)P
P
Ni4P3 subunit 1.46 3.07 1.08 -0.61
Ni3-hollow 1.61 3.06 0.65 -0.33
P3-hollow 1.55 2.78 0.59 0.08
P2 1.62 2.94 0.51 -0.06
Ni In-plane 0.66 5.98 8.62 0.74
Ni4P3
+3P
P
Ni4P3 subunit 1.46 3.06 1.09 -0.61
Ni3-hollow 1.55 3.05 0.72 -0.32
P3-hollow 1.55 2.77 0.61 0.07
P2 1.63 2.93 0.49 -0.05
Ni In-plane 0.65 5.98 8.63 0.74
Ni5P4
(0001̄)
Ni3P3
P
In-plane
1.52 3.09 0.81 -0.41
Ni 0.72 5.98 8.68 0.62
Ni4P3
P Ni4P3 subunit 1.62 3.18 0.82 -0.61
Ni In-plane 0.69 5.98 8.68 0.66
Ni4P3
+3P
P
Ni4P3 subunit 1.46 3.05 1.08 -0.59
Ni3-hollow 1.55 3.10 0.70 -0.36
P3-hollow 1.53 2.78 0.61 0.07
P2 1.60 2.92 0.58 -0.11
Ni
Ni4P3 satellite 0.67 5.98 8.60 0.75
Ni4P3 center 0.66 5.98 8.66 0.70
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Figure A.5: Orbital-projected density of states (PDOS) for the surface atoms for the
stable surface reconstructions and some of the bulk-derived terminations of Ni2P and
Ni5P4(0001) and (0001̄).
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APPENDIX B : Supplemental: Mechanism of H2 evolution
on aqueous reconstructions of the (0001)
surface of Ni2P and Ni5P4: the crucial role of
phosphorus
B.1. Additional Computational Details
For geometry relaxations, we used the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
quasi-newton algorithm, based on the trust radius procedure. To speed up the self-
consistent field (SCF) procedure, electron charge densities were mixed using local-
density-dependent Thomas-Fermi screening with a mixing factor of 0.7. For vibra-
tional mode calculations, we choose a mixing factor of 0.1 for updating the SCF
potential.
For Ni, there are four orbitals in our pseudopotential: 3s, 3p, 4s, and 3d. The
cutoff radius for these pseudo orbitals were 1.80, 1.86, 1.82, and 1.98 Bohr, respec-
tively. Our pseudopotential for P was derived from explicitly pseudizing 3s, 3p, and
3d orbitals with cutoff radii of 1.50, 1.65, and 1.95 Bohr, respectively. The 3d or-
bital was included to permit the formation of anionic and hypervalent P species. For
H, the 1s orbital was pseudized with a cutoff radius of 0.77 Bohr. A step function
augmentation operator (105) was applied was applied with a step-height of -1.60 Ha
and step-width from 0.10 to 1.60 Bohr using the 3s as the local potential. This is
done to strategically target the 3d orbital of Ni and improve the transferability of the
pseudopotential.
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B.2. Additional Theoretical Details
We define the first term in Eq. 4.8 as the desorption free energy for A to form A(std)
∆GA,diss = ∆Gdsrp + (GHxAOzy + nHGH + neGe −GA(std) − nwGH2O) (B.1)
We approximate the free energies in ∆Gdsrp (first term in Eq. 4.8) with DFT total
energies (338). For surface adsorbates, we compute corrections for the zero-point
energy (ZPE). For gas phase species, we use the experimental ZPE, integrated heat
capacity (H −H◦), and standard molar entropy (S0). (339) The resulting expression
for ∆Gdsrp is
∆Gdsrp = ∆E
DFT
dsrp + ∆ZPE + ∆(H −H◦)− T∆S◦ (B.2)
where T is the temperature in K. The terms inside the second bracket in Eq. 4.8 can
be re-expressed in the following way:
∆GA,diss = ∆Gdsrp + (G
◦
HxAOzy
+ nHG
◦
H + neG
◦
e −G◦A(std) − nwG◦H2O)
+kBT ln aHxAOzy − 2.303nHkBTpH− neqeU
(B.3)
where G◦ is the standard free energy, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, a is the activity,
and qe is the electron charge. We assume an ideal solution, which allows us to replace
activity with concentration. The standard oxidation free energy (or reduction free
energy for ne < 0) of A(std) to form HxAO
z
y in acidic medium vs. SHE is defined as
∆G◦A(std)/HxAOzy = G
◦
HxAOzy
+ nHG
◦
H + neG
◦
e −G◦A(std) − nwG◦H2O (B.4)
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The experimental ∆G◦A(std)/HxAOzy of a number of solid and aqueous Ni and P species
can be found in Table B.1.
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Table B.1: Experimental standard formation free energy of
solid and aqueous Ni and P species. (1) n corresponds to the
stoichiometric coefficients in Eq. B.4.
A HxAO
z−
y
µ0
HxAOz−y nA nH2O nH+ ne−
kcal/mol eV
Ni
Ni(s) 0 0 1 0 0 0
Ni2+(aq) -10.9 -0.473 1 0 0 2
NiO(s) -50.6 -2.19 1 1 2 2
NiOH+(aq) -54.4 -2.36 1 1 1 2
Ni(OH)2(s) -106.9 -4.636 1 2 2 2
Ni(OH)2(aq) -86.1 -3.73 1 2 2 2
P
P(s) 0 0 1 0 0 0
P2(g) 24.8 1.08 2 0 0 0
P4(g) 5.85 0.254 4 0 0 0
PO3−4 (aq) -244.0 -10.58 1 4 8 5
P2O
4−
7 (aq) -459.8 -19.94 2 7 14 10
P4O10(s) -644.8 -27.96 4 10 20 20
PH3(g) 3.2 0.14 1 0 -3 -3
PH3(aq) 0.35 0.015 1 0 -3 -3
PH+4 (aq) 16.2 0.702 1 0 -4 -3
HPO2−4 (aq) -260.91 -11.314 1 4 7 5
H2PO
−
4 (aq) -270.73 -11.740 1 4 6 5
H3PO4(s) -267.5 -11.60 1 4 5 5
H3PO4(aq) -273.10 -11.843 1 4 5 5
H3PO4·0.5H2O(s) -296.9 -12.87 1 4.5 5 5
PH4OH(aq) -56.34 -2.443 1 1 -3 -3
HP2O
3−
7 (aq) -472.5 -20.49 2 7 13 10
H2P2O
2−
7 (aq) -481.6 -20.88 2 7 12 10
H3P2O
−
7 (aq) -484.7 -21.02 2 7 11 10
H4P2O7(aq) -486.8 -21.11 2 7 10 10
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B.3. Aqueous Stability of Bulk Ni2P and Ni5P4
A precondition for the existence of a surface is existence of a stable bulk phase that
supports it. Under UHV conditions with chemical potential reservoirs for Ni and P,
we previously defined the regions of µNi and µP where different bulk nickel phosphide
compositions (NixPy) are stable. (67) Under electrochemical conditions, however, we
consider the equilibrium between bulk nickel phosphides and aqueous ions of Ni and
P, e.g. Ni2+(aq) and H3PO4(aq) and some of their solid phases. Depending on the
pH or U , aqueous ions of Ni and P with different charge states are possible. Fig.
B.1 shows the Pourbaix diagram for Ni and P at 1 M and 300 K. Under reducing
conditions, face-centered cubic Ni(s), oxidation state (o.s.) = 0, and PH3, P o.s. = -3,
are favorable. In acidic and oxidizing conditions, Ni prefers an o.s. of +2 and forms
a coordination complex with six water molecules. At a pH of 6, NiO becomes the
predominant phase while maintaining the same o.s. At oxidizing potentials, P5+ goes
through a progression from phosphoric acid (H3PO4) at low pH to phosphate (PO
3−
4 )
at high pH.
Since Ni (P) has a small positive (negative) charge in nickel phosphides, (67)
we expect that bulk Ni2P and Ni5P4 are stable along the equilibrium line bewteen
neutral and oxidized Ni and P species. The bulk stability regions of Ni2P and Ni5P4
at 300 K are plotted in Fig. B.2. As the concentration of aqueous Ni and P decreases,
with the constraint that β[NiOba] = α[HxPO
z
y] where α and β are the stoichiometric
coefficients for Ni and P in the bulk Ni phosphide, naturally so does the size of the bulk
stability region. Above the bulk stability regions, NixPy follows oxidative degradation
pathways forming either Ni2+ and H3PO4/H2PO
−
4 or NiO and HPO
2−
4 /PO
3−
4 . Below,
NixPy is reduced to Ni(s) and PH3(g). For a 1 M concentration of solvated species,
the bulk stability region of Ni2P is larger than that of Ni5P4 indicating that Ni5P4
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has a more limited operational potential in an aqueous electrochemical environment
than Ni2P, especially under more reducing conditions (U < -0.50 V). We compare the
stability of aqueous surface reconstructions only within the bulk stability region.
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Figure B.1: Experimental Pourbaix diagram for a 1 M aqueous solution of (A) Ni
and (B) P at 298.15 K constructed using data shown in Table B.1.
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Figure B.2: Bulk phase diagram of (A) Ni2P, (B) Ni5P4 for different molar concen-
trations of solvated species and (C) NixPy for 1 M NiO
b
a at 300 K. Refer to Fig. B.1
for the values of a, b, x, y, and z at a specific U and pH.
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B.4. How To Use Tables B.2-B.4
We use the data in Tables B.2-B.4 to calculate the relative stability between surface
phases (see Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). For a demonstration, consider the phase
Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+(5/3)H (red region) shown in Fig. 4.1. We calculate the free
energy of surface phases relative to a reference surface, e.g. for Ni2P(0001), Ni3P2+P,
at 1 M [HxPO
z
y] (2 M [HxNiO
z
y]) and 298.15 K.
For pH < 1, U < −0.31 V, and a 1×1 surface unit cell, the reaction to form phase
1 from the reference surface is
[Ni3P2 + P]
ref + (14/3)(H+ + e−)
 [Ni3P2 + (5/3)H] + PH3(aq) (B.5)
where the elements enclosed in brackets correspond to a single surface. To work with
whole numbers instead of fractions, we consider a
√
3 ×
√
3, R30◦ surface unit cell
for which Eq. B.5 becomes
[Ni9P6 + 3P]
ref + 14(H+ + e−)
 [Ni9P6 + 5H] + 3PH3(aq) (B.6)
We can split this reaction into two steps
[Ni9P6 + 3P]
ref + 5(H+ + e−)
 [Ni9P6 + 5H] + 3P(s,white) (B.7)
3P(s,white) + 9(H+ + e−)
 3PH3(aq) (B.8)
where the first step is the adsorption of H and the desorption of P(s, white) and the
second step is the reduction of P(s, white) to PH3(aq). The DFT total energy change
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for the first step is
∆EDFTdsrp = E
DFT
Ni9P6+5H
+ 3EDFTP(s,white) − EDFTNi9P6+3P − (5/2)E
DFT
H2(g)
= 1.72 eV (B.9)
The zero point energy change is
∆ZPE = ZPENi9P6+5H − ZPENi9P6+3P − (5/2)ZPEH2(g) = 0.26 eV (B.10)
where ZPENi9P6+5H includes the H adsorbates and the surface atoms coupled to them
and ZPENi9P6+3P just includes the same surface atoms. The integrated heat capacity
change is
∆(H −H◦) = −(5/2)(H −H◦)H2(g) = −0.22 eV (B.11)
The standard molar entropy change is
−T∆S◦ = (5/2)TS◦H2(g) = 1.01 eV (B.12)
From Eq. B.2, ∆Gdsrp = 2.77 eV. Inserting this value into Eq. 4.10 and noting that
nNi = 0 and nP = 3 (the numbers of Ni and P removed relative to the reference) for
this reaction, we arrive at the following equation for the surface free energy relative
to the reference surface
∆Gdiss = 2.77 + 3∆G
◦
P(s,white)/PH3(aq)
+ 0.83pH + 14U
= 2.82 + 0.83pH + 14U
(B.13)
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Table B.2: Free energy of Ni2P(0001) surfaces in equilibrium with
1 M Ni2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M H3PO4 at 298.15 K. n
corresponds to the number of atoms removed from the reference
surface, Ni2P-Ni3P2+P, to obtain a given surface. All energies are
reported in eV.
Surface nNi nP nH ∆E
DFT
dsrp ∆ZPE ∆(H −H◦) −T∆S◦ ∆Gdsrp
Ni3P2+P (reference) 0 0 0 0.00 - - - 0.00
Ni3P2+P+0.33VNi 1 0 0 1.37 - - - 1.37
Ni3P2+0.67P 0 1 0 1.24 - - - 1.24
Ni3P2+0.33P 0 2 0 2.48 - - - 2.48
Ni3P2+P+0.33Ni -1 0 0 -0.39 - - - -0.39
Ni3P2+1.33P 0 -1 0 -0.48 - - - -0.48
Ni3P2+P+0.33H 0 0 -1 -0.22 0.08 -0.04 0.20 0.01
Ni3P2+P+0.67H 0 0 -2 -0.43 0.14 -0.09 0.40 0.03
Ni3P2+P+H 0 0 -3 -0.62 0.21 -0.13 0.61 0.07
Ni3P2+P+1.33H 0 0 -4 -0.84 0.30 -0.18 0.81 0.10
Ni3P2+P+1.67H 0 0 -5 -1.03 0.39 -0.22 1.01 0.16
Ni3P2+P+2H 0 0 -6 -1.25 0.48 -0.26 1.21 0.18
Ni3P2+P+2.33H 0 0 -7 -1.36 0.57 -0.31 1.41 0.32
Ni3P2+P+0.33O 0 0 2 -0.31 -0.19 -0.01 0.18 -0.33
Ni3P2+P+0.67O 0 0 4 -0.58 -0.38 -0.03 0.36 -0.63
Ni3P2+P+O 0 0 6 -0.81 -0.57 -0.04 0.54 -0.88
Ni3P2+P+0.33OH 0 0 1 -0.35 -0.06 -0.06 0.38 -0.08
Ni3P2+P+0.67OH 0 0 2 -0.70 -0.12 -0.12 0.76 -0.17
Ni3P2+P+OH 0 0 3 -1.05 -0.17 -0.18 1.14 -0.25
Ni3P2+0.33HO-P=O 0 0 3 -0.28 -0.24 -0.07 0.56 -0.03
Ni3P2+0.33HP(OH)2 0 0 1 -0.75 0.03 -0.16 0.97 0.09
Ni3P2+0.33HP=O 0 0 1 0.35 -0.12 -0.06 0.38 0.56
Ni3P2+0.33HPOH 0 0 0 -0.54 0.06 -0.10 0.58 0.00
Ni3P2+0.33(OH+H) 0 0 0 -0.49 0.06 -0.10 0.58 0.05
Ni3P2 0 3 0 3.72 - - - 3.72
Ni3P2+0.33VNi 1 3 0 4.64 - - - 4.64
Ni3P2+0.33VP 0 4 0 5.81 - - - 5.81
Ni3P2+0.33Ni -1 3 0 4.01 - - - 4.01
Ni3P2+0.33H 0 3 -1 3.05 0.03 -0.04 0.20 3.24
Ni3P2+0.67H 0 3 -2 2.40 0.07 -0.09 0.40 2.79
Ni3P2+H 0 3 -3 1.75 0.10 -0.13 0.61 2.32
Ni3P2+1.33H
α 0 3 -4 1.78 0.18 -0.18 0.81 2.58
Ni3P2+1.33H
β 0 3 -4 1.79 0.17 -0.18 0.81 2.59
Ni3P2+1.67H
α 0 3 -5 1.97 0.23 -0.22 1.01 3.00
Ni3P2+1.67H
β 0 3 -5 1.91 0.20 -0.22 1.01 2.89
Ni3P2+1.67H
γ 0 3 -5 1.72 0.26 -0.22 1.01 2.77
Ni3P2+1.67H
δ 0 3 -5 1.88 0.24 -0.22 1.01 2.90
Ni3P2+0.33O 0 3 2 4.21 -0.21 -0.01 0.18 4.17
Ni3P2+0.33OH 0 3 1 3.17 -0.04 -0.06 0.38 3.46
Ni3P2+0.67OH 0 3 2 2.63 -0.08 -0.12 0.76 3.19
Ni3P2+OH 0 3 3 2.08 -0.12 -0.18 1.14 2.93
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Table B.3: Free energy of Ni5P4(0001) surfaces relative to Ni5P4-Ni4P3(0001)
in equilibrium with 1 M Ni2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M H3PO4 at 298.15
K. All energies are reported in eV.
Surface nNi nP nH ∆E
DFT
dsrp ∆ZPE ∆(H −H
◦) −T∆S◦ ∆Gdsrp
Ni4P3+3P 0 -9 0 -9.23 - - - -9.23
Ni4P3+3P+0.33VNi 1 -9 0 -8.29 - - - -8.29
Ni4P3+3P+0.33Niα -1 -9 0 -9.74 - - - -9.74
Ni4P3+3P+0.33Niβ -1 -9 0 -9.74 - - - -9.74
Ni4P3+3P+0.33H 0 -9 -1 -9.43 0.06 -0.04 0.20 -9.21
Ni4P3+3P+0.67H 0 -9 -2 -9.60 0.13 -0.09 0.40 -9.15
Ni4P3+3P+H 0 -9 -3 -9.74 0.19 -0.13 0.61 -9.07
Ni4P3+3P+1.33H 0 -9 -4 -9.85 0.28 -0.18 0.81 -8.94
Ni4P3+3P+1.67H 0 -9 -5 -9.97 0.36 -0.22 1.01 -8.82
Ni4P3+3P+2H 0 -9 -6 -10.04 0.45 -0.26 1.21 -8.65
Ni4P3+3P+2.33H 0 -9 -7 -10.14 0.53 -0.31 1.41 -8.51
Ni4P3+3P+2.67H 0 -9 -8 -10.37 0.62 -0.35 1.62 -8.49
Ni4P3+3P+3H 0 -9 -9 -10.44 0.72 -0.39 1.82 -8.30
Ni4P3+3P+3.33H 0 -9 -10 -10.61 0.78 -0.44 2.02 -8.25
Ni4P3+2.67P 0 -8 0 -8.63 - - - -8.63
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33VNi 1 -8 0 -7.72 - - - -7.72
Ni4P3+2.33P 0 -7 0 -8.00 - - - -8.00
Ni4P3+1.67P 0 -5 0 -5.52 - - - -5.52
Ni4P3+1.33P 0 -4 0 -3.72 - - - -3.72
Ni4P3+P 0 -3 0 -1.92 - - - -1.92
Ni4P3+0.67P 0 -2 0 -1.28 - - - -1.28
Ni4P3+0.33P 0 -1 0 -0.64 - - - -0.64
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33H 0 -8 -1 -8.83 0.05 -0.04 0.20 -8.63
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.67H 0 -8 -2 -9.33 0.13 -0.09 0.40 -8.88
Ni4P3+2.67P+H 0 -8 -3 -9.70 0.24 -0.13 0.61 -8.98
Ni4P3+2.67P+1.33H 0 -8 -4 -9.86 0.30 -0.18 0.81 -8.93
Ni4P3+2.67P+1.67H 0 -8 -5 -10.03 0.38 -0.22 1.01 -8.86
Ni4P3+2.67P+2H 0 -8 -6 -10.13 0.46 -0.26 1.21 -8.72
Ni4P3+2.67P+2.33H 0 -8 -7 -10.44 0.57 -0.31 1.41 -8.76
Ni4P3+2.67P+2.67H 0 -8 -8 -10.30 0.64 -0.35 1.62 -8.39
Ni4P3+2.67P+3H 0 -8 -9 -10.69 0.76 -0.39 1.82 -8.51
Ni4P3+2.67P+3.33H 0 -8 -10 -10.53 0.84 -0.44 2.02 -8.11
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni -1 -8 0 -9.04 - - - -9.04
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.67Ni -2 -8 0 -8.61 - - - -8.61
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+0.33H -1 -8 -1 -9.39 0.06 -0.04 0.20 -9.17
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+0.67H -1 -8 -2 -9.71 0.15 -0.09 0.40 -9.25
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+H -1 -8 -3 -9.84 0.22 -0.13 0.61 -9.15
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+1.33H -1 -8 -4 -9.99 0.28 -0.18 0.81 -9.08
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+1.67H -1 -8 -5 -10.12 0.35 -0.22 1.01 -8.97
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+2H -1 -8 -6 -10.16 0.42 -0.26 1.21 -8.80
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+2.33H -1 -8 -7 -10.42 0.53 -0.31 1.41 -8.79
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+2.67H -1 -8 -8 -10.69 0.62 -0.35 1.62 -8.80
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+3H -1 -8 -9 -10.73 0.76 -0.39 1.82 -8.54
Ni4P3+2.67P+0.33Ni+3.33H -1 -8 -10 -10.33 0.85 -0.44 2.02 -7.90
Ni4P3+2P 0 -6 0 -7.32 - - - -7.32
Ni4P3+2P+0.33Ni -1 -6 0 -7.12 - - - -7.12
Ni4P3+2P+0.33H 0 -6 -1 -7.53 0.03 -0.04 0.20 -7.34
Ni4P3+2P+0.67H 0 -6 -2 -7.74 0.05 -0.09 0.40 -7.36
Ni4P3+2P+H 0 -6 -3 -7.92 0.09 -0.13 0.61 -7.37
Ni4P3+2P+1.33H 0 -6 -4 -8.43 0.18 -0.18 0.81 -7.61
Ni4P3+2P+1.67H 0 -6 -5 -8.89 0.28 -0.22 1.01 -7.82
Ni4P3+2P+2H 0 -6 -6 -9.36 0.38 -0.26 1.21 -8.03
Ni4P3+2P+2.33H 0 -6 -7 -9.73 0.44 -0.31 1.41 -8.19
Ni4P3+2P+2.67H 0 -6 -8 -10.09 0.49 -0.35 1.62 -8.34
Ni4P3+2P+3H 0 -6 -9 -10.44 0.55 -0.39 1.82 -8.46
Ni4P3+2P+3.33H 0 -6 -10 -10.08 0.57 -0.44 2.02 -7.93
Ni4P3 (reference) 0 0 0 0.00 - - - 0.00
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Ni4P3+0.33VNi 1 0 0 0.61 - - - 0.61
Ni4P3+0.33VP 0 1 0 2.36 - - - 2.36
Ni4P3+0.33Niα -1 0 0 -0.49 - - - -0.49
Ni4P3+0.33Niβ -1 0 0 -0.48 - - - -0.48
Ni4P3+0.67Ni -2 0 0 -0.96 - - - -0.96
Ni4P3+0.33H 0 0 -1 -0.55 0.05 -0.04 0.20 -0.34
Ni4P3+0.67H 0 0 -2 -1.07 0.11 -0.09 0.40 -0.64
Ni4P3+H 0 0 -3 -1.58 0.14 -0.13 0.61 -0.97
Ni4P3+1.33H 0 0 -4 -2.19 0.23 -0.18 0.81 -1.34
Ni4P3+1.67H 0 0 -5 -2.77 0.31 -0.22 1.01 -1.67
Ni4P3+2H 0 0 -6 -3.33 0.40 -0.26 1.21 -1.99
Ni4P3+2.33H 0 0 -7 -3.86 0.48 -0.31 1.41 -2.27
Ni4P3+2.67H 0 0 -8 -4.35 0.57 -0.35 1.62 -2.52
Ni4P3+3H 0 0 -9 -4.87 0.66 -0.39 1.82 -2.79
Ni4P3+3.33H 0 0 -10 -5.35 0.76 -0.44 2.02 -3.01
Ni4P3+3.67H 0 0 -11 -5.87 0.73 -0.48 2.22 -3.40
Ni4P3+4H 0 0 -12 -6.36 0.84 -0.53 2.42 -3.63
Ni4P3+4.33H 0 0 -13 -6.26 0.88 -0.57 2.62 -3.32
Ni4P3+Ni -3 0 0 -1.37 - - - -1.37
Ni4P3+1.33Ni -4 0 0 -0.42 - - - -0.42
Ni4P3+Ni+0.33H -3 0 -1 -1.99 0.05 -0.04 0.20 -1.79
Ni4P3+Ni+0.67H -3 0 -2 -2.55 0.10 -0.09 0.40 -2.14
Ni4P3+Ni+H -3 0 -3 -3.14 0.14 -0.13 0.61 -2.52
Ni4P3+Ni+1.33H -3 0 -4 -2.99 0.18 -0.18 0.81 -2.18
Ni4P3+Ni+1.67H -3 0 -5 -3.44 0.25 -0.22 1.01 -2.40
Ni3P3 21 15 0 21.77 - - - 21.77
Ni3P3+0.33VNi 22 15 0 22.79 - - - 22.79
Ni3P3+0.33VP 21 16 0 22.58 - - - 22.58
Ni3P3+0.33Ni 20 15 0 21.95 - - - 21.95
Ni3P3+0.33P 21 14 0 20.92 - - - 20.92
Ni3P3+0.33H 21 15 -1 21.04 0.06 -0.04 0.20 21.25
Ni3P3+0.67H 21 15 -2 20.31 0.12 -0.09 0.40 20.74
Ni3P3+H 21 15 -3 19.64 0.18 -0.13 0.61 20.29
Ni3P3+1.33H 21 15 -4 19.63 0.26 -0.18 0.81 20.52
Ni3P3+1.67H 21 15 -5 19.65 0.34 -0.22 1.01 20.78
Ni3P′3 21 15 0 19.96 - - - 19.96
Ni3P′3+0.33VNi 22 15 0 20.78 - - - 20.78
Ni3P′3+0.33Ni 20 15 0 20.14 - - - 20.14
Ni3P′3+0.33H 21 15 -1 19.71 0.07 -0.04 0.20 19.94
Ni3P′3+0.67H 21 15 -2 19.50 0.15 -0.09 0.40 19.97
Ni3P′3+H 21 15 -3 19.33 0.22 -0.13 0.61 20.03
Ni3P′3+1.33H 21 15 -4 19.30 0.28 -0.18 0.81 20.21
Ni3P′3+1.67H 21 15 -5 19.01 0.33 -0.22 1.01 20.13
Ni3P′3+2H 21 15 -6 19.05 0.44 -0.26 1.21 20.44
Ni3P′3+VP 21 18 0 21.31 - - - 21.31
Ni3P′3+VP+0.33VNi 22 18 0 22.57 - - - 22.57
Ni3P′3+1.33VP 21 19 0 22.84 - - - 22.84
Ni3P′3+1.67VP 21 20 0 24.36 - - - 24.36
Ni3P′3+VP+0.33Ni 20 18 0 22.01 - - - 22.01
Ni3P′3+VP+0.33H 21 18 -1 21.11 0.05 -0.04 0.20 21.32
Ni3P′3+VP+0.67H 21 18 -2 20.94 0.10 -0.09 0.40 21.36
Ni3P′3+VP+H 21 18 -3 20.78 0.15 -0.13 0.61 21.41
Ni3P′3+VP+1.33H 21 18 -4 20.67 0.21 -0.18 0.81 21.51
Ni3P′3+VP+1.67H 21 18 -5 20.55 0.27 -0.22 1.01 21.62
Ni3P′3+VP+2H 21 18 -6 20.43 0.34 -0.26 1.21 21.72
Ni3P′3+VP+2.33H 21 18 -7 20.42 0.42 -0.31 1.41 21.95
Ni3P′3+VP+2.67H 21 18 -8 20.46 0.48 -0.35 1.62 22.20
Ni3P′3+2VP 21 21 0 25.87 - - - 25.87
Ni3P′3+2.33VP 21 22 0 28.58 - - - 28.58
Ni3P′3+2VP+0.33Ni 20 21 0 26.47 - - - 26.47
Ni3P′3+2VP+0.33H 21 21 -1 25.10 0.04 -0.04 0.20 25.29
Ni3P′3+2VP+0.67H 21 21 -2 24.33 0.09 -0.09 0.40 24.73
Ni3P′3+2VP+H 21 21 -3 23.55 0.14 -0.13 0.61 24.16
Ni3P′3+2VP+1.33H 21 21 -4 23.47 0.18 -0.18 0.81 24.28
Ni3P′3+2VP+1.67H 21 21 -5 23.40 0.22 -0.22 1.01 24.41
Ni3P′3+2VP+2H 21 21 -6 23.33 0.26 -0.26 1.21 24.54
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Ni3P′3+2VP+2.33H 21 21 -7 23.30 0.33 -0.31 1.41 24.73
Ni3P′3+2VP+2.67H 21 21 -8 23.27 0.39 -0.35 1.62 24.92
Ni3P′3+2VP+3H 21 21 -9 23.25 0.45 -0.39 1.82 25.12
Ni3P′3+2VP+3.33H 21 21 -10 23.36 0.52 -0.44 2.02 25.46
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Table B.4: Free energy of Ni5P4(0001̄) surfaces relative to Ni5P4-
Ni4P3(0001̄) in equilibrium with 1 M Ni
2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3
or 1 M H3PO4 at 298.15 K. All energies are reported in eV.
Surface nNi nP nH ∆E
DFT
dsrp ∆ZPE ∆(H −H◦) −T∆S◦ ∆Gdsrp
Ni4P3+3P 0 -9 0 -10.90 - - - -10.90
Ni4P3+3P+0.33VNi 1 -9 0 -9.87 - - - -9.87
Ni4P3+2.67P 0 -8 0 -10.16 - - - -10.16
Ni4P3+2.33P 0 -7 0 -9.45 - - - -9.45
Ni4P3+2P 0 -6 0 -8.79 - - - -8.79
Ni4P3+1.67P 0 -5 0 -6.72 - - - -6.72
Ni4P3+1.33P 0 -4 0 -4.65 - - - -4.65
Ni4P3+P 0 -3 0 -2.57 - - - -2.57
Ni4P3+0.67P 0 -2 0 -1.72 - - - -1.72
Ni4P3+0.33P 0 -1 0 -0.86 - - - -0.86
Ni4P3+3P+0.33Ni -1 -9 0 -11.15 - - - -11.15
Ni4P3+3P+0.67Ni -2 -9 0 -11.01 - - - -11.01
Ni4P3+2P+0.33Ni -1 -6 0 -8.50 - - - -8.50
Ni4P3+3P+0.33H 0 -9 -1 -11.17 0.08 -0.04 0.20 -10.93
Ni4P3+3P+0.67H 0 -9 -2 -11.40 0.16 -0.09 0.40 -10.93
Ni4P3+3P+H 0 -9 -3 -11.59 0.24 -0.13 0.61 -10.87
Ni4P3+3P+1.33H 0 -9 -4 -11.77 0.33 -0.18 0.81 -10.81
Ni4P3+3P+1.67H 0 -9 -5 -11.88 0.38 -0.22 1.01 -10.71
Ni4P3+3P+2H 0 -9 -6 -11.98 0.45 -0.26 1.21 -10.58
Ni4P3+3P+2.33H 0 -9 -7 -12.04 0.57 -0.31 1.41 -10.36
Ni4P3+3P+2.67H 0 -9 -8 -12.10 0.68 -0.35 1.62 -10.15
Ni4P3+3P+3H 0 -9 -9 -12.13 0.78 -0.39 1.82 -9.93
Ni4P3 (reference) 0 0 0 0.00 - - - 0.00
Ni4P3+0.33VNi 1 0 0 0.67 - - - 0.67
Ni4P3+0.33VP 0 1 0 2.96 - - - 2.96
Ni4P3+0.33Ni -1 0 0 -0.44 - - - -0.44
Ni4P3+0.33H 0 0 -1 -0.78 0.05 -0.04 0.20 -0.57
Ni4P3+0.67H 0 0 -2 -1.57 0.10 -0.09 0.40 -1.16
Ni4P3+H 0 0 -3 -2.34 0.14 -0.13 0.61 -1.72
Ni4P3+1.33H 0 0 -4 -2.88 0.25 -0.18 0.81 -1.99
Ni4P3+1.67H 0 0 -5 -3.31 0.35 -0.22 1.01 -2.16
Ni4P3+2H 0 0 -6 -3.76 0.46 -0.26 1.21 -2.36
Ni4P3+2.33H 0 0 -7 -4.20 0.55 -0.31 1.41 -2.55
Ni4P3+2.67H 0 0 -8 -4.51 0.64 -0.35 1.62 -2.61
Ni4P3+3H 0 0 -9 -4.89 0.74 -0.39 1.82 -2.73
Ni4P3+3.33H 0 0 -10 -5.28 0.85 -0.44 2.02 -2.85
Ni4P3+3.67H 0 0 -11 -5.63 0.96 -0.48 2.22 -2.93
Ni4P3+4H 0 0 -12 -5.96 1.07 -0.53 2.42 -3.00
Ni4P3+4.33H 0 0 -13 -5.75 1.10 -0.57 2.62 -2.59
Ni4P3+4.67H 0 0 -14 -5.69 1.22 -0.61 2.83 -2.26
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B.5. Structure and Aqueous Stability of Ni5P4(0001) Surfaces
For Ni5P4(0001), five different surface phases are observed under acidic (pH = -0.1–
1), reducing (U = 0.0 to -0.8 V) conditions (see Fig. B.3A). For U > -0.12 V, the
surface layer has a stoichiometry of Ni5P4(s)/Ni3P3(0001)+2VP+H. A representa-
tive structure for the family of Ni5P4(s)/Ni3P3(0001)+2VP+nH surfaces with n =
1, 2, and 10/3 is shown in Fig. B.3B. This surface comprises Ni3-hollows that are
connected via P atoms, generating a honeycomb-like surface lattice. Similar to the
other surface terminations discussed, an H atom binds strongly to each Ni3-hollow
(labelled 1-3), with a bond length of 1.74 Å and ∆Gads = -0.57 eV/H. For -0.12 V
≥ U ≥ -0.16 V, H atoms populate adjacent Ni-P bridge sites (labelled 4-6) forming
Ni5P4(s)/Ni3P3(0001)+2VP+2H.
For -0.16 V ≥ U ≥ -0.3 V, the predominant surface phase is
Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001)+4H. This dramatic change in surface composition is driven by
surface dissolution, which forms Ni2+ and H3PO4. The structure of
Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001)+nH is shown in Fig. B.3C which exhibits repeating Ni3- and
P3-hollows with central Ni atoms. There are two different types of Ni-P bonds, one
with a bond length of 2.11 Å between P and the central Ni and another with a bond
length of 2.27 Å between P and a Ni from a Ni3-hollow. Three H atoms adsorb per
√
3 ×
√
3 supercell, one at each Ni3-hollow, shown by the inset. The hydrogen ad-
sorbate forms bonds of equal length with all three Ni atoms (1.73 Å). This is shorter
than the Ni-H bond length at Ni3-hollows on Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+H, 1.79 Å (see
Fig. 4.1B). H binding is weaker at the Ni3-hollow site on Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001)+4H,
with an average adsorption free energy of -0.32 eV/H. Nine additional H atoms per
supercell adsorb, three per P3-hollow site. Each H makes a single P-H bond of length
1.42 Å, and the H atoms point toward the center of the P3-hollow. For -0.30 V ≥ U ≥
170
-0.48 V, one additional H atom per supercell binds to one of the Ni3-hollows (n =
13/3), resulting in two H atoms binding at the Ni-Ni bridge sites, as shown by the
inset in Fig. B.3C.
U ≤ -0.48 V reforms Ni5P4(s)/Ni3P3(0001)+2VP saturated with H, +(10/3)H.
The structure of this phase can be found in Fig. B.3B. In addition to the H atoms at
Ni3-hollow (labelled 1-3) and Ni-P bridge sites (4-6), four more H atoms (7-10) bind
weakly to lattice P (∆Gads ranging from 0.12 to 0.34 eV) at Ni-P bridge sites (d̄PH =
1.54 Å).
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Figure B.3: (A) Surface phase diagram of Ni5P4(0001) in equilibrium with 1
M Ni2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M H3PO4 at 298.15 K. Evolution of the
(B) Ni5P4(s)/Ni3P3(0001)+2VP+nH and (C) Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001)+nH surfaces
through adsorption-desorption equilibrium of H, P, and Ni. n corresponds to the
number of H atoms per 1× 1 surface unit cell. Numbers next to H atoms correspond
to the number of H atoms per
√
3×
√
3 R30◦ surface unit cell. Red, green, and pink
regions: Ni5P4(s)/Ni3P3(0001)+2VP+nH with n = 1, 2, and 10/3, respectively. Blue
and violet regions: Ni5P4(s)/Ni4P3(0001)+nH with n = 4 and 13/3, respectively.
Some average bond lengths are reported.
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B.6. Additional HER Mechanisms
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Figure B.4: Free energies and structures of intermediates in the HER for
Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+H in equilibrium with 1 M Ni
2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or
1 M H3PO4 at 298.15 K and pH = 0. The blue line corresponds to the minimum
overpotential to make the reaction spontaneous and ensure catalyst stability.
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Figure B.5: Free energy of intermediates in the HER for Ni5P4(0001) in equilibrium
with 1 M Ni2+ or Ni(s), and 1 M PH3 or 1 M H3PO4 at 298.15 K and pH = 0. The
blue line corresponds to the minimum overpotential to make the reaction spontaneous
and ensure catalyst stability. The structure of intermediates in the HER is identical
to that of Ni5P4(0001̄) as shown in Fig. 4.4B.
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Figure B.6: Surface phase diagram of Ni2P(0001) and Ni5P4(0001̄) in equilib-
rium with different molar concentrations of solvated species at 298.15 K and pH
= 0. Black dashed lines enclose the bulk stability regions for Ni2P and Ni5P4.
At conditions (U and pH) below the white dashed line, water is unstable and
H2(g) evolution is thermodynamically favored. For Ni2P(0001), both the bulk and
Ni2P(s)/Ni3P2(0001)+P+(7/3)H surface (blue region) stability domains shrink with
respect to the applied voltage. For Ni5P4(0001̄), only the bulk stability region shrinks
with respect to the applied voltage. η corresponds to the minimum overpotential to
make the reaction spontaneous and ensure catalyst stability.
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APPENDIX C : Supplemental: Tuning the H2 evolving
activity of Ni2P via surface nonmetal
doping-generated chemical pressure: a joint
first principles and machine learning study
C.1. Additional Computational Details
C.1.1. DFT
We applied Gaussian electronic smearing of 0.07 eV to the band occupations near the
Fermi energy to improve electronic k-point convergence. The total energy convergence
threshold for SCF calculations was 1.4 × 10−5 eV/cell. The total energy and force
convergence thresholds for bulk and surface geometry relaxations were 1.4 × 10−3
eV/cell and 2.6× 10−2 eV/Å, respectively. Pseudopotentials were constructed using
the OPIUM (version 3.7) software.
C.1.2. Machine Learning
Atomic radii were taken from Ref. 340. The dimensionality of the data set for dopant
residual charge descriptors is six (corresponding to the maximum substitution num-
ber, nX = 6). For nX < 6, there will naturally be less than six values for the dopant
residual charge. In the aforementioned cases, we replace the missing data with “-999”,
which the algorithm will interpret as “completely different”. We also removed zero
and near zero-variance descriptors. Fig. C.1 is a schematic for 3-fold cross-validation
(CV). Prior to training, the observations are reordered randomly so that the distri-
bution of dopant identities and concentrations is consistent with that of the full data
set. In the first iteration, the first third of the data is selected as the test data and
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the machine learning algorithm is trained on the remaining two-thirds of the data.
In the second iteration, the second third of the data is selected as the test data and
so on.
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k = 1
k = 2
k = 3
Test data Training data
All data
Figure C.1: Schematic for 3-fold cross-validation adapted from Ref. 5. The data set is
represented as a chain of circles whose color, blue or orange, corresponds to their class
or y-value. For example, blue and orange could represent ∆GH ≤ 0 and ∆GH > 0,
respectively. The test data is enclosed by a rectangle for each k.
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C.2. Additional Theoretical Details
C.2.1. Free Energy of H Adsorption
For surface H adsorption, i.e.
Su + H+ + e− 
 Su− H (C.1)
the free energy change (∆GH) can be written as
∆GH = GSu−H −GSu −
1
2
GH2 (C.2)
where Su is the surface. This can be rewritten in calculable and experimentally-
obtainable variables as
∆GH = ∆E
DFT
H + ∆ZPEH −
1
2
(H −H◦)H2 +
1
2
TS◦H2
+ 2.303nHkBTpH + neqeU
(C.3)
where T is the temperature in Kelvin, U is the electrode potential vs. SHE in volts,
EDFT is the DFT total energy, ZPE is the zero-point energy, H−H◦ is the integrated
heat capacity, S0 is the standard entropy, nH is the number of protons consumed,
kB is Boltzmann’s constant, ne is the number of electrons consumed, and qe is the
electron charge. Here, we assume that surface pV and TS contributions are negligible.
Additionally, it has been shown that for metal-hollow sites (38; 341), ∆GH at 300 K
can be approximated as
∆GH(300 K) = ∆E
DFT
H + 0.24 eV + 2.303nHkBT ln pH + neqeU (C.4)
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where
∆ZPEH −
1
2
(H −H◦)H2 +
1
2
TS◦H2 = 0.24 eV (C.5)
The above term is demonstrated to be nearly fixed due to the dominance of the nearly
constant M-H stretching and bending frequencies on the surface H atom’s ZPE. The
sum of the frequencies of the M-H normal modes is ≈ 3550 cm−1, corresponding to
~ω/2 = 0.22 eV. Variation in the M-H stretching and bending frequencies even by
200 cm−1 results in only ≈ 0.01 eV change in the ZPE. Since ZPEH2/2 = 0.14 eV and
−(H −H◦)H2/2 + TS◦H2/2 = 0.16 eV, the term above is therefore ≈ 0.24 eV.
C.2.2. Free Energy of Dopant Substitution
The dissolution of a surface atom in aqueous solution can be written as
Su− A + nwH2O
 Su + [HxAOy]z + nHH+ + nee− (C.6)
where nw is the number of water molecules needed for redox and/or solvation of A,
[HxAOy]
z is the most stable aqueous phase of A, and z is the charge of this phase.
Unlike in Eq. C.4, nH and ne are the number of protons and electrons released,
respectively. Note that we could rewrite nw, nH, and ne in terms of x, y, and z as
nw = y, nH = −x + 2y, and ne = −x + 2y + z. Previously, we derived an expression
for the free energy change of this reaction (38), which is
∆GA,diss = ∆Gdsrp +∆G
◦
A(std)/HxAOzy
+kBT ln aHxAOzy−2.303nHkBTpH−neqeU (C.7)
Here, ∆Gdsrp is the differential desorption (dsrp) free energy for A to leave the surface
and form A(std), G◦A(std)/HxAOzy is the standard free energy for redox and/or solvation
of A (see Table C.1), and a is the activity. Conversely, the precipitation of an aqueous
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solute can be written as
Su + [Hx′XOy′ ]
z′ + n′HH
+ + n′ee
− 
 Su− X + n′wH2O (C.8)
where the ′ indicates that the stoichiometry of dissolution and precipitation are, in
general, not equal. The substitution of surface atom A with X is simply the sum of
Eqs. C.6 and C.8, which is
Su− A + [Hx′XOy′ ]z
′
+(nw − n′w)H2O

Su− X + [HxAOy]z + (nH − n′H)H+ + (ne − n′e)e−
(C.9)
Using Eqs. C.7 and C.9, it is straightforward to show that
∆Gsub = ∆G
◦
sub + kBT ln
HxAO
z
y
Hx′XO
z′
y′
− 2.303 · (nH − n′H) · kBTpH− (ne − n′e) · U
(C.10)
where we have defined
∆G◦sub = (∆Gdsrp,A −∆Gdsrp,X) + (∆G◦A(std)/HxAOzy −∆G
◦
X(std)/Hx′XO
z′
y′
) (C.11)
as the standard free energy of substitution relative to the most stable phases of A
and X at U = 0 V vs. SHE and pH = 0 (see Table C.2). For A = P and X = dopant,
we select aH3PO4/aHx′XOz
′
y′
= 1 × 103 so that Ni2P and not Ni-X is the most stable
bulk phase. Note, however, that we set the activity of solids (As, Te, and SiO2) and
liquids (H2O) to be 1, in which case aH3PO4/aHx′XOz
′
y′
= 1.
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Table C.1: Standard oxidation/reduction free energy of nonmetal standard states to
form most stable phases at U = 0 V vs. SHE and pH = 0 (∆G◦A(std)/HxAOzy) (1). All
energies are reported in eV/molecule.
X Phase ∆G◦A(std)/HxAOzy
S H2S -0.29
Se H2Se 0.16
Te Te 0.00
B H3BO3 -2.67
C CH4 -0.36
N NH +4 -0.82
O H2O -2.46
Si SiO2 -3.90
As As 0.00
P H3PO4 -2.01
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Table C.2: DFT-calculated free energy of substituting P with other nonmetals relative
to their standard states (∆Gdsrp,A−∆Gdsrp,X). All energies are reported in eV/atom.
Note that DFT-PBE is known to overbind O2 by 0.80 eV (2) and N2 by 0.50 eV (3).
We corrected this by performing DFT total energy calculations for triplet O and
quadruplet N and then adding their experimental binding energies (5.16 eV/O2 and
9.81 eV/N2). For example, for O2 we used EO2 = 2E
DFT
O +E
exp
bind. For O2 and N2, we
also included the experimental integrated heat capacity and the standard entropy of
the gas.
nX As Si B C N O S Se Te
1 0.32 0.81 1.54 2.75 2.29 -0.33 -0.25 -0.23 -0.12
2 0.29 0.85 1.43 2.63 2.13 -0.64 -0.37 -0.34 -0.20
3 0.16 0.78 1.61 2.84 2.02 -0.73 -0.48 -0.39 -0.22
4 0.62 0.89 1.51 3.10 2.76 0.78 0.34 0.61 0.92
5 0.64 0.85 1.64 3.35 3.08 0.68 0.35 0.64 1.03
6 0.61 0.82 1.55 3.58 2.95 0.70 0.34 0.74 1.21
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Example: Substituting P with S at T = 300 K, U = 0 V vs. SHE, and pH
= 0
At T = 300 K, U = 0 V vs. SHE, and pH = 0, the most stable aqueous phases of P
and S are H3PO4 and H2S, respectively. Therefore, the substitution of P with S can
be written as
Su− P + H2S + 4H2O
 Su− S + H3PO4 + 7(H+ + e−) (C.12)
The free energy change for this reaction is
∆Gsub = (∆Gdsrp,A −∆Gdsrp,X) + (∆G◦P(s,white)/H3PO4 −∆G
◦
S(s,α)/H2S
)
+ kBT ln
aH3PO4
aH2S
− 2.303 · 7 · kBTpH− 7U
(C.13)
Plugging in the conditions and using Tables C.1 and C.2 for nS = 1, we obtain
∆Gsub = −0.25 + (−2.01 + 0.29) + 0.026 · ln
aH3PO4
aH2S
eV (C.14)
For aH3PO4/aH2S = 1× 10
3,
∆Gsub = −1.79 eV (C.15)
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Figure C.2: Relative importance of descriptors calculated from RRF model. Inset
shows definitions of descriptors. There are nine Ni atoms in the (
√
3 ×
√
3)R30◦
Ni3P2(0001) surface of Ni2P. We only considered three Ni atoms (α, β, and γ)
comprising one of the Ni3-hollow sites for the descriptors.
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Figure C.3: Effect of Ni3-hollow site expansion, induced by doping with nonmetals
(nX = 1 − 6), on the strength of Ni-H bonds. Only the Ni3-hollow site and its local
coordination environment are shown. As, B, and S atoms are blue, green, and yellow,
respectively. The three unique Ni-H pairs and their bond lengths are colored blue,
orange, and red. We used the area of the Ni3-hollow site to measure its expansion
and average Ni-H bond length (〈Ni− H〉) to measure Ni-H bond strength. Although
〈Ni− H〉 appears to be a good measure of ∆GH, we didn’t include such descriptors
involving explicitly H. (A) Doping with As induces minimal changes in the area of
the Ni3-hollow site and therefore its effect on Ni-H bond strength is very small. (B)
Doping with B, in general, induces significant expansion of the Ni3-hollow site thereby
weakening the Ni-H bond. Additionally, at nB = 5, one of the Ni-H bonds is severed.
(C) Doping with S shows two regimes. For nS = 1 − 3, doping induces expansion
of the Ni3-hollow, which consequently weakens Ni-H bond strength. For nS = 4− 6,
however, doping induces compression of the Ni3-hollow site causing the Ni-H bond to
become stronger.
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APPENDIX D : Supplemental: Surface crystal structure
prediction using ab initio grand canonical
Monte Carlo simulations
D.1. Additional Computational Details
D.1.1. DFT
We used a plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 50 Ry. We used Methfessel-
Paxton first-order spreading (342) of 0.1 eV to improve self-consistent field conver-
gence for metallic structures. k-point grids and energy cutoffs for bulk structures
(Ag, Ag2O, O2) were selected such that the total energy was converged to within 3
meV/atom (see Table D.1). Calculated lattice constants are in good agreement with
experimental values (see Table D.2). The number of layers in the slab model were
selected such that the surface energy was converged to within 1 meV/Å2.
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Material k-point grid Energy cutoff (Ry)
Ag 11× 11× 11 50
Ag2O 4× 4× 4 50
O2 Γ 50
Table D.1: Converged k-point grids and energy cutoffs for bulk Ag, Ag2O, and O2
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Ag Ag2O
Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp.
a = b = c 2.86 2.89 4.68 4.72
Table D.2: Lattice constants for bulk Ag and Ag2O in Å.
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D.1.2. Machine Learning
We removed highly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient > 0.95) and near zero-
variance features (variance < 0.05) from the data set. We randomly split the data
set into a training and testing set containing 2/3 and 1/3 of the data, respectively.
We then tuned the parameters of a random forest to maximize the R2 of the testing
set (see Table D.3).
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Parameter Definition Value
n estimators # decision trees in random forest 40
max features # features to consider for each decision tree 11
max depth max depth of each decision tree 15
Table D.3: Optimal parameters of the random forest regressor implemented in scikit
learn. (4)
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Figure D.1: Flowchart for ab initio GCMC
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